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ABSTRACT
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In situ observation networks and reanalyses products of the state of the atmosphere and upper13

ocean show well defined, large scale patterns of coupled climate variability on time scales ranging14

from seasons to several decades. We summarize these phenomenon and their physics, which have15

been revealed by analysis of observations, by experimentation with uncoupled and coupled atmo-16

sphere and ocean models with a hierarchy of complexity, and by theoretical developments. We17

start with a discussion of the seasonal cycle in the equatorial tropical Pacific and Atlantic Oceans,18

which are clearly affected by coupling between the atmosphere and the ocean. We then discuss19

the tropical phenomena that only exist because of the coupling between the atmosphere and the20

ocean: the Pacific and Atlantic Meridional Modes, the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in21

the Pacific and a phenomenon analogous to ENSO in the Atlantic. For ENSO, we further dis-22

cuss the sources of irregularity and asymmetry between warm and cold phases of ENSO, and the23

response of ENSO to forcing. Fundamental to variability on all time scales in the midlatitudes24

of the Northern Hemisphere are preferred patterns of uncoupled atmospheric variability that exist25

independent of any changes in the state of the ocean, land or distribution of sea ice. These patterns26

include the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), the North Pacific Oscillation (NPO), and the Pacific27

North American / Aleutian Low (PNA) pattern; they are most active in wintertime, with a temporal28

spectrum that is nearly white. Stochastic variability in the NPO, PNA and NAO force the ocean29

on days to interannual times scales by way of turbulent heat exchange and Ekman transport, and30

on decadal and longer time scales by way of wind stress forcing. The PNA is partially responsible31

for the Pacific Decadal Oscillation; the NAO is responsible for an analogous phenomenon in the32

North Atlantic subpolar gyre. In models, stochastic forcing by the NAO also gives rise to vari-33

ability in the strength of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning circulation (AMOC) that is partially34

responsible for multidecadal anomalies in the North Atlantic climate known as the Atlantic Mul-35

tidecadal Oscillation (AMO); observations do not yet exist to adequately determine the physics of36
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the AMO. We review the progress that has been made in the past 50 years in understanding each of37

these phenomenon and the implications for short term (seasonal-to-interannual) climate forecasts.38

We end with a brief discussion of advances of things that are on the horizon, under the rug, and39

over the rainbow.40
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1. Introduction41

There was little discussion of coupled atmosphere/ocean variability in the first 2/3 of the42

20th Century. In an early study, Sir Gilbert Walker analyzed station data around the world and43

coined the term “Southern Oscillation” for a large-scale coherent oscillation in sea level pres-44

sure and in precipitation in the maritime continent (Walker 1924).1 Decades later, Berlage (1966)45

linked the Southern Oscillation to episodic, localized warming off Peru and Ecuador: this warm-46

ing was the El Niño phenomenon documented nearly 75yr earlier (Carranza 1892; Carrillo 1893;47

Pezet 1895, 1896). Bjerknes (1969) showed that changes in the trade winds along the equator in48

the Pacific were associated with the Southern Oscillation through the Walker circulation. Bjerknes49

presented evidence that changes in the strength of the trade winds were intimately related to the50

large-scale east-west sea surface temperature (SST)2 gradient across the Pacific; today this tight51

relationship is recognized as the Bjerknes feedback and is one of two central ingredients to the52

large-scale El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon (the other is the ocean adiabatic53

adjustment to the changes in wind stress; see section 4). While earlier examples of this necessary54

two-way coupling may exist, the description by Bjerknes (1969) marks a beginning to the now55

widespread recognition of coupled ocean / atmosphere phenomena, as defined herein.56

In the 1960’s and 1970’s, observational studies of the tropical Pacific atmosphere and ocean57

gave rise to a “canonical” view of ENSO as a pan-Pacific phenomenon, with warm El Niño events58

lasting 12-18 months or so, usually followed by cold La Niña events of lesser amplitude and lasting59

a few years (Rasmusson and Carpenter 1982). El Niño events occurred every 4-7 years and tended60

to peak at the end of the calendar year. Also in the 1960’s and 1970’s, theoretical advances led to61

1The interested reader can find more information on the pre-1960 observational studies that lead to an understanding of the Southern Oscillation

in Wallace et al. (1998), Clarke (2008) and other readily available resources.
2A glossary of acronyms is presented in Table 1.
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an understanding of the response of the tropical oceans to wind stress forcing, and to the response62

of the atmosphere to changes in SST (see section 4b).63

The 1982-83 El Niño event (the warm phase of ENSO) was remarkable for its amplitude and64

duration. It inspired meteorologists and oceanographers to come together and plan the 10-year65

program TOGA to study the impact of the “Tropical Oceans on the Global Atmosphere,” 1985-66

1994. TOGA significantly enhanced the observing system in the tropical Pacific (for an overview,67

see McPhaden et al. 1998) and ushered in intermediate complexity models of the coupled atmo-68

sphere/ocean system that led to an understanding of the essential aspects of the canonical ENSO69

cycle including the spatial structure and amplitude of the warm and cold (El Niño and La Niña)70

events, the period between warm events, and the seasonality in the variance of ENSO. In turn, anal-71

yses of these models led to the view that ENSO is an intrinsic mode of the dynamicaly coupled72

atmosphere/ocean system in the tropical Pacific, in which tropical ocean dynamics are essential73

for the evolution of SST through a rich mixture of ocean dynamics and surface fluxes. Following74

on the TOGA program and the World Ocean Climate Experiment (WOCE), the World Climate75

Research Program outlined a science plan to advance understanding and predictability of climate76

variability arising from coupled ocean-atmosphere interactions (US CLIVAR Scientific Steering77

Committee 2013). The CLIVAR program (both International CLIVAR in 1995, and US CLIVAR78

in 1997) continued to advance understanding of coupled ocean-atmosphere variations with a more79

global focus, including coupled ocean-atmosphere phenomena in the tropical Atlantic and Indian80

oceans, and the mid- and high-latitudes.81

Today, a quarter century after TOGA, further observations and modelling studies have confirmed82

this view of ENSO (but important questions remain; see section 8). In addition, other modes of83

climate variability have been identified in observations and simulated by climate models that likely84

exist only because of a coupling between the atmosphere and ocean. For example, the seasonal85
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cycle along the equator in the tropical Atlantic and Pacific is now understood as being born from a86

coupling of atmosphere and ocean in response to the seasonal cycle in insolation (section 2). The87

meridional modes (MM) describe patterns of intraseasonal to interannual variability in the tropical88

Pacific and Atlantic basins that are intrinsically forced by (stochastic) atmosphere variability, but89

with important feedbacks between the atmosphere and ocean in the subtropical Northern Hemi-90

sphere (section 3). And there is growing evidence that coupling between the atmosphere and91

oceans in the Northern Hemisphere extratropics contributes to the climate variability on decadal92

to multidecadal time scales. .93

This review paper contains a brief summary of the observational and modelling evidence for94

climate variability that is intrinsic to the coupling of the atmosphere and oceans in the tropics.95

The review is organized by phenomenon (e.g., the Meridional Modes, ENSO), and begins with96

the seasonal cycle in section 2 (because it is, in itself, a coupled atmosphere/ocean phenomenon97

and it is the background state that gives rise to ENSO) and the Meridional Modes in section 3. In98

section 4a we present the observations of ENSO, followed by a brief introduction to the essential99

uncoupled atmosphere and ocean dynamics that are relevant to ENSO in section 4b. We present100

the theory and further observations in support of ENSO as a true coupled atmosphere/ocean mode101

in sections 4c and 4d, respectively, and discuss the reasons for asymmetry between the warm102

and cold phases of ENSO in section 4e. A discussion of the sources of irregularity of ENSO is103

presented in section 4f, and a discussion of the response of ENSO to external forcing is presented104

in section 4g. Variability in the Indian Ocean is discussed in section 5.105

We summarize in section 6a the observation and theoretical evidence for intraseasonal to inter-106

annual climate variability in the midlatitudes that is due to variability intrinsic to the midlatitude107

atmosphere and amplified by thermodynamic coupling to the ocean mixed layer. In section 6b108

we then present observations and modelling evidence for midlatitude variability on decadal and109
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multidecadal time scales, in particular the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and the Atlantic Mul-110

tidecadal Oscillation (AMO) – both of which have been discovered within the past thirty years.3111

We end with a summary of climate prediction based on these coupled modes of variability (sec-112

tion 7), and a brief discussion of problems that remain to be solved (section 8).113

A note to the reader: in this review, we focus on phenomena that are fundamentally due to cou-114

pling between the atmosphere and ocean – by which we mean the existence, spatial patterns and115

time spectrum of the phenomenon depend on processes in both the atmosphere and ocean. Math-116

ematically, this idea of a coupled ocean/atmosphere phenomena is described in Hirst (1986), who117

elegantly illustrated the presence of dynamical “modes” that only exist when the atmosphere and118

ocean are coupled. Here, we refer to “dynamic coupling” when ocean dynamics are fundamental119

for the coupled response, and “thermodynamic coupling” when the essence of the phenomenon120

can be understood without invoking ocean dynamics; ENSO is an example of the former and the121

meridional modes are an example of the latter. Coupled atmosphere/ocean phenomena are on sea-122

sonal and longer time scales. In some cases, coupled phenomenon interact: for example, ENSO123

impacts the climate of the global tropics, and the western hemisphere through teleconnections. For124

brevity, we do not focus on these teleconnections. We discuss the interaction between the coupled125

phenomenon only when the connections are essential (e.g., the impact of the Pacific Meridional126

Mode on ENSO). Phenomena that are intrinsic to the atmosphere but modified by their interac-127

tion with the ocean, or vice versa, are not covered in this review: review papers on the impact of128

the ocean on the atmospheric convection and on the Madden Julian phenomenon – both phenom-129

ena intrinsic to the atmospheric – can be found in Hirons et al. (2018) and DeMott et al. (2016),130

3Schlesinger and Ramankutty (1994) and Latif and Barnett (1996) were the first to report multidecadal variabiltiy in the North Atlantic Ocean,

and decadal variability in the North Pacific Ocean, respectively.
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respectively. Finally, we note that the field is rapidly expanding as observational and modeling131

capabilities expand, and our theoretical understanding advances.132

2. The seasonal cycle133

In this section we introduce the climatology of the tropical oceans and atmosphere and briefly134

review the essential mechanisms that underly the annual mean and seasonal cycle. In the Pacific135

Ocean and to a lesser extent the Atlantic Ocean the essential physics appears to be due to coupling136

between the atmosphere and ocean.137

1) THE ANNUAL MEAN CLIMATOLOGY138

The seasonal cycle is mainly due to the variations in insolation associated with the obliquity139

of the Earth’s axis of rotation with respect to its orbit, rendering two insolation maxima and two140

insolation minima on the equator each year. And so it is rather remarkable that the seasonal cycle141

of SST, wind, and upwelling along the equator in the tropical Pacific and Atlantic is predominately142

described by the annual harmonic rather than the semiannual harmonic. Indeed, the extrema in the143

seasonal cycle in the tropical Pacific and Atlantic are near the equinoxes (Figs. 1 and 2). The trop-144

ical cold season is in August-October (ASO) and features the strongest trade winds and upwelling145

in the deep tropics and a well-developed cold tongue with minimum SSTs; the warm season is146

in February-April (FMA) and features maximum SSTs, weakest trade winds and upwelling in the147

equatorial band, and relatively weak horizontal SST gradients (Fig. 1).148

There is a strong east-west and hemispheric asymmetry in the annual averaged climatology in149

the tropical Pacific that is very similar to that in the tropical Atlantic. In the annual mean and150

throughout the seasonal cycle, the ITCZ is found north of the equator, a cold tongue exists in the151

eastern half of both basins and the zonal average wind has a strong southeasterly component that152
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crosses the equator in both the Atlantic and in the eastern half of the Pacific (Figs. 1 and 2). These153

perennial, asymmetric features are a fundamental ingredient for ENSO and for the coupled mode154

of interannual climate variability in the Atlantic that is ENSO-like (Zebiak (1993) and see section155

4) which is referred to as the Atlantic Niño Mode or Atlantic Zonal Mode, and so it is worth156

commenting on the sources of asymmetry in the annual mean climatology of these tropical basins.157

In the zonal mean, the atmosphere transports heat southward across the equator, mainly by the158

zonal averaged Hadley circulation. Hence, the annual and zonal average ITCZ (defined as the159

centroid of precipitation; see Donohoe et al. 2013) is found ∼1.7◦ north of the equator (Kang et al.160

2008). However, inspection of Fig. 1 shows that the annual average location of the ITCZ in the161

Atlantic and eastern-central Pacific is much farther north – at about 7◦N, and it only goes as far162

south as 5◦N in the tropical warm season (FMA) in the Pacific (Fig. 3). The reason the ITCZ in163

the central and eastern Pacific remains in the Northern Hemisphere year-around is likely due to164

the presence of the Andes (Takahashi and Battisti 2007). The Andes block the mid-tropospheric165

westerly flow in the subtropics and causes dry air to descend in the subtropical southeast Pacific.166

This gives rise to an inversion, stratus clouds and hence a year-around cooling of the subtropical167

southeast Pacific Ocean. In turn the cool air is advected by the trade winds into the the central168

Pacific, creating a dry, cold wedge who’s western boundary is the South Pacific Convergence169

Zone (Fig. 1).170

With the ITCZ in the central-eastern Pacific confined to the Northern Hemisphere throughout171

the year, an annual averaged equatorial cold tongue and an east-west asymmetry in SST along the172

equator is ensured. Southerly winds blow across the equator all year around in the eastern half173

of the Pacific causing upwelling (centered slightly off and south of the equator) and a tongue of174

cold water along the equator in the eastern Pacific (Mitchell and Wallace 1992). The latter drives175

an east-west SLP gradient and easterly mean winds along the equator (Lindzen and Nigam 1987;176
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Battisti et al. 1999; Chiang et al. 2001; Back and Bretherton 2009a) that causes the thermocline to177

shoal in the eastern Pacific and deepen in the western Pacific. Bjerknes feedbacks (Fig. 4) and a178

thermocline that is shallow in the east and deeper in the western Pacific further amplify the east-179

west asymmetry in the ocean and strengthen the trades along the equator. As stated earlier, the180

annual mean asymmetry is essential for the ENSO mode to exist (see section 4).181

The fundamental hemispheric asymmetry that keeps the annual average ITCZ to the north of the182

equator in the Atlantic (Fig. 1) is presumably the asymmetry in the geometry of Africa and South183

America (Privé and Plumb 2007b). The extraordinary surface heating of the Sahara in summer184

forces a monsoon circulation that is barotropically and baroclinically unstable (Burpee (1972); see185

Wu et al. (2012) and references therein), spawning easterly waves across sub-Saharan Africa that186

(along with other synoptic disturbances) sum to make a well-defined Atlantic ITCZ in Northern187

Hemisphere summer and early fall. The Southern Hemisphere summer monsoon is much weaker188

than the Northern Hemisphere monsoon, and so the annual mean ITCZ in the equatorial Atlantic189

is found to the north of the equator, with mean south easterlies across the equator (Fig. 1).190

a. The seasonal cycle of the Atlantic and Pacific ITCZs: the maritime monsoons191

Poleward of ∼6◦latitude, the leading harmonic of insolation just off the equator is overwhelm-192

ingly annual. Thus, in the absence of other complicating factors (e.g., land), one would expect the193

ITCZs over the oceans to seasonally migrate from the Northern to the Southern Hemisphere and194

back again, lagging the local the maximum in insolation at the solstices by about three months due195

to the thermal inertia of the ocean mixed layer, with the poleward limit of the ITCZs determined196

by symmetric instability (e.g., Emanuel 1995; Privé and Plumb 2007a). Would it not be for the197

hemispheric asymmetry in the annual average SST due to the Andes (and likely to the Sahara in198

the Atlantic), the seasonal ITCZ migrations would be accompanied by changes in the sign of the199
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meridional wind stress along the equator, and could be thought of as the maritime equivalent of200

monsoons. The Pacific and Atlantic ITCZs do indeed migrate north-south, lagging the Northern201

Hemisphere insolation by about 3 months (Fig. 3). However, the southern most location of the202

ITCZ in the eastern Pacific remains north of the equator at about 5◦N because of the ubiquitous203

forcing by the Andes, which ensures that in the eastern half of the Pacific Ocean is colder south of204

the equator than north of the equator in all months but March.205

Although insolation forcing along the equator is overwhelmingly in the semi-annual harmonic,206

the seasonal cycle of SST, winds and SLP along the equator display a dominant annual harmonic207

because (i) the annual averaged ITCZ resides well north of the equator and (ii) there is a lesser208

seasonal cycle in the meridional position of the ITCZ (Fig. 3; Giese and Carton 1994; Chang and209

Philander 1994; Li and Philander 1996). The strength of the winter Hadley Cell increases as the210

ITCZ moves farther into the Northern Hemisphere. Hence, the easterly winds south of the equator211

and the southeasterly wind that cross the equator are strongest in August - October (ASO); the212

latter causes strong upwelling (just south of the equator) and gives rise to a strong SST minimum213

(a cold tongue) in the eastern tropical Pacific (Figs. 1 and 2; Mitchell and Wallace (1992)). In214

turn, the zonal wind-SST gradient (Bjerknes) feedback increases the zonal trade winds along the215

equator and deepens and extends westward the cold tongue along the equator (Fig. 4; Chang and216

Philander 1994; Li and Philander 1996). By contrast, insolation north of the equator is weakest in217

November - January (NDJ) and so the water north of the equator is coldest in FMA. Hence, the218

ITCZ is found closest to the equator in FMA, and thus the meridional pressure gradient and cross219

equatorial flow (and the upwelling it forces) is weakest in FMA. Similar processes act to create a220

dominant annual harmonic along the equator in the Atlantic.221

The seasonal cycle in the near equatorial tropical Indian Ocean is unlike that in the Pacific222

and Atlantic Oceans. Relative to the other two basins, winds in Northern Hemisphere summer223
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monsoon oppose those of the winter monsoon, so that the annual average wind in the equatorial224

band is weak – including along the equator (Fig. 1). As a result, there is no cold tongue along the225

equator (Fig. 3). Indeed, the SST is relatively uniform north of 10◦S throughout the NH summer226

months. There is intense precipitation in the deep tropics (10◦S-10◦N) throughout the year. Heavy227

precipitation extends northward to 28◦N in the Indian summer monsoon (Figs. 1 and 3) and heralds228

a different dynamics than is associated with ITCZs (see, e.g., Privé and Plumb 2007a; Bordoni and229

Schneider 2008; Boos and Kuang 2010).230

3. Meridional Modes231

The emergence of our understanding of meridional mode variability has its seeds in early efforts232

to understand hydroclimate variations in the Nordeste region of Brazil, and in the Sahel. Early233

investigations into hydroclimate variations in the Nordeste region focused on the influence of the234

Southern Oscillation, which at that time was not understood as a coupled component of ENSO.235

Indeed, as early as 1928, Sir Gilbert Walker noted that “The latest purpose to which [seasonal236

forecasting methods] have been directed is in connection with Ceará, a state in N.E. Brazil liable237

to terrible droughts” (Walker 1928). Later, severe drought in the Sahel from 1968-1974 prompted238

new investigations into the nature of hydroclimatic variations in that region [see Lamb (1978b,a),239

and references therein]. While these early studies identified coherent variations in large-scale240

conditions, they were constrained by the limited data availability, especially in the tropical and241

subtropical Atlantic (Landsberg 1975).242

By the 1970’s interest in predicting Nordeste and sub-Saharan precipitation variations, com-243

bined with the then available “seven decades of observations taken through the heroic and humble244

efforts of thousands of sailors and observers” (S. Hastenrath 2018, personal communication) led245

to a pioneering set of new studies that showed that the previously documented hydroclimatic vari-246
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ations were associated with coherent large-scale variations in both the ocean and atmosphere in247

the Pacific and Atlantic (Namias 1972; Hastenrath and Heller 1977; Markham and McLain 1977,248

see also the study and extensive references in Moura and Shukla (1981)).Hastenrath and Heller249

(1977) provided one of the first comprehensive analyses of large-scale oceanic and atmospheric250

conditions associated with Nordeste rainfall variations, showing that years of drought were associ-251

ated with “an equatorward expansion of the South Atlantic, and a poleward retraction of the North252

Atlantic, high”; a concurrent weakening of the northeasterly and strengthening of the southeasterly253

trades; a northward shift in cloudiness and precipitation associated with the inter-tropical conver-254

gence zone (ITCZ); and positive (negative) SST anomalies north (south) of the equator. Moura and255

Shukla (1981) highlight the opposing SST anomalies on either side of the equator, and Hastenrath256

and Greischar (1993) established a physical causal mechanism between those SST anomalies and257

the large-scale conditions, featuring the hydrostatic adjustment of the lower troposphere to the258

SST anomalies (Lindzen and Nigam 1987). At the same time, similar large-scale SST variations259

were implicated in variations in Sahel precipitation (Fig. 5; Folland et al. 1986; Lough and Lough260

1986; Hastenrath 1990). The causal mechanism outlined in Hastenrath and Greischar (1993) was261

generally confirmed in a variety of subsequent observational and modeling studies (Ruiz-Barradas262

et al. 2000; Chang et al. 2000; Chiang et al. 2001; Chiang 2002). Still lacking, however, was an263

understanding of the cause of the SST anomalies in the first place, which was emphasized in the264

closing of Hastenrath and Greischar (1993): “While the novel aerological data source has thus265

served to identify pivotal atmospheric processes in the climate dynamics of the tropical Atlantic,266

the mechanisms operative in the origin and maintenance of prominent hydrospheric anomalies are267

less well understood.”268

Improved data availability in the tropical Atlantic led to the understanding that these coordinated269

SST and wind anomalies were due to a coupled atmosphere/ocean “mode” in the tropical Atlantic.270
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Observational studies that focused on SST alone tended to reproduce the “dipole” structure (Ser-271

vain 1991) formed by the northern and southern tropical Atlantic SST anomalies on multidecadal272

time scales, but de-emphasized the lack of inter-hemispheric coherence between the two centers273

of action on interannual to decadal time scales (Houghton and Tourre 1992; Mehta and Delworth274

1995; Xie and Tanimoto 1998; Enfield and Mestas-Nuñez 1999). In contrast, analyses that com-275

bined ocean and atmosphere variables – especially low-level meridional winds – tended to retain276

the dipolar structure on all time scales (Nobre and Shukla 1996; Chang et al. 1997; Ruiz-Barradas277

et al. 2000; Chiang and Vimont 2004). These results are generally interpreted to imply that the key278

element of the coupled variability is the cross-equatorial SST gradient, and that a dipolar structure279

tends to maximize that gradient (Chiang and Vimont 2004). Recent theoretical work, however,280

calls that interpretation into question (Martinez-Villalobos and Vimont 2017).281

By the late 1990’s, two (not necessarily distinct) explanations for the tropical Atlantic variability282

emerged. The first described the variability as a response to stochastic variability in the subtropical283

trade winds – some of which is related to the North Atlantic Oscillation – or from ENSO-related284

atmospheric teleconnections (Curtis and Hastenrath 1995; Nobre and Shukla 1996; Xie and Tan-285

imoto 1998; Giannini et al. 2000; Czaja et al. 2002). Stochastic variations in subtropical trade286

winds impart an SST anomaly on one side of the equator, that causes a tropical atmospheric re-287

sponse through low-level adjustment to the cross-equatorial SST gradient. Alternatively, variations288

in cloudiness, or dust advected over the Atlantic, can force meridional mode variations through289

changes in shortwave radiative fluxes (Tanimoto and Xie 2002; Evan et al. 2009, 2011). The sec-290

ond explanation ascribed the tropical Atlantic variability to be a coupled atmosphere/ocean mode291

that features a self-sustaining oscillation by way of a thermodynamic feedback between the surface292

wind, wind-induced evaporation, and SST (the wind-evaporation-SST (WES) feedback; Xie and293

Philander 1994; Chang et al. 1997). Model analysis confirmed the existence of a self-sustaining294
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mode of variability in simple coupled ocean / atmosphere models that include a WES feedback295

(Xie 1997b; Chang et al. 1997; Zhou and Carton 1998; Xie 1999; Kossin and Vimont 2007). Of296

course, these studies recognized that the “forced” vs. “internal” interpretations were not mutually297

exclusive. A variety of observational and modeling studies demonstrated that both external forcing298

and a discernible WES feedback operate in the evolution of Tropical Atlantic variability (see, e.g.,299

Xie and Tanimoto 1998; Okumura et al. 2001; Czaja et al. 2002; Kushnir et al. 2002b; Frankignoul300

and Kestenare 2005, among others). These studies showed that subtropical trade wind variations,301

often associated with remote forcing from ENSO or the North Atlantic Oscillation, generate SST302

anomalies in the subtropical north Atlantic through wind-induced latent heat fluxes (forcing); the303

resulting SST anomalies then induce their own circulation including a positive WES feedback in304

the near-equatorial region (the positive feedback is limited to the northern deep tropics; there no305

evidence of positive WES feedback south of the equator (Amaya et al. 2017)).306

Despite growing evidence of a coupled mode of variability intrinsic to the tropical307

ocean/atmosphere system, there was still considerable debate as to the nature of the dipole-like308

mode of variability in the Atlantic, and a general acceptance that the variability in question only309

existed in the Atlantic. In 2002 John Chiang approached Dan Vimont and noted that the chain of310

events associated with cross-equatorial variability in the tropical Atlantic outlined in Czaja et al.311

(2002) and Kushnir et al. (2002b) bore a strong resemblance to the “Seasonal Footprinting Mech-312

anism” (Vimont et al. 2001, 2003a,b) in the Pacific. Chiang and Vimont (2004) applied Maximum313

Covariance Analysis to observed SST and low-level winds to show that indeed the tropical Pacific314

contains a structure of covariability that is strongly analogous to that in the Atlantic (see Fig. 5).315

Following the lead of Servain et al. (1999), they referred to the analogous modes of variability as316

“meridional modes”.317
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Chiang and Vimont (2004) showed that in both the Pacific and Atlantic, the meridional modes318

feature an anomalous meridional SST gradient that maximizes near the position of the climato-319

logical ITCZ, a meridional shift of the ITCZ toward the warm SST anomalies, and that both the320

Pacific and Atlantic meridional modes (PMM and AMM, respectively) are forced by analogous321

intrinsic modes of mid-latitude atmospheric variability in the Northern Hemisphere of their re-322

spective basins (the North Pacific Oscillation (Linkin and Nigam 2008) and NAO, respectively),323

and appear to involve subsequent evolution equatorward of the original forcing through a WES324

feedback. Further, they used atmospheric model simulations forced by meridional mode SST325

structures to show that the subtropical component of the covarying wind anomalies was indepen-326

dent of SST, while the tropical component of the wind was indeed a response. The strong similarity327

between the meridional mode structure in the Pacific and Atlantic showed that meridional modes328

are ubiquitous features of the coupled tropical ocean / atmosphere system. Since then, meridional329

mode-like variability has been identified in the Indian Ocean (Wu et al. 2008), and in the South330

Pacific (Van Loon and Shea 1985; Zhang et al. 2014).331

a. Dynamics332

A critical component of tropical meridional mode variability is the WES feedback acting along-333

side changes in the cross-equatorial SST gradient (CESG). In an excellent review by Xie and334

Carton (2004), they summarize the Tropical Atlantic Variability as follows: “A positive anoma-335

lous CESG sets up an anomalous southward pressure gradient in the atmospheric boundary layer336

... inducing southerly cross-equatorial winds that decelerate the easterly trades north of the equa-337

tor because of the Coriolis effect... [These] weakened trades north of the equator reduce surface338

evaporation, thereby acting to strengthen the initial CESG. South of the equator, the south-easterly339

trades accelerate, increasing surface evaporative cooling and the northward CESG.” The existence340
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of the WES feedback has been investigated in a variety of model and observational studies (Chang341

et al. 2000; Sutton et al. 2000; Okumura et al. 2001; Czaja et al. 2002; Chiang and Vimont 2004;342

Frankignoul and Kestenare 2005; Smirnov and Vimont 2011; Amaya et al. 2017), and generally343

support the existence of a positive feedback in the deep tropics (within about 15◦ of the equator;344

Chang et al. 2000; Lin et al. 2008), but not in the subtropics. Additional processes have been345

shown to impact tropical Atlantic meridional mode variability, including Ekman currents (Xie346

1999; Kushnir et al. 2002b), mean ocean currents (Chang et al. 1997, 2001; Seager et al. 2001;347

Kushnir et al. 2002b), and shortwave cloud feedbacks (Okumura et al. 2001; Tanimoto and Xie348

2002; Evan et al. 2013).349

The essential physics of meridional mode growth and propagation is captured by simple coupled350

ocean atmosphere models of the tropical ocean / atmosphere system (Xie 1999; Wang and Chang351

2008a; Vimont 2010; Martinez-Villalobos and Vimont 2017). Vimont (2010) coupled a steady352

Gill-Matsuno type atmosphere model (Gill 1980; Matsuno 1966) to a motionless “slab” ocean353

model to investigate the physics of meridional model propagation and growth. The key coupling354

process included in these simple models is the WES process, in which variations in zonal wind355

generate anomalies in evaporation, and hence affect SST: in a region of easterly mean trade winds,356

a westerly wind anomaly results in a relaxation of the climatological wind speed, a reduction in357

evaporation, and hence a warming to the ocean. While meridional mode-like structures can be ob-358

tained as free eigenmodes (eigenvectors) of the linearized dynamical system (Xie 1999), coupling359

makes the dynamical matrix non-hermitian. As such meridional modes can experience transient360

growth via non-normal interactions of the eigenmodes (Penland and Matrosova 1998; Chang et al.361

2004a,b; Wang and Chang 2008b; Vimont 2010; Martinez-Villalobos and Vimont 2017). In such a362

system, the pattern that experiences the greatest transient growth strongly resembles the observed363

meridional mode (Fig. 6), with a dipolar SST structure that is antisymmetric about the equator, a364
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surface pressure gradient force toward the warmer hemisphere, and equatorial surface winds that365

blow toward the anomalously warm hemisphere (in the anti-symmetric case).366

A key finding in the analysis of these simple models is the growth and propagation mechanism367

of tropical meridional modes (Vimont 2010; Martinez-Villalobos and Vimont 2017). Meridional368

modes experience equatorward and westward propagation (Liu and Xie 1994; Vimont et al. 2009;369

Amaya et al. 2017), which is a consequence of the phasing of the zonal wind anomalies with370

respect to the SST anomalies. Taking the positive SST anomaly north of the equator in Fig. 6b as371

an illustrative example, a given warm surface temperature anomaly will generate a cyclonic low-372

level circulation that includes westerly wind anomalies (a relaxation of the climatological trades)373

to the south of the original SST anomaly. The reduced wind reduces evaporation and causes the374

warm SST anomaly to propagate equatorward. Martinez-Villalobos and Vimont (2017) show that375

the westward propagation is consistent with the westward group velocity of the (long) coupled376

atmospheric equatorial Rossby waves that are coupled with the evolving meridional mode SST377

anomalies.378

Growth of the meridional mode structure results from the spatial covariance between the wind-379

induced evaporation and the anomalous SST (Xie 1999; Vimont 2010). While this spatial co-380

variance is often described as a consequence of the reversal of the Coriolis parameter across the381

equator, Vimont (2010) showed that in the case of the meridional mode it is related to the merid-382

ional offset between the atmospheric response to heating and the SST (which is responsible for383

the heating) itself. This meridional offset is due to the variation of the Coriolis parameter with384

latitude, and hence reversal of the Coriolis parameter is not a necessary condition. Heating gener-385

ates stretching in the horizontal vorticity equation through heating-induced convergence. But this386

stretching only acts as a source of vorticity when it occurs in the presence of background vorticity387

(planetary vorticity in this case). As such, the meridional variation of the Coriolis parameter with388
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latitude implies that this stretching is most effective near the poleward flank of the SST anomaly;389

hence, the atmospheric response is shifted poleward (Fig. 6). This poleward offset means that390

the domain-integrated WES feedback – which requires a collocation of winds and SST – is posi-391

tive. This also means that the WES feedback is most effective where the background vorticity is392

changing the most rapidly: near the equator.393

b. Impacts394

In addition to hydroclimate variations in the Nordeste and Sahel, meridional modes impact both395

weather and climate conditions in the Pacific and Atlantic. In the Pacific, meridional modes play a396

key role in the Seasonal Footprinting Mechanism (see Section 4f1), and as such provide a link be-397

tween mid- to high-latitude atmospheric variations and tropical Pacific ENSO (Vimont et al. 2001,398

2003a,b; Chang et al. 2007; Alexander et al. 2010; Larson and Kirtman 2013). This is especially399

true for Central Pacific ENSO events (Vimont et al. 2014; Lin et al. 2015). Similar influences have400

been suggested from the Southern Hemisphere (Zhang et al. 2014; You and Furtado 2017) though401

the interpretation of the South Pacific Meridional Mode as a potential influence on ENSO is still in402

question (Larson et al. 2018). Vimont (2005) shows that the Pacific meridional mode contributes403

to the spatial structure of decadal variability in the Pacific (Zhang et al. 1997) through its influence404

on ENSO, which was later shown through modeling studies (Di Lorenzo et al. 2015).405

An important consequence of AMM variability is its relationship with tropical cyclone activity.406

Vimont and Kossin (2007) and Kossin and Vimont (2007) show that the AMM plays an important407

role in tropical cyclone activity through its impact on a number of environmental conditions that408

all cooperate in their influence on tropical cyclone activity (Smirnov and Vimont 2011). Patricola409

et al. (2014) show that the AMM and ENSO work together to influence Atlantic tropical cyclone410
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activity. The PMM has also been shown to influence Pacific tropical cyclone activity (W. Zhang411

et al. (2016b), Zhang et al. (2017), Zhan et al. (2017)).412

4. ENSO413

According to the Web of Science, more than 4800 scientific papers have been published in414

the past 20 years with either ENSO or El Niño in the title (for reference, over the same time415

period “synoptic” appears in less than 1900 papers). Here we limit our discussion to focus on416

the fundamental aspects of ENSO and highlight the advances in our understanding of ENSO over417

the past 20 years – advances that complement and refine the earlier (and still relevant) papers that418

summarize our understanding of ENSO from models and observations. In addition to the cited419

literature, several books on ENSO provide useful material including those by Philander (1990),420

Clarke (2008) and Sarachik and Cane (2010).421

a. Anatomy of ENSO from observations422

The essential signature of ENSO as seen in SST, surface wind, SLP and precipitation are sum-423

marized in the reviews by Rasmusson and Carpenter (1982), Wallace et al. (1998), Larkin and424

Harrison (2002) and Chen and Wallace (2015) and are shown in the top three panels of Fig. 7.425

Warm (El Niño) events are characterized by greater than normal SST in the equatorial eastern426

and central tropical Pacific, relaxed trade winds on the equator in the west-central Pacific and an427

eastward shift in the climatological mean precipitation from the maritime continent to the central428

Pacific. Note that the maximum zonal wind (stress) anomalies are collocated with the maximum429

zonal gradient in anomalous SST and with the maximum precipitation anomaly – although the lat-430

ter is due to anomalous moisture flux convergence primarily associated with the meridional wind431

anomalies (see section 4b1). The spatial structure of the cold phase of ENSO is qualitatively simi-432
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lar to that in the warm phase, although there are quantitative differences in the location of the SST433

and precipitation (see, e.g., Hoerling et al. 1997).434

Although gross aspects of the evolution of warm (El Niño) events are common to almost all435

warm events, the spatio-temporal evolution of each warm event differs in detail (see, e.g., the436

discussion in Rasmusson and Carpenter (1982) and Wallace et al. (1998) and numerous studies in437

the past two decades); the same is true for cold (La Niña) events. For example, some warm events438

start in the far eastern basin and quickly propagate westward, while others start in the central basin439

and quickly propagate eastward; still other events show little propagation. Similarly, although440

warm events tend to last ∼ 12 months, the duration of a warm event varies from ∼9 months to441

almost two years. These differences are often referred to in the literature as different “flavors” of442

ENSO or ENSO diversity (Trenberth and Stepaniak 2001; Capotondi et al. 2015b); the essential443

physics that grow and decay all warm and cold events are similar, but minor differences in the444

mixture of processes (e.g., the mix of process affecting SST; Zebiak 1984; Hirst 1986; Battisti445

1988; Boucharel et al. 2015) give rise to different flavors of ENSO.446

There are many different indices of the state of ENSO. The most common indices are SST447

anomalies averaged over selected regions in the equatorial Pacific. The top panel in Fig. 8 shows448

the time series of Nino3.4 (the SST anomalies averaged from 5◦S-5◦N, 170◦W-120◦W), which449

is a good index of the large-scale state of the tropical Pacific Ocean. Significant warm events450

are found in 1965-66, 1972-73, 1982-83, 1987-88, 1997-1998 and 2015-16; lesser events are451

found in other years. Warm events typically last 9-18 months, and are followed by weaker cold452

events that typically last longer than warm events, particularly in the eastern half of the Pacific.453

Averaged over seasonal and longer time scales, Fig. 8 shows that Nino3.4 is highly correlated with454

the Southern Oscillation Index at zero lag (SOI, r = 0.93) – an indication that ENSO is born of455

coupling between the atmosphere and ocean. Hence, Nino3.4 and several other common indices456
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(e.g., SOI, TNI, ONI, CTI; see Trenberth and Stepaniak (2001)) are also good indices of the state457

of the atmosphere in the tropical Pacific (see, for example, the time series of precipitation in the458

central Pacific in Fig. 8).459

Dynamical changes in the depth of the thermocline in the tropical Pacific are fundamental for460

ENSO (see section 4c). Figure 9 from Chen and Wallace (2015) shows the leading EOF of461

the three dimensional ocean temperature in the tropical Pacific. The time series is correlated462

with Nino3.4 at 0.9. The climatological thermocline, generally taken to be the depth of the 20◦C463

isotherm in the equatorial tropics, is deeper in the eastern Pacific and shallower in the eastern464

Pacific (due to the annual mean easterlies on the equator). The top panel in Fig. 9 thus shows465

that during El Niño, the thermocline is anomalously deep in the eastern Pacific and anomalously466

shallow in the western Pacific. In the eastern Pacific (bottom right), temperature anomalies are467

centered on the equator and confined to a few degrees about the equator – a signature of the oceanic468

Kelvin mode response to westerly wind anomalies along the equator in the west-central Pacific. In469

the western Pacific (bottom left), temperature anomalies extend farther poleward and the structure470

is very similar to what is expected from the gravest equatorially trapped gravest Rossby modes.471

The the Kelvin and Rossby signatures are also clearly seen in Fig. 7, which shows the steric sea472

level height (including the correlated salinity changes) associated with the warm phase of ENSO.473

Altogether, the three dimensional oceanic temperature structure that is correlated with ENSO is474

consistent with an adiabatic dynamical response to changes in the zonal wind stress forcing on the475

equator in the west-central Pacific (shown in the top two panels of Fig. 7).476

Finally, there is a telltale systematic temporal evolution in the thermocline during ENSO cycles,477

illustrated by a Hovmöller diagram (Fig. 10). Well-developed warm phases of ENSO (El Niños)478

are seen in 1982-83, 1987-88, and 1997-98 – each of which is followed by a cold phase (a La Niña).479

The SST anomalies are confined to the east of the Dateline and evolve roughly synchronously. And480
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although the wind stress anomalies are in phase with the SST anomalies, the thermocline is not481

in equilibrium with the wind stress. There is a clear slow eastward propagation of thermocline482

anomalies in the equatorial band; this is the signature of ocean memory and it is the reason that483

warm events are followed by cold events in a cycle that lasts three or four years (ranging up to484

seven years) and it is the hallmark of the ENSO mode (see section 4c).485

There is a long literature on the far-field impacts of ENSO on climate. The most notable impacts486

are on precipitation and temperature throughout the global tropics (Klein et al. 1999) , and signifi-487

cant extratropical temperature and precipitation anomalies that are communicated by atmospheric488

planetary waves that extend to western Antarctic and South America, and in wintertime across the489

north Pacific and North and Central America. See Trenberth et al. (1998) and Yeh et al. (2018) for490

reviews of the far-field impacts of ENSO and the dynamics of these teleconnections.491

ENSO also has an impact on the extratopical ocean. Atmospheric teleconnections to the north492

and south Pacific Ocean leave an imprint on ocean SST through their impact on the local turbulent493

energy fluxes; this physics is referred to as “the atmospheric bridge” (Alexander 1992; Lau and494

Nath 1996; Alexander et al. 2002). As anticipated by theory (Moore 1968) and seen in tide gauges495

(Enfield and Allen 1980; Clarke and Liu 1994), coastal oceanic Kelvin waves carry the signature496

of ENSO from the eastern tropical Pacific boundary to the midlatitude oceans along the west coast497

of the Americas as well as into Indian Ocean (see Clarke and Liu 1994) – evident in the strong498

correlation between ENSO and the sea level difference between Perth and San Francisco shown in499

Fig. 8.500
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b. Uncoupled atmosphere and ocean dynamics essential for seasonal to interannual coupled vari-501

ability in the tropics502

In a pioneering paper, Matsuno (1966) provided wave form solutions to the time dependent, lin-503

earized, shallow water equations on an equatorial β -plane that are relevant to both the atmosphere504

and ocean. These solutions feature an eastward semi-geostrophic Kelvin wave, westward Rossby505

waves, a mixed Rossby gravity wave and eastward and westward propagating interio-gravity506

waves. Many studies have demonstrated that free (unforced) transient features with these struc-507

tures are ubiquitous in the troposphere, stratosphere and upper ocean. For example, Maruyama508

(1968) and Kousky and Wallace (1971) document stratospheric mixed Rossby gravity waves and509

Kelvin waves, respectively, that were later shown to be important for driving the stratospheric510

Quasi-biennial Oscillation (Holton and Lindzen 1972). In the troposphere, mixed Rossby gravity511

and Kelvin waves organize convection, along with other modes that are driven by convection and512

have no dry analogs in Matsuno’s system such as easterly waves and the Madden Julian Oscillation513

(see Kiladis et al. 2009, and references therein).514

To understand ENSO requires an understanding of the response of the tropical atmosphere to the515

distribution of SST, and of the dynamic and thermodynamic response of the ocean to surface wind516

stress forcing; these are briefly outlined in the this section, followed by a summary of the coupled517

ENSO mode.4 These tools help us to understand the evolution of ENSO shown in section 4a and518

form the foundation for the intermediate coupled atmosphere/ocean models upon which the theory519

of the ENSO mode (see section 4c) is based. As we shall see, oceanic Kelvin and Rossby waves520

are issued in response to zonal wind stress anomalies and comprise the “ocean memory” that is521

fundamental to ENSO and the ENSO mode (see section 4c).522

4Further information can be found in the textbooks by Clarke (2008) and Sarachik and Cane (2010) and references therein.
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1) THE RESPONSE OF THE ATMOSPHERE TO DIABATIC HEATING523

Atmosphere and ocean indices of ENSO show that the ENSO mode evolves slowly – on time524

scales of more than two to three months. On these time scales, the atmosphere is nearly in a statis-525

tical equilibrium and forced by the distribution of diabatic heating (the adjustment to the equilib-526

rium state is by transients, however), and for this reason Gill (1980) explored the steady solutions527

to Matsuno’s equations, assuming frictional damping and forcing by a prescribed, stylistic spatial528

pattern of heating with a simple, vertical structure in the troposphere (sinusoidal in pressure, with529

maximum in mid-troposphere). His solutions shared much in common with the observed tropical530

circulations in response to condensational heating.531

Before the Gill model could be coupled to an ocean, an additional problem had to be solved:532

how to determine the distribution of heating. If heating is due to condensation in deep convection533

and, in turn, the condensation is supplied by moisture convergence, then in equilibrium the winds534

generated by the heating must be consistent with the convergence of water required to balance the535

condensation. Still retaining a single vertical mode, Zebiak (1986) solved this problem with an536

iterative solution to Gill’s model forced by turbulent heat fluxes at the atmosphere/ocean interface,537

and he obtained somewhat realistic surface wind anomalies when the Gill model was forced by538

canonical SST anomalies associated with the warm and cold phases of ENSO.539

Lindzen and Nigam (1987) took an entirely different approach. They assumed that the winds in540

the boundary layer were entirely due to pressure gradients that develop in response to boundary541

layer temperature gradients. In their model, boundary layer convergence would provide the fuel542

for deep convection aloft, but they assumed that the latter did not further affect the boundary543

layer flow. Neelin (1989) showed that the Lindzen and Nigam (1987) model was mathematically544

equivalent to Zebiak’s form of the Gill model, and so it wasn’t surprising that the two models gave545
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similar solutions – albeit with entirely different explanations (see also Wang and Li 1993; Battisti546

et al. 1999).547

Chiang et al. (2001) resolved the apparent incongruity of the Lindzen/Nigam and Zebiak/Gill548

models by fitting the observed three dimensional wind anomalies in the tropical Pacific to a lin-549

earized primitive equation model of the atmosphere that included an implicit boundary layer. He550

showed that the boundary layer meridional wind and its convergence are primarily driven by the551

low level pressure gradient associated with SST gradients. In turn, the boundary layer convergence552

fuels an upper layer condensational heating that greatly affects the zonal winds in the boundary553

layer but it has a modest contribution to boundary layer convergence compared to the meridional554

winds driven by the SST gradients (see Fig. 11). Back and Bretherton (2009a,b) came to the same555

conclusions as Chiang et al. (2001) using a mixed layer boundary layer model and utilizing reanal-556

yses data. Adames and Wallace (2017) also confirmed Chiang’s findings using a longer data set557

and entirely empirical methods (see Fig. 11). Since most intermediate coupled atmosphere/ocean558

models (see next section) use some variant of the Zebiak formulation, it is somewhat fortuitous559

that solutions to this form of the Gill model conform to the physics operating in nature. More560

specifically, it is fortunate that these models give realistic zonal wind stress along the equator, be-561

cause the latter is what is important for the two essential processes acting to form the ENSO mode:562

the Bjerknes feedback and the adiabatic ocean adjustment to wind stress changes (see section 4c).563

2) THE RESPONSE OF THE OCEAN TO WIND STRESS FORCING564

The ENSO mode and the theory of ENSO is based on models and eigensolutions of the coupled565

atmosphere/ocean system in the tropical Pacific. These intermediate ocean models typically in-566

clude equations that describe adiabatic dynamics confined to a bounded tropical basin and assume567

one or two vertical baroclinic modes (see section 4c). Numerous studies have forced ocean general568
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circulation models and linearized, adiabatic ocean models of the tropical Pacific with the observed569

history of wind stress. These studies find a reasonably good agreement between the observed and570

simulated thermocline and sea level variations, and between observed and calculated thermocline571

and sea level variations using the linearized, adiabatic equatorial wave theory (see e.g., Busalacchi572

et al. 1983; Richardson and Philander 1987; Bigg and Blundell 1989; Kessler 1990). The observed573

thermocline and sea level variations are reasonably well approximated by the sum of long, non-574

dispersive westward propagating Rossby waves and an eastward propagating Kelvin wave, with575

appropriate eastern and western boundary conditions5 (Moore 1968; Cane and Sarachik 1977;576

Clarke 1983, 1991; Du Penhoat and Cane 1991; Clarke 1992).577

Of course, the atmosphere is forced by surface energy fluxes that are determined by the dis-578

tribution of SST, which in turn is also affected by upwelling, mixing and horizontal advection –579

processes that are affected by thermocline variations in various degrees. Many studies have shown580

that intermediate ocean models and general circulation models, when forced by the observed his-581

tory of wind stress, reproduce reasonably well the observed interannual variability in SST (e.g.,582

Seager 1989; Stockdale et al. 1998b).583

Neelin and Jin (1993) showed that in the long-wave limit of non-dispersive Rossby waves, the584

free eigenmodes of a linearized bounded tropical ocean basin of the size of the Pacific are incon-585

sistent with the thermocline evolution in an ENSO cycle. For the same geometry, however, forcing586

by a periodic interannual zonal wind stress features a thermocline evolution that is surprising simi-587

lar to that observed (e.g., Cane and Sarachik 1981; Neelin and Jin 1993). This result suggests that588

ENSO can only come about through a coupling between the atmosphere and ocean in the tropics,589

5Short Rossby waves have slow eastward group velocity and thus do not propagate very far from the source of forcing or away from the western

boundary.
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as is implied from the strong correlations between atmosphere and ocean indices of ENSO, as seen590

in Fig. 8.591

c. Modelling and theory of ENSO592

A central achievement of the TOGA program was the development of a theory for ENSO that593

has stood the test of time. Here we present a summary of the essential physics of the ENSO594

mode that is pertinent to nature and refer the interested reader to the post-TOGA review paper by595

Neelin et al. (1998) for a more complete historical background. Research in the past 20 years or596

so has focussed on sources of irregularity in ENSO, evaluation of ENSO in the climate models597

used in the IPCC assessment reports, and the seasonal-to-interannual predictability of ENSO; see598

sections 4f - 4g and 7.599

1) THE ENSO MODE600

The large-scale El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon is unique in that it is in-601

trinsically due to coupling between the atmosphere and ocean in the tropical Pacific: uncoupled602

atmosphere models forced by the seasonal cycle of SST do not produce realistic Southern Oscil-603

lation, and uncoupled ocean models forced by the seasonal cycle of surface wind stress do not604

produce pan-Pacific El Niño and La Niña events. Among the first models that simulated realis-605

tic ENSO cycles were “intermediate coupled models” of the upper ocean in the tropical Pacific606

coupled to an atmosphere model that was in equilibrium (or nearly so) with the SST produced by607

the ocean model (see section 4b), including the coupled models developed by Zebiak and Cane608

(1987) and Schopf and Suarez (1988). The ocean component of the intermediate coupled models609

incorporate the myriad essential processes that affect SST (i.e., parameterizations for the impact610

of upwelling and vertical mixing, surface fluxes, advection) and linear or non-linear adiabatic dy-611
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namics of the upper few hundred meters of ocean; these models contained the same physics as the612

models used to successfully hindcast the SST and sea level variations in ENSO (see section 4b2).613

The atmosphere component of the intermediate models was usually some form of the Gill model,614

with atmospheric forcing parameterized in terms of the SST anomalies (see section 4b1).615

Zebiak and Cane (1987) constructed an intermediate coupled model that simulated anomalies616

about prescribed climatological surface winds, SST, and ocean currents. The Zebiak-Cane model617

was the first model to simulate realistic ENSO variability – year long warm events followed by year618

long cold events and with a spatio-temporal evolution in SST, zonal wind stress and thermocline619

displacement that were reasonably similar to that observed. A year later, Schopf and Suarez (1988)620

developed a slightly different “intermediate coupled model” that also displayed ENSO cycles that621

were reasonably realistic (Fig. 12). Schopf and Suarez’s analysis, as well as Battisti and Hirst’s622

analysis of a variant of the Zebiak-Cane model (Battisti 1988; Battisti and Hirst 1989), showed623

that the essential physics of ENSO is contained in two competing processes: (i) atmosphere/ocean624

coupling – the Bjerknes feedback – that relates the strength of the zonal wind anomalies in the625

equatorial band of the central Pacific to the amplitude of the SST anomalies localized to the eastern626

half of the Pacific; and (ii) the slow dynamical adjustment of the equatorial ocean by Kelvin627

and Rossby waves forced by changes in zonal wind stress – the so-called “ocean memory”. The628

Bjerknes feedback is “localized” in the central-eastern Pacific; there is little change in SST in the629

western Pacific because horizontal gradients in SST are weak, and the thermocline is deep.630

The interannual time scale for the ENSO mode results because these two processes – which have631

time scales of about six and nine months respectively – oppose each other, and because the impact632

of the ocean dynamical adjustment on SST is confined to the eastern-half of the Pacific and not felt633

for 6-9 months after the initial changes in wind stress (i.e., it takes 6-9 months for Rossby waves634

issued by zonal wind stress changes in the central Pacific to reach the western boundary and return635
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to the central and eastern Pacific in the form of a Kelvin wave where it can further affect SST.636

The physics of ENSO cycles described by Schopf and Suarez (1988) and Battisti and Hirst (1989)637

were coined “the delayed oscillator” theory for ENSO (Suarez and Schopf 1988).6638

The essential dynamics of ENSO appears to be governed by linear dynamics and thermodynam-639

ics. Battisti and Hirst (1989) linearized the coupled Zebiak-Cane model about the climatological640

and annual averaged basic state of the model; schematically ∂X/∂ t = MX where X is the vector641

contain the state variables and M is the linearized physics matrix describing the dynamics and642

thermodynamics of the atmosphere and upper equatorial Pacific ocean. They showed the structure643

of the warm and cold ENSO events and the period of ENSO in the Zebiak-Cane model are well644

described by the first (unstable) eigenmode of M (Fig. 13). In particular, the temporal and spatial645

evolution of SST, wind stress and thermocline in the ENSO eigenmode are similar to those in646

observations (e.g., c.f. Fig. 10 and 13 (top); Fig. 7c and 13 (bottom left)), albeit with the center647

of action shifted too far east (this bias is remedied when more realistic mean states are used in the648

formulation of M; see Atwood et al. 2017).649

The anatomy of the ENSO mode in the Zebiak-Cane model is very similar to that simulated by650

many other intermediate and full climate models. Non-linearity acts mainly to bound the growing651

eigenmode and create a finite amplitude ENSO cycle; it does not affect the spatio-temporal struc-652

ture of the warm and cold events (Fig. 13), or qualitatively effect the period of the ENSO cycle653

(see e.g., Battisti and Hirst 1989; Jin et al. 1996). As in observations, tropical ocean dynamics654

6Schopf and Suarez (1988) and Battisti and Hirst (1989) developed toy models to illustrate the essential physics of the ENSO cycle that were

later given the moniker “delayed oscillator” model for ENSO. Jin (1997) also developed a toy model for the ENSO mode that he called “the

recharge oscillator.” These two toy models express the same physics (the delayed oscillator casts the ocean memory in terms of the wave dynamics,

while the recharge oscillator casts the ocean memory in terms of Sverdrup balance). With choice of parameter values used in the recharge oscillator,

however, these two toy models are one in the same. Both toy models are very crude representations of the ENSO mode and have little value beyond

a heuristic representation of essential ENSO physics.
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are essential to the ENSO eigenmode and the spatial and temporal evolution of SST anomalies are655

due to a rich mixture of ocean dynamics and surface fluxes (e.g., Zebiak 1984; Hirst 1986; Battisti656

1988; Boucharel et al. 2015).657

2) FURTHER THEORETICAL RESULTS RELEVANT TO THE ENSO MODE658

That ENSO is a true eigenmode of the coupled atmosphere/ocean system in the tropical Pacific is659

also supported by eigen analyses of the empirically-derived dynamical matrix M , estimated from a660

fit of the observed history of SST anomalies in the tropical Pacific to a linear inverse model (LIM).661

In a pioneering study, Penland and Sardeshmukh (1995) showed that the leading eignenmode of the662

empirically derived M has the SST footprint of ENSO with a period of ∼3.8 years. Similar results663

are found in other studies (see Newman et al. 2011a, and references therein). Unlike the ENSO664

mode in the Zebiak-Cane model, the ENSO mode determined from the empirically derived M is665

asymptotically stable – as it must be when the dynamical operator is estimated from a geophysical666

time series. Thompson and Battisti (2000) performed an eigen analysis of the operator M from the667

Zebiak-Cane model but with more realistic parameters and retaining the seasonal cycle in the basic668

state (the basic state was updated with observations that were not available in the 1980s when the669

original Zebiak-Cane model was constructed). With the updated parameters and climatological670

seasonal cycle basic state, the leading eigenmode features very similar spatial structures to those671

observed in ENSO, and to those obtained from the leading eigenmode of the original model. The672

ENSO eigenmode has an average period of 3.9 years, and it is asymptotically stable.673

As was evident from the earliest studies of the coupled atmosphere/ocean system in the tropics674

(Hirst 1986, 1988), gross aspects of the ENSO are predicated on there being east-west asym-675

metries in the annual averaged climatological SST (i.e., a cold tongue in the eastern basin) and676

thermocline, as well as in the zonal and meridional wind stress (see Fig. 1 and the discussion in677
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section 2). Sensitivity studies show that changes in the annual averaged climatology greatly affects678

the stability and structure of the ENSO mode (e.g., Zebiak and Cane 1987; Battisti 1988; Battisti679

and Hirst 1989; Neelin et al. 1998, and references therein). Furthermore, for the same mean state680

climatology, changes in the strength in any of the myriad various process that affect SST affect the681

detailed evolution of warm or cold events – for example, whether warm events start in the east or682

the central Pacific, and whether or not the incipient event is seen to propagate zonally.683

While the existence of the ENSO mode depends critically on the structure of the annual aver-684

age climatological state, the temporal evolution of the ENSO mode is influenced by the strong685

seasonality in the climatology (Fig. 1). By including the climatological seasonal cycle in mean686

state, the dynamical operator M becomes cyclostationary and the eigenmodes (now call Floquet687

modes) are no longer perfectly harmonic. Jin et al. (1996) showed that the spatial structure of the688

ENSO mode is relatively insensitive to whether the basic state includes the seasonal cycle or not689

(that is, whether eigenmodes are calculated about a constant or cyclostationary mean state). By690

including the seasonal cycle in the mean state, however, the time series of the ENSO mode (the691

leading Floquet mode) has a rich temporal structure that is consistent with observations (Jin et al.692

1996; Thompson and Battisti 2000, 2001): (i) on average, warm and cold phases of ENSO occur693

every 3.9 years, and they tend to peak at the end of the calendar year (Fig. 14, top); and (ii) when694

the ENSO Floquet mode is forced by stochastic white noise, the spectrum of Nino3 is peaked at695

interannual time scales (Fig. 14, bottom) and the variance in Nino3 is peaked at the end of the696

calendar year; both results are consistent with observations.697

Finally, Neelin and Jin (1993) explored sensitivity of the coupled modes to the strength of the698

coupling (i.e., the strength of the Bjerknes feedback) and to the speed of restoring ocean memory.699

Among their many interesting findings is that a sufficiently strong Bjerknes feedback leads to pure700
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growth of anomalies,7 and there is a minimum width for ocean basins to support tropical coupled701

modes on interannual time scales. Zebiak (1993) showed that the Atlantic supports interannual702

variability that is similar in spatio-temporal structure to ENSO and that an intermediate coupled703

model of the Atlantic (with prescribed climatological fields) is able to reproduce the observed704

ENSO-like mode in the Atlantic. On the other hand, there is no ENSO-like mode in the Indian705

Ocean because the mean state SST is relative uniform horizontally and there is no cold tongue due706

to the weak annual mean zonal wind stress (Fig. 1 and see section 2).707

d. Further evidence in support of the ENSO mode708

One critical question concerning the ENSO mode was answered towards the end of TOGA: how709

efficient is the western boundary at reflecting incoming Rossby waves within ∼10◦ of the equator710

that are fundamental to the delayed ocean memory in the ENSO mode? Theory, results from the711

intermediate coupled models, and observational studies showed that on the time scales relevant to712

ENSO, there is plenty of reflection to support an ENSO mode (Clarke 1991; Du Penhoat and Cane713

1991; Kessler 1991; Mantua and Battisti 1994).714

The physics governing the warm and cold phases in the ENSO mode – and the transition from715

the warm phase to the cold phase by the delayed ocean dynamic memory in the ENSO mode –716

is remarkably similar to what is seen in observations. It is not always the case, however that the717

observed warm events can be easily traced to prior ocean memory (if they could, then the observed718

ENSO would be more periodic). It is interesting to look back at Wyrtki’s (1975) influential study,719

in which he examine the relationship between wind stress and three instances of coastal warming720

7McCreary and Anderson (1984) in a pioneering study constructed an intermediate coupled model that included upper ocean dynamics (ocean

memory) and an ad hoc Bjerknes feedback that linked a prescribed zonal wind stress patch in the central Pacific to a threshold in thermocline depth

on the equator in the eastern Pacific. Their model featured interannual variability that, unlike that observed, was characterized by unstable growth

to two long-lived semi-stable states (attractor basins), and rapid switching between these two states.
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off Peru, which also happened to be times of large-scale ocean warming (i.e., the warm phase721

of ENSO). Wyrtki showed that the three warm events were not due to local wind stress changes722

off Peru. Rather, he argued that they were due to anomalously strong easterlies in the year or723

two before the coastal warm event, which built up warm water in the western Pacific that was724

released in the form of a downwelling Kelvin wave. What he didn’t appreciate was that the easterly725

anomalies were the oceanic expression of the cold phase of the ENSO mode (all three warm events726

were preceded by cold events and two of the cold events were very strong). Wyrki’s observations727

are in fact what is expected theoretically because the coupled ENSO mode oscillates slowly and728

freely between cold and warm phases. Nonetheless, taken across the entire record however, warm729

phases are much more likely to be followed by cold phases than vice versa (e.g., see Fig. 8 top),730

consistent with the ENSO mode being a stable mode and with greater amplitude warm events731

than cold events (so the delayed ocean thermocline anomalies that transitions the warm phase to732

the cold phase have a greater amplitude than the thermocline anomalies that transitions the cold733

phase to the warm phase (see e.g., Mantua and Battisti 1994; Kessler 2002; Kessler and McPhaden734

1995)).735

e. Asymmetry in the amplitude of warm and cold ENSO phases736

Although the essential physics of ENSO is well captured by linearized dynamical models and by737

linear inverse models fit to observations, the statistics of ENSO are not gaussian. Some progress738

has been made in the past 20 years on identifying the source(s) of asymmetry in the amplitude of739

El Niños and La Niñas (i.e., positive skewness in the eastern Pacific SST anomalies). One possible740

source would be non-linearity in the atmospheric response to SST anomalies, which is seen in the741

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) models that tend to have unrealistically742

strong El Niño events such as in the GFDL CM2.1 model (Choi et al. 2013; Atwood et al. 2017).743
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Another possibility is state dependent noise forcing – in particular, asymmetry in strength of the744

wind burst activity in the developing phase of warm versus cold events (e.g., Timmermann et al.745

2003; Tziperman and Yu 2007; Jin et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2015; Levine et al. 2016; Levine and746

Jin 2017). Indeed, the zonal wind stress is positively skewed in the central Pacific (ie, in the747

region of coupling), but so too is SST in the eastern Pacific (Fig. 15; see Choi et al. (2015) for a748

discussion of the dynamics associated with the asymmetry in wind stress anomalies). However,749

the relationship between zonal wind stress in the central Pacific and SST anomalies in the eastern750

Pacific is extremely linear (Fig. 15; see also Battisti and Hirst 1989; Lübbecke and McPhaden751

2017), the hallmark of the Bjerknes feedback. These data, and the analyses of Chiang et al. (2001)752

and Adames and Wallace (2017) indicate it is unlikely that the non-linearity in ENSO resides in753

the atmospheric response to SST anomalies.754

Other sources of asymmetry between warm and cold phases include nonlinearity in the relation-755

ship between SST and net surface heat flux anomalies, and nonlinearity in the relationship between756

SST and changes in ocean circulation or mixing. Figure 15 shows there are strong nonlinearities757

between thermocline depth anomalies and SST anomalies along the equator in the eastern Pacific758

(see also Lübbecke and McPhaden 2017). Since studies have shown that the observed thermocline759

anomalies are well modeled as a linear response to zonal wind stress forcing (see section 4b2), this760

suggests that the asymmetry in ENSO rests in the SST response to dynamical changes in the ocean761

(e.g., Battisti and Hirst 1989; An and Jin 2004; Jin et al. 2003; Lübbecke and McPhaden 2017;762

Kohyama et al. 2018), Indeed, the nonlinearity in the SST response to changes in ocean dynamics763

is the major source of the asymmetry in the Zebiak-Cane model (Zebiak and Cane 1987) model764

and in CMIP5 models that simulate realistic ENSO variance and skewness (Kohyama et al. 2017).765
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f. Irregularity of ENSO766

As shown in the last section, irregularity in ENSO events is ensured because the pure, linear767

ENSO eigenmode exists in a cyclostationary, invariant basic state (Thompson and Battisti 2000).768

However, other factors likely contribute to making ENSO irregular. These fall into three general769

categories: (i) stochastic (uncoupled) forcing; (ii) nonlinear interaction between ENSO and other770

coupled atmosphere/ocean modes; and (iii) very low frequency changes in the basic climatological771

state that supports ENSO. Although it is difficult to quantify the relative contributions of these772

three factors to the irregularity in ENSO, there is strong evidence that the stochastic forcing of773

the non-harmonic ENSO mode is likely the dominant source of irregularity (e.g., see Chang et al.774

1997; Blanke et al. 1997; Kleeman and Moore 1997; Philander and Fedorov 2003; Kirtman et al.775

2005; Lopez and Kirtman 2014).776

1) STOCHASTIC FORCING777

Some of the variability in ENSO must stem from stochastic forcing – variability internal to the778

atmosphere and/or ocean that is to be independent of coupling. Indeed, since most studies find779

that the ENSO mode is a damped mode of the coupled system, some sort of stochastic forcing is780

required to maintain ENSO variance.781

Many sources of stochastic forcing have been proposed and demonstrated in an even greater782

number of studies using a hierarchy of coupled models, including the intermediate coupled models,783

full ocean models coupled to Gill-type and empirical atmosphere models (the latter are referred to784

as hybrid coupled models), and modified coupled climate models modified to illuminate the impact785

of high frequency weather on ENSO. Among the first examining the impact of stochastic forcing786

the aforementioned model categories were studies by Penland and Sardeshmukh (1995), Zebiak787

(1989), Chang et al. (1996) and Kirtman and Shukla (2002), respectively. By the end of TOGA,788
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more than a dozen studies had been published examining the impact of stochastic (atmospheric789

weather) forcing on ENSO (see the review paper by Neelin et al. 1998), and many more papers790

have been published in the past two decades. Many of these studies do not attribute the stochastic791

forcing to specific physical phenomenon, but instead assume the forcing to be the residual wind792

forcing after the low frequency variability is removed, or assume the stochastic forcing to have a793

certain spectrum (e.g., white in space and time).794

The leading candidate for forcing is stochastic variability in the North Pacific Oscillation (NPO;795

Walker and Bliss 1932; Linkin and Nigam 2008), a pattern of atmospheric variability in sea level796

pressure that, together with the upper level West Pacific teleconnection pattern (Wallace and Gut-797

zler 1981; Hsu and Wallace 1985) represents meridional fluctuations of the Pacific jet stream. NPO798

variability arises naturally in the atmosphere, and is consistent with synoptic scale dynamical pro-799

cesses, including an e-folding decay time of 7-10 days (Hsu and Wallace 1985; Feldstein 2000).800

The relevant features of the NPO for ENSO include variations in subtropical pressure and trade801

wind variability that can excite the Pacific Meridional Mode (see section 3 and Fig. 5; see also802

Vimont et al. 2003a, b; Anderson 2003). Vimont et al. (2003c) found that an anomalous positive803

(negative) anomaly in the winter averaged NPO (Fig. 16 top) is highly correlated with El Niño804

(La Niña) conditions in the following winter (Fig. 16 bottom). They analyzed 40 years of ob-805

servations and illuminated the causal physics of this connection by performing experiments with806

an atmospheric general circulation model. For example, a negative NPO anomaly averaged over807

winter (0) is associated with anomalies in the turbulent heat fluxes that cause anomalous warming808

of the ocean in the subtropical north Pacific, which typically lasts from late spring to mid-summer.809

In turn, the positive subtropical SSTs force changes in the atmospheric circulation (that last as810

long as the anomalies in SST) including anomalous westerlies to the south of the SST maximum811

that extend to the equator in the west-central Pacific. The anomalous westerlies force a train of812
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downwelling ocean Kelvin waves that are further amplified by the Bjerknes feedback, causing El813

Niño conditions in the next winter (similarly, a negative NPO in winter contributes to La Niña814

conditions the following winter). Vimont et al. (2003c) called this physics the seasonal footprint-815

ing mechanism (SFM) for ENSO. Chang et al. (2007) showed that the SFM accounts for nearly816

half of the variance and 70% of the El Niños and La Niñas in ENSO over the period 1958-2000817

(Fig. 17; see also Park et al. 2013); similar results were found in the coupled modeling studies of818

Chang et al. (2007) and Alexander et al. (2010).819

We note that the SFM also contributes to the pronounced seasonality of ENSO variance, because820

the NPO variability is maximum in the Northern Nemisphere wintertime (Fig. 17a) and the Bjerk-821

nes feedback is greatest in the tropical cold season July-November (Chang et al. 2007). Hence,822

there is a strong synergy between in the seasonal timing of stochastic NPO variability and the823

seasonality in ENSO variance due to both the seasonality in the SFM and the seasonal cycle in the824

tropical climatology (Thompson and Battisti 2001).825

Another suggestion for irregularity of ENSO that falls into this category is westerly wind burst826

activity on the equator in the west-central equatorial ocean that is commonly seen during the827

onsets of El Niño events (e.g., Vecchi and Harrison 2000; Kessler 2002; Kessler and McPhaden828

1995; Eisenman et al. 2005; Perez et al. 2005; Batstone and Hendon 2005). Theory suggests – and829

modelling results and analysis of observations show– that in isolation, high frequency wind forcing830

cannot impact the low frequency variability (i.e., ENSO) (Roulston and Neelin 2000; Vecchi et al.831

2006; Levine and Jin 2010; Lopez and Kirtman 2014; Capotondi et al. 2018), in part because832

the aspect ratio of the zonal-depth profile of energy response scales as frequency−3. However,833

the observed westerly wind burst come in packets and are choreographed by the low frequency834

changes in the tropical Pacific SST. As such, they can be thought of as an expression of the slow835

adjustment of the coupled atmosphere/ocean system (Eisenman et al. 2005; Tziperman and Yu836
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2007; Gebbie et al. 2007; Levine and Jin 2010) and thus are implicitly included in the ENSO837

eigenmode obtained from the linearized intermediate climate models (e.g., Thompson and Battisti838

2000) and cannot be seen to be responsible for the irregularity in ENSO. Indeed, modeling and839

observational studies that include the wind burst adjustment as a multiplicative noise forcing that is840

a function of SST show realistic ENSO variability that is well described by the ENSO eigenmode841

(e.g., Eisenman et al. 2005; Jin et al. 2007; Perez et al. 2005; Capotondi et al. 2018).842

On the other hand, an unknown – but likely large — fraction of the aggregate (low frequency)843

westerly wind burst activity along the equator in the west-central Pacific in late spring and summer844

is not intrinsic to the ENSO mode. Rather, it is due to response of the atmosphere to late spring845

and summertime anomalies in the subtropical north-central Pacific SSTs which results from the846

integrated wintertime forcing associated with uncoupled stochastic NPO variability (Vimont et al.847

2003c) that persist for many months, rendering the SFM to be an efficient source of stochastic low848

frequency wind stress forcing of ENSO.849

2) NONLINEAR INTERACTION BETWEEN THE ENSO MODE AND OTHER COUPLED ATMO-850

SPHERE/OCEAN MODES851

Nonlinear dynamics may contribute to the variability of ENSO. For example, if the coupling be-852

tween the atmosphere and ocean is strong enough, the ENSO mode becomes unstable (Zebiak and853

Cane 1987; Cane et al. 1990) and may interact with the seasonal cycle (Jin et al. 1994; Chang et al.854

1995, 1996; Tziperman et al. 1994; Stuecker et al. 2015) or other unstable coupled modes to create855

chaotic solutions (Münnich et al. 1991; Mantua and Battisti 1995; Tziperman et al. 1995). Chaotic856

solutions feature variability that is qualitatively different from that observed in the modern climate857

(e.g., two attractor basins, bimodal statistics, spectra peaks that are not in observations, etc.) (e.g.,858

Mantua and Battisti 1995; Münnich et al. 1991; Tziperman et al. 1995; Chang et al. 1996; Timmer-859
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mann 2003; Stein et al. 2014; Timmermann et al. 2018), primarily because the coupling strength860

used in these studies is greater than observed. There is considerable evidence from models and the861

analyses of observations that the major sources of ENSO irregularity are linear dynamics acting862

on a fixed seasonal cycle and uncoupled (stochastic) forcing, and not chaotic dynamics (e.g., see863

Chang et al. 1997; Blanke et al. 1997; Kleeman and Moore 1997; Philander and Fedorov 2003;864

Kirtman et al. 2005; Giese and Ray 2011; Takahashi et al. 2011; Lopez and Kirtman 2014), and865

the previous section).866

3) VERY LOW FREQUENCY CHANGES IN BASIC STATE867

Intermediate models and the theory of ENSO that stems from these models strongly suggest868

that the spatial and temporal structure of the ENSO mode is sensitive to the structure of the cli-869

matological mean state and to the spatial and temporal distribution of the uncoupled stochastic870

forcing (see e.g., Hirst 1986, 1988; Zebiak and Cane 1987; Battisti 1988, and the review stud-871

ies by Neelin et al. (1998) and Chang et al. (2006)).8 Hence, it is to be expected that very low872

frequency changes in the mean state will affect the statistics and spatial structure of ENSO (e.g.,873

Fedorov and Philander 2000). Moon et al. (2007) argued that the low frequency modulation of874

ENSO variance in the Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere (CMIP3) climate model was due to875

low frequency changes in the stratification of the near-equatorial ocean that stemmed from wind876

stress forcing in the subtropical southern Pacific Ocean. Matei et al. (2008) demonstrated that SST877

anomalies placed in the southern subtropical Pacific of the ECHAM5/MPI-OM coupled model878

eventually make their way to the equator and cause mean state changes that affect the variance879

in ENSO. Gu and Philander (1997) suggested that multi-decadal variability in the tropical Pacific880

8Anderson et al. (2009) provide a rather sobering demonstration of the sensitivity of ENSO characteristics to changes to changes in the mean

state. In a series of sensitivity experiments with a version of the GFDL climate model, they showed that both the mean state of the tropical Pacific

and ENSO variability are highly sensitive to the concentration and distribution of chlorophyl in the ocean.
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may come about by way of feedbacks between the tropics and extratropics. Specifically, they881

proposed that ENSO driven anomalies cause oppositely signed anomalies in SST in the subtrop-882

ics (as observed) that are subducted and returned to the equator many years later by the shallow,883

wind-driven mean ocean overturning circulation, but analysis of observations do not support this884

hypothesis (see, e.g., N. Schneider et al. (1999b), Hazeleger et al. (2001).885

Potential sources of low-frequency variations in the tropical Pacific mean state that may drive886

multidecadal changes in ENSO variability include low-frequency variations from other regions887

and basins, such as the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO; see section 6b) and low-frequency vari-888

ability from the Indian or Atlantic ocean basins. For the Pacific, if PDO features changes in wind889

stress that extend deep into the subtropics in the central Pacific, the PDO would force multidecadal890

changes in the strength of the subtropical ocean overturning circulation that would affect the tem-891

perature of the water injected into the undercurrent and/or the mean thermocline depth along the892

equator (Hazeleger et al. 2001), thereby causing long-lived changes in the background state that893

ENSO experiences. Although ocean current data are available for less than two PDO “cycles”,894

there is a remarkable correspondence between the multidecadal PDO and Zhang and McPhaden’s895

(2006) 48 year record of the strength of the subtropical overturning circulation, and between the896

subtropical ocean overturning circulation and the low pass filtered SST in the equatorial eastern897

Pacific one or two years later. With only 1.5 multidecadal PDO cycles in these data, however,898

is not possible to tell whether these low frequency mean state changes affect interannual ENSO899

variability.900

In addition to the PDO, low frequency variability in the tropical Atlantic and Indian ocean has901

been implicated as a cause of low-frequency modulation of ENSO variability (see review by Cai902

et al. 2019). The Atlantic and Indian oceans may impact the background mean state upon which903

ENSO evolves through either adjustment of the large-scale Walker circulation in the tropics, at-904
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mospheric equatorial wave propagation, or changes in the mid-latitude storm tracks (Dong et al.905

2006; Zhang et al. 2007; Luo et al. 2012; McGregor et al. 2014). Resulting changes in thermo-906

cline depth and SST can subsequently affect characteristics of ENSO variability itself, such as907

amplitude, frequency, and spatial structure (Dong et al. 2006; Levine and Jin 2017). While some908

modeling efforts support these mechanisms, the instrumental record is short, making it difficult to909

draw definitive conclusions about the role of forcing from other basins.910

Some studies with climate models illustrate how non-linear dynamics associated with ENSO911

might rectify to cause very low frequency changes in the tropical seasonal cycle that may, in turn,912

affect the statistics and stability of ENSO (e.g., Timmermann 2003). Other studies have suggested913

that stochastic noise – independent of ENSO – may drive mean state changes that in turn affect914

ENSO statistics (e.g., Burgman et al. 2008). In a cautionary tale, however, Wittenberg (2009)915

analyzed a very long unforced simulation of a version of the GFDL coupled model (CM2.1) and916

showed the model featured long (more than 40 years) periods in which the variance of ENSO917

differed by more than a factor of four. However, the difference in ENSO variance in these multi-918

decadal epochs was due to differences in the history of the uncoupled weather forcing that the919

ENSO mode experienced during those epochs (Wittenberg et al. 2014), and not due to differences920

in the mean state; indeed, Atwood et al. (2017) showed that the mean state changes were likely921

due to the rectified effects of ENSO and worked to oppose the changes in ENSO variance.922

It is unclear whether nature can display a four-fold change in variance due to noise alone (i.e.,923

without mean state changes): as is true of nearly all coupled general circulation models, there are924

notable qualitative differences between the ENSOs simulated in the GFDL model and those ob-925

served (see section 4g). However, there is substantial evidence that the modern climate features a926

damped ENSO mode that is maintained by stochastic uncoupled forcing (see sections 4c and 4f1),927

and so is inevitable that the spatial and temporal evolution of ENSO must vary significantly even928
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with no change in the mean state. Indeed, studies with stochastically forced LIMs show that the929

variance of ENSO should wax and wane on multi-decadal time scales – without changes in the930

stability of the ENSO mode and without mode-mode interactions – simply due to the stochastic931

nature of the forcing. These models readily feature “flavors” of ENSO (e.g., Central Pacific EN-932

SOs or Eastern Pacific ENSOs) even though they have no mean state changes – simply due to933

the stochastic nature of forcing and/or the superposition of linear coupled modes (e.g., Penland934

and Sardeshmukh 1995; Newman et al. 2011b; Vimont et al. 2014; Capotondi and Sardeshmukh935

2015).936

g. Response to Forcing937

Ray and Giese (2012) and Yang and Giese (2013) examined SST from an ocean reanalysis938

product covering the period 1871-2008 and concluded there is no evidence in the historical record939

of changes in the characteristics (strength, frequency, duration, location) of El Niño or La Niña940

events. Upon examining the results from the scores of 20 and 21st Century simulations from the941

high-end climate models used in the last two IPCC assessments (the CMIP3 and CMIP5 models),942

Bellenger et al. (2014) also concluded “... there is low confidence that ENSO has changed in the943

twentieth century ...”, and they go on to say ”... there is no conclusive evidence on how ENSO944

properties may change in the future.” Indeed, CMIP5 models do not agree on the sign of the945

change in ENSO amplitude or frequency (Cai et al. 2015).946

This conclusion, however, does not imply ENSO won’t change due to anthropogenic forcing.947

With few exceptions, the comprehensive (CMIP5) climate models have a difficult time simulating948

realistic ENSO cycles (see Bellenger et al. 2014; Capotondi et al. 2015a; Yun et al. 2016; Takahashi949

et al. 2011; Guilyardi et al. 2016, and references therein). As expected from theory, biases in ENSO950

are correlated with biases in the simulated climatology (Neale et al. 2008; Guilyardi et al. 2009;951
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Zhu et al. 2017).9 For example, El Niños in both the CMIP3 and CMIP5 climate models feature952

maximum SST anomalies that are too far west of those observed, consistent with a prominent953

westward bias in the cold tongue location (see Capotondi et al. 2015b, and references therein); only954

40% of the models capture the observed structure of ENSO, as measured by the first two EOFs of955

SST (Yun et al. 2016); the amplitude of the simulated shortwave feedbacks in the modelled ENSO956

are only half of that in observations (Bellenger et al. 2014); the simulated Bjerknes feedback is957

typically 20-50% less than that in observations, with less than 20% of the models within 25%958

of the observed feedback strength (Bellenger et al. 2014); models have warm and cold phases of959

ENSO that are too symmetric compared to that observed (Yang and Giese 2013); and less than960

half of models have realistic ENSO variance (as measured by the variance in standard indices of961

ENSO; Yun et al. 2016). Will models with more realistic mean states and realistic ENSOs in their962

20th Century simulations simulate large changes in ENSO that are consistent across the models?963

It remains to be seen.964

The alternative hypothesis – that ENSO is insensitive to the spatial structure and amplitude of the965

anthropogenic forcing – is unlikely. Projections show anthropogenic forcing will very likely in-966

crease the stratification in the upper tropical ocean significantly (Timmermann et al. 1999; Collins967

2000) and affect the asymmetry in the climatological annual mean state of the upper ocean – both968

of which should greatly affect ENSO. Indeed, it is not uncommon for a CMIP model to simulate a969

large change in ENSO by the end of this century (e.g., Yeh et al. 2009; Cai et al. 2015), but models970

don’t agree on how ENSO will change; for example, increased ocean stratification is thought to971

have greatly increased ENSO variance and frequency in the ECHAM4/OPYC3 and HadCM2 cou-972

9In particular, most models suffer the so-called double ITCZ problem: a strong ITCZ south of the equator that extends from the central Pacific

eastward, instead of very dry conditions (observations show a weak ITCZ south of the equator that is limited to February-April; see Fig. 1). As

such, the annual averaged southerly wind stress in the eastern Pacific is too weak. As well, the seasonal cycle in SST and zonal wind stress along

the equator are also too weak in the CMIP5 models compared to observations (Chen and Jin 2017) – a bias that is expected with a double ITCZ.
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pled models, but to have caused a large decrease in ENSO variance in the GFDL-ESM2M model973

(Timmermann et al. 1999; Collins 2000; Kohyama et al. 2017). In many CMIP5 models certain974

aspects of the mean state changes due to greenhouse gas or orbital forcing, in insolation, greatly975

increase the variance of ENSO (e.g., Clausius Clapeyron feedbacks) while other aspects tend to976

reduce the variance of ENSO (e.g., a weakening of the Walker circulation; see DiNezio et al. 2012;977

Roberts et al. 2014). The net impact on ENSO depends on a delicate balance of many processes978

(Zebiak and Cane 1987; Battisti 1988), and thus it is to be expected that biases in the mean states979

of the models greatly affects the projected changes in ENSO due to anthropogenic forcing.980

CMIP5 models have also been used to simulate the response of ENSO to volcanic eruptions and981

to changes in insolation due to orbital changes. We do not review these studies here because of the982

limited number of simulations.983

h. ENSO summary984

ENSO appears to be a damped eigenmode of the linearized coupled atmosphere/ocean system985

in the tropical Pacific that features atmosphere/ocean coupling in the central-eastern equatorial986

physics (the Bjerknes feedback) and delayed adiabatic ocean memory. The spatial and temporal987

structure of the ENSO mode is strongly influenced by the annual mean climatological basic state,988

while the spectra and the phasing of ENSO to the calendar year is largely determined by the989

seasonal cycle in the basic state and seasonality in the stochastic forcing (mainly through the990

seasonality of the SFM). Modelling and theoretical results suggest that variability in ENSO is991

governed more by these processes than by chaotic variability or interaction between two or more992

modes of coupled variability.993

Although the observational record is short, it is largely consistent with this theory for ENSO cy-994

cles and the irregularity of ENSO. There is strong evidence that ocean memory effectively termi-995
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nates most El Niño events and gives rise to subsequent cold conditions (La Niñas), but a substantial996

number of El Niño events do not appear to be triggered by the ocean memory from a previous La997

Niña event. This result is consistent with an ENSO mode that is strongly damped, and with the998

observations (Okumura and Deser 2010) that warm events are almost always followed the next999

year by cold events, but not vice versa. Nonlinearities in the dynamics (yet to be fully understood;1000

see section 8) cause warm (El Niño) phases to be more extreme than cold (La Niña) phases, ren-1001

dering greater amplitude in the restoring ocean memory that terminates warm phases (and ensures1002

a following cold phase) than terminates cold phases (Mantua and Battisti 1994). Hence, it is not1003

surprising that uncoupled stochastic wind forcing is seen to play a greater role in the initiation of1004

warm events that cold events. The different “flavors” of ENSO are consistent with stochastic forc-1005

ing of an damped ENSO mode that results from a rich blend of processes that govern SST in space1006

and time without changes in climatological basic state or an external forcing (see, e.g., Zebiak and1007

Cane 1987; Battisti 1988; Penland and Sardeshmukh 1995; Giese and Ray 2011; Newman et al.1008

2011b; Vimont et al. 2014; Capotondi and Sardeshmukh 2015; Lai et al. 2015).1009

i. The tropical Atlantic Zonal Mode1010

We briefly mentioned in section 4c that the tropical Atlantic features interannual variability that1011

in many ways is analogous to ENSO in the tropical Pacific, with irregular cycles of warm and1012

cold SST events focused along the equator that are accompanied by anomalies in the zonal wind1013

stress and thermocline depth. This mode of variability is now called the tropical Atlantic “zonal1014

mode.” Indeed, Zebiak (1993) built an intermediate atmosphere/ocean model (see section 4c) of1015

the tropical Atlantic that successfully simulated the observed zonal tropical Atlantic zonal mode.1016

He argued that the physics of the zonal mode was similar to that of ENSO: an oscillating mode1017

that resulted from the tension between a positive Bjerknes feedback and a restoring ocean mem-1018
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ory. Compared to the Pacific ENSO, he found that the Atlantic zonal mode features a stronger1019

coupling (Bjerknes feedback) that is offset by the smaller basin size (hence, a shorter ocean mem-1020

ory) – resulting in a coupled atmosphere/ocean mode with a period of about four years that was1021

asymptotically stable. Zebiak also noted that there were some distinct differences between the At-1022

lantic zonal mode and ENSO, including a more equatorially trapped SST anomaly and anomalies1023

that peaked in the middle of the calendar (ENSO peaks at the end of the calendar year).1024

Subsequent studies affirmed Zebiak’s conclusions that the tropical Atlantic zonal mode has1025

physics that are akin to the physics operating in ENSO (Chang et al. 2006; Keenlyside and Latif1026

2007; Burls et al. 2012; Lübbecke and McPhaden 2017) and have provided further insight to the1027

differences in physics of the Atlantic zonal mode and ENSO mode. For example, unlike in the1028

Pacific, in the Atlantic there appears to be a significant seasonal dependence on both the strength1029

of the Bjerknes feedback (Keenlyside and Latif 2007; Lübbecke and McPhaden 2017) and the1030

restoring ocean memory (Burls et al. 2012).1031

5. The waxing and waning of the Indian Ocean Dipole1032

Saji et al. (1999) defined an Indian Ocean Dipole Mode Index (DMI) as the SST difference1033

averaged over the western (50◦E-70◦E, 10◦S-10◦N) and eastern (90◦E-110◦E, 10◦S-0◦N) Indian1034

Ocean. These regions were not chosen on physical grounds, but on their being the two (oppositely1035

phased) centers of action of the second leading EOF of Indian Ocean SST anomalies, explaining1036

12% of the total SST variance. Regression of dipole index on zonal wind shows zonal wind1037

anomalies along the equator in the east-central Indian Ocean. Hence, Saji et al. hypothesized a1038

coupled atmosphere/ocean phenomenon with dynamics akin to ENSO in the Pacific Ocean.1039

Many studies have extended Saji et al.’s analysis of the observations to include upper level heat1040

content, while other studies have examined output from global climate models to see whether1041
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the Indian Ocean supports a true coupled atmosphere/ocean zonal dipole-like mode that includes1042

active upper ocean dynamics. A challenge for each of these investigations was to isolate variability1043

that is intrinsic to the Indian Ocean from that forced by ENSO, as the latter is responsible for the1044

lion’s share of variability in the Indian Ocean (furthermore, as noted by Saji et al., there is a1045

statistically significant correlation between ENSO and DMI, and Meyers et al. (2007) found half1046

of events in the DMI time series were associated with ENSO).1047

Collectively, the observational studies do not support a zonal dipole mode intrinsic to the Indian1048

Ocean. A straightforward correlation of SST in the two boxes that comprise the DMI index show1049

that SST is uncorrelated in the months of July through November – the very months the dipole1050

mode is thought to exist (Zhao and Nigam 2015); this result is not sensitive to the period sam-1051

pled, from 1900 to 2017, or to whether or not ENSO is removed from the data. Furthermore, the1052

variance in the DMI is overwhelmingly due to SST variability in the eastern Indian Ocean. Ob-1053

servational studies do show westerly wind stress anomalies along the equator in the central Indian1054

Ocean are correlated with positive anomalies in upper ocean heat content (a proxy for thermocline1055

depth) in the eastern half of the Indian Ocean, and that the spatial pattern is consistent with the1056

basin adjustment to wind-forcing (Chang et al. 2006; Zhao and Nigam 2015). However, the SST1057

anomalies (concurrent and delayed) associated with the wind stress anomalies are located south of1058

Indonesia and do not extend to the equator or west of about 90◦E; that is, the data do not support1059

the hypothesis that thermocline variations affect SST beyond the coast of Indonesia or along the1060

equator (Saji et al. 1999; Chang et al. 2006; Zhao and Nigam 2015). SST anomalies in the eastern1061

basin off Indonesia are due to changes in upwelling, mixing and surface fluxes associated with in1062

situ wind anomalies (Hendon 2003; Shinoda et al. 2004) as well as remotely forced changes in1063

thermocline depth (e.g., Murtugudde and Busalacchi 1999).1064
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Consistent with the analyses of observations, models that support realistic patterns of SST vari-1065

ability in the Indian Ocean generally do not support the hypothesis that there is a coupled zonal1066

dipole mode of variability. On the other hand, a few models do feature a coupled atmosphere/ocean1067

mode that is akin to the ENSO mode in the Pacific. In these models, easterly zonal wind stress1068

anomalies along the equator in the east-center basin in boreal mid-summer give rise to thermocline1069

variations and/or upwelling in the eastern basin that creates cold conditions south of Indonesia in1070

late summer-early fall (as in the observations) that decay by the end of the calendar year. However,1071

unlike in the observations, most of the models also feature SST anomalies along the equator that1072

reach westward to ∼65◦E (e.g., Iizuka et al. 2000; Behera et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2015), which1073

is symptomatic of a climatological thermocline that is much shallower in these models than in1074

observations (Saji et al. 2006) and is strong evidence that the Bjerknes feedback is much more1075

important for the coupled variability simulated in these models than it is in observations (Schott1076

et al. 2009). Not surprisingly, models that feature a too strong Bjerknes feedback also feature SST1077

variability that is much greater than that observed (Yang and Giese 2013; Liu et al. 2014; Crétat1078

et al. 2017; Cai and Cowan 2013); on average, the amplitude of a typical excursion in the DMI1079

index in the CMIP3 and CMIP5 models is twice that observed (Cai and Cowan 2013; Li et al.1080

2015).10
1081

6. Coupled atmosphere/ocean interaction in the midlatitudes of the Northern Hemisphere1082

In the Northern Hemisphere, orography and the substantial large scale diabatic heating gradients1083

associated with the land-sea distribution give rise to localized storm tracks and large scale station-1084

ary waves with greatest amplitude in winter. In turn, the inhomogeneity in the climatological flow1085

10Biases in the strength of the Bjerknes feedback have been attributed to biases in the climatology of the Indian Ocean in the CMIP5 models

(Cai and Cowan 2013; Li et al. 2015).
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organizes the variability on seasonal and longer time scales into (mostly) distinct spatial patterns1086

of variability. The two leading patterns are called the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO, Fig. 18,1087

Walker (1924)) and the Pacific North America / Aleutian Low pattern (PNA, Fig. 19, Wallace1088

and Gutzler (1981)).11 The NAO signifies variability in the strength and a meridional shift of the1089

Atlantic storm track (Wettstein and Wallace 2010); as such, the source of energy for the NAO is1090

the baroclinity associated with the climatological temperature gradients in the lower troposphere.1091

The PNA signifies extension and contraction of the climatological jet in the Pacific. The PNA is a1092

favored mode of variability because it is the most rapidly growing mode of the zonally asymmet-1093

ric climatological barotropic flow in the troposphere (Simmons et al. 1983); it derives its energy1094

from the kinetic energy of the stationary waves and it is sensitive to changes in the intensity and1095

distribution of convection in the western Pacific (Simmons et al. 1983; Sardeshmukh and Hoskins1096

1988). Transient eddy fluxes also contribute to the maintenance of the PNA and NAO (Franzke1097

et al. 2011).1098

The NAO and PNA are the leading patterns of atmospheric variability on seasonal-to-1099

internannual timescales. They are intrinsic to the atmosphere and its underlaying geometry (their1100

existence does not depend on interactions with the ocean) and their power spectra are nearly white1101

on time scales longer than about 10 days (Wunsch 1999; Feldstein 2000; Wills et al. 2018b). How-1102

ever, these patterns give rise to changes in the ocean that, in turn, contribute to the low frequency1103

(seasonal and longer time scales) power in the NAO and PNA, as described below.1104

a. Seasonal to interannual variability1105

Russ Davis published a remarkable study in (Davis 1976). Using 28 years of data, he calcu-1106

lated the leading EOFs of monthly SLP and SST variability in the north Pacific and examined1107

11The North Pacific Oscillation is another leading pattern which plays a central role in energizing ENSO; see section 4f1.
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their autolag and covariance structures (the leading EOF of SLP depicts variations in the Aleutian1108

Low, and is now recognized as the surface expression of the PNA; Trenberth and Hurrell (1994)).1109

Davis showed that the leading EOFs of SST and SLP are related and that the present SLP pattern is1110

related to the SST pattern several months in the future, but not vice versa. He deduced that, to lead-1111

ing order, stochastic (uncoupled, nearly white noise) atmospheric variability drives the variability1112

in the SST on time scales of months to at least seasons. At the same time, Hasselmann (1976)1113

proposed a simple model for the response of the slow components of the climate system to vari-1114

ability in fast components, and in the following year Frankignoul and Hasselmann (1977) showed1115

that Hasselmann’s model was consistent with Davis’s calculations and interpretation. Specifically,1116

nearly white stochastic atmospheric forcing of the ocean gives rise to a red spectrum in SST be-1117

cause of the high thermal inertia of the upper ocean. Later studies showed that in the midlatitudes,1118

the forcing of the ocean by the atmosphere is largely accomplished through the latter’s modulation1119

of the turbulent fluxes at the interface of the two fluids (Frankignoul 1985; Cayan 1992b,a), with1120

secondary contributions from ocean advection due to wind-driven anomalies in Ekman transport1121

(Frankignoul 1985; Deser et al. 2010).1122

Barsugli and Battisti (1998) extended Hasselmann’s model to include thermodynamic coupling1123

between the atmosphere and ocean (i.e. allowing the slow variability of SSTs to feed back onto1124

anomalies in atmospheric temperature and surface heat fluxes) and showed that coupling enhances1125

the persistence and variance in the intrinsic atmospheric patterns and amplifies the response of the1126

ocean on seasonal and longer time scales (see Fig. 20). For example, compared to the uncoupled1127

atmospheric variability (i.e., with fixed climatological SST), ‘the interannual variance in the in-1128

trinsic atmospheric patterns of variability (e.g., the PNA, NAO, etc.) more than doubles when the1129

atmosphere and ocean are coupled (Fig. 20, top).1130
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The time scale λ beyond which coupling matters to the midlatitude atmosphere is about four1131

months and is primarily determined by: (i) the strength of the coupling between the atmosphere1132

and ocean; (ii) how well the SST anomaly produced by the atmospheric pattern of variability1133

projects back onto that pattern; (iii) the radiative efficiency of the atmosphere; and (iv) the thermal1134

inertia of the ocean that participates. Essentially, the ocean acts as a passive amplifier of the oth-1135

erwise white spectrum of intrinsic uncoupled atmospheric variability (weather) – a phenomenon1136

called “reduced thermal damping” (Barsugli and Battisti 1998). On seasonal to interannual time1137

scales, reduced thermal damping typically doubles the variance of the patterns of atmospheric1138

variability (such as the NAO and PNA). Since most of the power in atmospheric motions is on1139

sub-seasonal time scales, however, the change in total atmospheric variance due to thermal cou-1140

pling with the upper ocean is only a few percent. A consequence of coupling is that on time scales1141

longer than lambda, coupled variability that is intrinsic to the atmosphere features vanishingly1142

small surface fluxes, with the atmosphere forcing the SST anomalies (Fig. 20, bottom).1143

Many modelling and observational studies over the past 40 years have confirmed that seasonal to1144

interannual variability intrinsic to the mid-latitude atmosphere and ocean is well described by Has-1145

selmann’s theoretical model, extended by Barsugli and Battisti (1998) to include thermodynamic1146

coupling (see e.g., Wallace et al. (1990, 1992); Battisti et al. (1995); Bladé (1997); Bhatt et al.1147

(1998) and the review paper by Kushnir et al. (2002b)). That the leading NAO and PNA patterns1148

of atmospheric variability give rise to the SST anomalies is evident from the close correspondence1149

between the patterns of surface turbulent flux anomalies and the SST anomalies that accompany1150

these atmospheric patterns, shown in Figs. 18 and 19 respectively.12 Not shown in Figs. 18 and 191151

are the changes in radiation due to cloud feedbacks, which amplify the flux anomalies in the south-1152

ern lobe of the tripole in the Atlantic (Yuan et al. 2016; Brown et al. 2016; Bellomo et al. 2016).1153

12Not surprisingly, the SST patterns in Figs. 18 and 19 are also the leading patterns of SST variability in the north Atlantic and north Pacific.
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Other leading patterns of intrinsic atmospheric variability, such as the NPO that is central to the1154

forcing of ENSO (see section 4f1), force SST anomalies in a similar fashion.1155

The Barsugli and Battisti (1998) framework for midlatitude atmosphere/ocean variability ex-1156

plained rather surprising results reported by Rodwell et al. (1999), Mehta et al. (2000) and others1157

(Bretherton and Battisti 2000). Each of these studies summarized results from an ensemble of sim-1158

ulations using an atmosphere model forced by the observed SST variability with slightly different1159

atmospheric initial conditions, focusing on the ability of the models to reproduce the observed win-1160

ter (DJF) averaged NAO. Although individual ensemble members poorly reproduce the observed1161

NAO (correlation ∼0.2 (-0.15,+0.42)), the ensemble averaged NAO is highly correlated with the1162

observed NAO (correlation +0.43 to +0.75), suggesting there may be high skill in forecasting at-1163

mospheric variability. However, the amplitude of the ensemble averaged NAO is greatly reduced,1164

and the air-sea fluxes are the reverse of that observed. Bretherton and Battisti (2000) showed that1165

the Barsugli and Battisti (1998) model reproduced all of these findings, and that they were con-1166

sistent with stochastic intrinsic atmospheric variability forcing a passive coupled, thermodynamic1167

ocean with forecast skill limited two one or two seasons.1168

Two final points. First, since the atmosphere is most active in wintertime, the impact of stochas-1169

tic atmospheric forcing is greatest in winter, when the ocean mixed layer is deep. The memory of1170

the impact of the atmosphere on the ocean is extended from the end of one winter to the beginning1171

of the next because upper ocean temperature anomalies laid down in winter are sheltered from1172

the atmosphere in the following summer when a shallow mixed layer reforms in response to the1173

climatological summertime weakening of wind mixing and increased insolation. The mixed layer1174

deepens again in fall, exposing the relic temperature anomalies from the end of the previous winter1175

to the surface. This phenomenon has become known as “ocean reemergence” (Namias and Born1176

1970, 1974; Alexander and Deser 1995) and acts to redden the spectrum of SST. Second, ENSO1177
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contributes to the variance shown in Fig. 19 by way of a wintertime atmospheric teleconnection1178

from the tropical Pacific to the north Pacific (see also section 6b2), which has become known as1179

the “the atmospheric bridge” (Alexander 1992; Lau and Nath 1996) (although the teleconnection1180

pattern is somewhat modified from the PNA pattern intrinsic to the atmosphere).1181

b. Decadal to multi-decadal variability1182

The NAO and PNA, by their stochastic nature, also have spectral power at decadal and multi-1183

decadal time scales and are thus integral to our understanding of variability on these time scales.1184

On interannual and longer time scales, the impact of stochastic variations in the NAO and PNA on1185

the ocean includes the local response described in section 6a and the dynamical adjustment of the1186

ocean by way of Rossby waves (Frankignoul and Müller 1979; Saravanan and McWilliams 1998;1187

Neelin and Weng 1999; Saravanan et al. 2000; Cessi 2000; Marshall et al. 2001; Chhak et al. 2006,1188

2009). Prominent patterns of variability on time scales of many years to many decades include an1189

unnamed pattern of decadal variability in the subpolar Atlantic, and the leading patterns of decadal1190

and multidecadal variability in the midlatitude Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, known as the Pacific1191

Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), respectively. These1192

decadal and multidecadal phenomena share a common anatomy. Stochastic forcing by the leading1193

patterns of atmospheric variability (the PNA for the PDO; the NAO for the AMO) that create: (i)1194

heat flux anomalies that drive local SST anomalies (see Figs. 18 and 19); (ii) surface wind stress1195

anomalies that drive Ekman current anomalies and delayed ocean gyre current anomalies (and, for1196

the AMO, delayed anomalies in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation; AMOC) that fur-1197

ther affect SST. As such, the variance in the PDO (AMO) is predominantly decadal (multidecadal).1198

Below we summarize what is known about the these patterns of variability.1199
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1) DECADAL VARIABILITY IN SUBPOLAR ATLANTIC1200

Curry and McCartney (2001) examined 49 years of hydrographic, surface flux and wind forcing1201

data and concluded that the subpolar gyre in the North Atlantic exhibited decadal scale variability1202

due to the integrated, stochastic wind stress and diabatic forcing associated with the NAO. A1203

period with an integrated positive NAO is accompanied by a cooling of the subpolar gyre and a1204

spin up of the cyclonic subpolar gyre circulation (mainly due to pressure gradients associated with1205

buoyancy changes); similarly negative NAO causes a warming and a spin down of the subpolar1206

gyre. The delayed baroclinic adjustment by baroclinic Rossby waves accounts for the power at1207

the decadal time scale. Their findings were confirmed and refined by Deshayes and Frankignoul1208

(2008), who forced an ocean model with the history of wind and buoyancy forcing over the North1209

Atlantic (1948-2003) and quantified the relative roles of Ekman transport, geostrophic adjustment1210

and buoyancy forcing in the spatio-temporal evolution of the circulation in the subpolar gyre (see1211

also Eden and Willebrand 2001; Eden and Jung 2001).1212

Deshayes and Frankignoul (2008) showed that the time-integrated NAO also governs the1213

strength of the deep western boundary current along the western boundary of the Labrador Sea,1214

and hence affects the strength of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) that is1215

central to the longer term mode of climate variability known as the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscilla-1216

tion (see section 6b3). The link between NAO induced buoyancy fluctuations and the strength of1217

AMOC is also seen in fully coupled climate models and in ocean models forced by idealized NAO1218

variability (e.g., Yeager and Danabasoglu 2014; Lohmann et al. 2009; Medhaug et al. 2012; Meck-1219

ing et al. 2014). Although in most models the NAO gives rise to damped variability in the subpolar1220

gyre, it has been argued that observations support a positive feedback between the subpolar ocean1221

variability and the NAO (Czaja and Frankignoul 1999, 2002; Gastineau and Frankignoul 2015),1222
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which results in a preferred frequency of multidecadal variability in at least one model (Menary1223

et al. 2015).1224

2) THE PACIFIC DECADAL OSCILLATION1225

Prelude: Many model studies have arrived at a common description of the anatomy of the PDO1226

(see e.g., Schneider et al. 2002; Zhang and Delworth 2015; Newman et al. 2016; Wills et al.1227

2018b) that is supported by analyses of observations (e.g., Frankignoul and Hasselmann 1977;1228

Miller et al. 1997, 1998; Qiu 2003; Kwon et al. 2010; Wills et al. 2018a). These studies conclude1229

that the PDO is a phenomenon that is intrinsic to the midlatitudes and is due to stochastic atmo-1230

spheric forcing of the ocean in the form of variability in the Aleutian Low – the prominent lobe1231

of the PNA that resides over the north Pacific Ocean. The stochastic buoyancy and wind stress1232

forcing gives rise to (i) a pattern of SST anomalies that reflects the pattern of surface heat flux1233

anomalies associated with PNA, and (ii) anomalies in the ocean gyres that lag the low frequency1234

changes in the wind by 3-6 years and cause subsequent anomalies in SST associated with merid-1235

ional displacements in the Kuroshio-Oyashio extension (KOE)(see Fig. 21). The SST anomalies in1236

the KOE region force the atmosphere, but it is not yet clear whether the response further affects1237

the PDO.1238

Mantua et al. (1997) coined the moniker Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) to describe the time1239

series of the leading EOF of SST variability north of 20◦N in the Pacific. When this time series1240

was regressed onto SST for the entire Pacific, the resulting patterns and amplitudes of SST and1241

SLP anomalies are very similar to those shown in Fig. 19, which were obtained by regressions1242

against the leading PC of SLP in the north Pacific and associated with variability in the PNA. As1243

was noted by Mantua et al. (1997), the midlatitude SLP and SST patterns associated with the PDO1244

index are qualitatively similar to those associated with ENSO, as evidenced by regressing SLP and1245
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SST against high pass (6 year high pass filtered) indices of ENSO (Zhang et al. 1997). This is to be1246

expected because the PNA is a pattern of variability that is intrinsic to the midlatitude atmosphere.1247

Changes in the location of tropical convection (say, associated with ENSO) are preferentially1248

expressed in the northern midlatitude atmosphere by anomalies in a PNA-like pattern (Simmons1249

et al. 1983), particularly when ENSO SST anomalies extend into the central Pacific (Newman et al.1250

2016). One might expect, then, that the PDO would look like the sum of the contributions from1251

the ubiquitous uncoupled stochastic variability in the PNA (see section 6a) and from variations in1252

the Aleutian Low (PNA-like) that are forced directly by ENSO. In turn, the spectrum of the PDO1253

would look like the weighted sum of the red spectrum shown in Fig 20 and the spectrum of ENSO1254

(scaled by the projection of ENSO onto the PNA).1255

That ENSO can contribute to the PDO is supported by analyses of the Pacific SST data. Vimont1256

(2005) calculated the three leading EOFs of SST data that was filtered to exclude all variabil-1257

ity on time scales greater than a decade; these leading EOFs have clear physical interpretations1258

associated with the interannual ENSO cycle. He then showed that the decadal scale pan-Pacific1259

SST variability can be reconstructed using EOFs calculated from the high frequency data. This1260

result implies that pattern of the PDO can result from a simple time averaging of the residual of1261

subdecadal variability.1262

But how much of the variability in the PDO stems from uncoupled stochastic variability and1263

how much stems from ENSO? The correlation between the PDO and ENSO indices hovers near1264

0.35, indicating only a small fraction of the variability in the PDO is associated with ENSO (see1265

also Yeh and Kirtman 2005). Indeed, the time series of the PDO features decadal scale variability1266

and a spectrum that is similar to that expected from uncoupled stochastic forcing, rather than from1267

ENSO (which has power concentrated between 3-7 years). Another indication that the PDO is1268

primarily a mid-latitude phenomenon stems from the different amplitudes of the nominal mid-1269
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latitude PNA SLP pressure anomalies associated with the PDO (2 hPa) and with ENSO (1 hPa)1270

(Wills et al. 2018a, supporting information).1271

Studies of simulations using CMIP5 models show the midlatitude portion of the PDO to be a1272

robust pattern of decadal variability across the models (e.g., Newman et al. 2016; Farneti 2017;1273

Wills et al. 2018b). Most models feature PDO variability in the midlatitudes that is comparable in1274

amplitude to that observed (see e.g., Fig. 3 of Farneti (2017)). However, not all models extend the1275

PDO footprint into the tropical and south Pacific (Newman et al. 2016) – which, combined with1276

the observational evidence above, is further suggests the PDO is predominantly a mid-latitude1277

Northern Hemisphere phenomenon that is due to stochastic PNA forcing and reddened by a ther-1278

modynamic coupling with a passive underlying ocean (reduced thermal damping; section 6a).1279

Wills et al. (2018a) used low frequency component analysis (LFCA)13 to extract from observa-1280

tions the pattern of PDO variability that has the greatest ratio of low frequency to total variance,1281

LFC-PDO (Fig. 21). The time series of the LFC-PDO pattern is highly correlated with the origi-1282

nal PDO index (the first PC of north Pacific SST, r = 0.86). LFC-PDO is only weakly related to1283

variability in the tropical Pacific (correlation ∼0.15; see also Yeh and Kirtman (2005)). The LFC-1284

PDO SST pattern shown in Fig. 21 retains all of the midlatitude features in the original PDO but1285

it de-emphasizes the variability in the tropical central Pacific. LFCA finds patterns that maximize1286

the ratio of low frequency to total variance, such that LFC-PDO captures a greater fraction of the1287

low frequency SST variance in the Pacific than the traditional PDO. As a result, LFC-PDO has1288

much more persistence than the PDO, and at long lead times (> 1.5 years), is a better predictor of1289

the PDO than PDO itself (Wills et al. 2018a).1290

13LFCA weights the linear combination of EOFs (calculated using unfiltered data) to identify patterns of variability that maximize the ratio r of

low frequency variance to total variance in a data set using covariance on all time scales. Although LFCA finds patterns that maximum r, it also

allows for rapid transitions in the patterns and does not dilute important phase information. Hence, it is particularly efficient for illuminating the

physics of the PDO and AMO. See Wills et al. (2019, 2018a) for details.
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The circulation of the upper ocean is also affected by stochastic PNA forcing, through anomalies1291

in Ekman transport and Ekman pumping. On seasonal to interannual time scales Ekman transport1292

augments (albeit a minor contribution) the surface turbulent flux anomalies that give rise to the1293

large-scale SST anomalies (Frankignoul 1985; Seager et al. 2000; Pierce et al. 2001; Kushnir et al.1294

2002a). On longer time scales, Ekman pumping generates westward propagating Rossby waves1295

and an adjustment of the midlatitude ocean gyres which is delayed from the wind stress forcing1296

by several (3-6) years (Frankignoul and Hasselmann 1977) and seen in both observations and1297

models (Frankignoul and Hasselmann 1977; Chelton and Schlax 1996; Miller et al. 1998; Deser1298

et al. 1999; Wills et al. 2018b). For example, Miller et al. (1997) examined theromcline data and1299

showed that stochastic variations in the Aleutian Low cause westward propagating Rossby waves1300

that cross the entire Pacific in ∼5 years and cause anomalies in SST in the Kuroshio-Oyashio1301

extension region that force the atmosphere (as evidenced by the negative correlation between SST1302

and turbulent heat flux from the atmosphere to the ocean in the KOE region) (see also Pierce et al.1303

2001; Qiu 2003; Qiu and Chen 2005; Taguchi et al. 2007; Kwon et al. 2010; Sasaki and Schneider1304

2011, and references therein).1305

So is the PDO a “dynamically coupled mode” of variability, as was originally proposed by Latif1306

and Barnett (1994, 1996)? The lion’s share of the PNA and SST variability is certainly due to1307

passive thermodynamic coupling as described by extended Hasselmann model (Frankignoul and1308

Hasselmann 1977; Barsugli and Battisti 1998). However, it is unresolved whether the delayed1309

SST response in the KOE region due to the ocean dynamical adjustment further influences the1310

PDO. Some modelling studies report the delayed SST anomalies in the KOE region force the1311

atmosphere in a way that provides a negative feedback onto the Aleutian Low (PNA), giving rise to1312

multidecadal scale oscillations (Zhang and Delworth 2015), as was first hypothesized by Latif and1313

Barnett (1996). And as noted in the several recent papers, the atmospheric resolution in the CMIP51314
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models may be inadequate for capturing the response to the small spatial scale SST anomalies in1315

the KOE and Gulf Stream exit regions (e.g., Smirnov et al. 2015). However, most modelling and1316

observational studies show weak positive, ambiguous or no atmospheric response to the delayed1317

SST anomalies in the KOE region (e.g., Saravanan et al. 2000; Schneider et al. 2002). At best,1318

studies report a response that is sensitive to the background climatology and strongly dependent1319

on the time over which averaging is done (see Revelard et al. 2018, for an excellent discussion and1320

summary of these studies).1321

3) THE ATLANTIC MULTIDECADAL OSCILLATION1322

Prelude: An extensive literature on the multi-decadal AMO phenomenon has accumulated over1323

the past few decades. In this section, we summarize the dynamics of the AMO as gleaned from1324

these observational and modelling studies and place in footnotes the myriad references in support1325

of each mechanistic step of the AMO. Although these studies portray a mostly consistent descrip-1326

tion of the physics of the AMO (see, for example, Wills et al. 2019, and references therein),14 we1327

caution the reader that this picture relies heavily on the the analysis of CMIP3 and CMIP5 cli-1328

mate models and features coupling to the Atlantic Meridional overturning circulation (AMOC).1329

Although analyses of observations support many of the mechanistic steps in this picture of the1330

AMO, observations are not adequate to confirm the role of AMOC. Hence, the story below re-1331

mains a hypothesis.1332

The physics of the AMO as seen in climate models is revealed by low frequency component1333

analysis and depicted schematically in Fig. 22. The driver for the AMO is thought to be stochastic1334

variability in the NAO, or in models with less realistic variability, ocean internal variability of1335

the AMOC. As discussed in section 6a and shown in Fig. 18, the positive phase of the NAO1336

14Note that Zhang and Wang (2013) and Ba et al. (2014) report less agreement across the models with regards to AMO physics, but this is due

in part because they define the AMO index as the basin-wide average SST rather than an SST index focused in the subpolar gyre.
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is associated with increased wind speeds and cold air advection over the western portion of the1337

subpolar gyre, coincident with one of the regions of deep water formation in the North Atlantic1338

(more so in models than in the very limited observations). The immediate effect is to reduce1339

the SST (Fig. 18) and reduce the buoyancy of the upper ocean, which enhances the AMOC (see1340

Buckley et al. 2014, and references therein). Because of the great intertia of the ocean, the AMOC1341

response is an integral of the NAO forcing and lags the NAO by several years.15 Hence, a decade1342

or so in which the average NAO is stronger than normal causes an increase in the AMOC strength1343

(Fig. 22a).1344

An increase in AMOC brings heat from the subtropics to the subpolar region, which over com-1345

pensates for the immediate cooling due to the positive NAO forcing and causes a warm anomaly1346

to develop in the subpolar gyre (Fig. 22b).16 Unlike on seasonal to interannual time scales, these1347

longer-lived positive SST anomalies are associated with anomalous heat flux from the ocean to1348

the atmosphere17 – unequivocal evidence of the active and preeminent role of ocean circulation1349

in the AMO (c.f. Clement et al. 2015). Indeed, the positive SST anomaly in the subpolar gyre is1350

sustained by the ocean heat flux convergence associated with the anomalously strong AMOC and1351

lasts many years. The atmosphere responds to this heat flux by creating a low pressure anomaly1352

(Hoskins and Karoly 1981) which is essentially orthogonal to the NAO (c.f. the colored con-1353

tours in Fig. 22a and b). The atmospheric anomaly generated by the AMOC driven surface heat1354

flux anomalies is associated with warm air advection in the northeastern Atlantic and reduced1355

trade winds in the subtropical eastern Atlantic, both of which cause an anomalous heat flux into1356

15Delworth and Greatbatch (2000); Mecking et al. (2014); Sun et al. (2015); Danabasoglu et al. (2016); Delworth and Zeng (2016); Delworth

et al. (2016, 2017); Kim et al. (2018).
16Visbeck et al. (1998); Eden and Jung (2001); Knight et al. (2005); Medhaug and Furevik (2011); Zhang and Wang (2013); Zhang and Zhang

(2015); Danabasoglu et al. (2016); Zhang (2017); Yan et al. (2018); Kim et al. (2018).
17See for example Eden and Jung (2001), T. Zhang et al. (2016a), O’Reilly et al. (2016) and Zhang (2017).
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the ocean that spread the warm anomaly from the western subpolar gyre to the eastern and sub-1357

tropical Atlantic (Chiang and Friedman (2012); cloud feedbacks also amplify in the subtropical1358

response18). The buoyancy gain in the subpolar gyre scales roughly with the SST anomaly, and1359

hence the AMOC anomaly peaks ∼2-3 years before the SST peaks. In all but one CMIP5 model,1360

the atmospheric (wind stress) response to the SST anomalies does not project onto the NAO, and1361

so there is no direct feedback of the atmospheric response onto the AMOC. Hence, the AMOC1362

continues to spin down due to buoyancy loss in the subpolar gyre (Fig. 22c) and therefore the pos-1363

itive SST anomalies can no longer be sustained, and the warm phase of the AMO decays (Wills1364

et al. 2019).1365

The same physics works when starting from a sufficiently long enough period of time in which1366

the average of the stochastic NAO variability produces a negative AMO anomaly. Hence, the AMO1367

can be though of as a first order Markov process in which the stochastic forcing of the AMOC is1368

provided by the NAO (e.g., Mecking et al. 2014; Wills et al. 2019, and references therein). Unlike1369

on seasonal to interannual time scales however, the time scale λ of the AMO is determined by:1370

the scaling of heat flux convergence associated with a unit of AMOC variability; the efficiency of1371

heat exchange between the atmosphere and ocean in the western subpolar gyre; and the dynamical1372

inertia of the AMOC (which is poorly understood; see the discussion in Buckley and Marshall1373

(2016)). From observations, λ is estimated as the de-correlation time of the AMO index, which is1374

∼7 years or so, and so the time scale of AMO variability is many decades (Fig. 22d and e; Wills1375

et al. 2019).19.1376

18Guan and Nigam (2009); Yuan et al. (2016); Brown et al. (2016); Bellomo et al. (2016).
19We note that a different mechanism for multidecadal variability in the Atlantic is at work in the GFDL CM2.1 model, which features a strong

20 year spectral peak (MacMartin et al. 2013). The time scale of the oscillation in this model is likely set by the ocean basic state and independent

of coupling to the atmosphere. The T85 version of the CESM also features an AMO with a strong multidecadal spectral peak, but the AMO

variability in that model is unrealistic (Kwon and Frankignoul 2012; Frankignoul et al. 2013).
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The basic anatomy of the AMO described above and summarized in Fig. 22 is robust across the1377

CMIP5 climate models and is largely consistent with the available observational records of SLP,1378

SST and surface heat fluxes that span more than a half century (Wills et al. 2019).20 The amplitude1379

of the AMO varies in the models, but the scaling of the amplitude of the AMOC changes to the1380

amplitude of the SST changes is remarkably similar across the models (Medhaug and Furevik1381

2011; Yan et al. 2018; Kim et al. 2018). Furthermore, the evolution of the SST pattern in the1382

AMO (Fig. 22) is also qualitatively similar across models: maximum SST variability is in the1383

far northern Atlantic (usually collocated with the location of deep convection in each model),1384

and most models feature the eastward and southward extension of the warming that immediately1385

follows the peak warming in the subpolar Atlantic.1386

The observational record of AMOC is too short to directly confirm its role in the AMO, but1387

the limited observations show a high correlation of AMOC strength and the structure of the upper1388

ocean heat content in the subpolar N. Atlantic, and (as a proxy for AMOC strength) the latter data1389

support the role of AMOC variability in the AMO phenomenon as depicted above.21 Similarly,1390

uncoupled ocean-ice models forced by the observed NAO forcing reproduce the observed decadal1391

and multidecadal scale changes in the subpolar north Atlantic, and do so by changing the strength1392

of AMOC (Danabasoglu et al. 2016). Finally, although not seen in the multimodel mean or in1393

individual CMIP5 models, analyses of observations suggest subpolar SST anomalies may project1394

onto the NAO (see Frankignoul et al. 2017, and references therein) which, if strong enough, would1395

tend to produce a preferred time scale of variability. However, the relationship is fragile to the1396

choice of season used for both the SST and circulation anomalies, to whether and how trends and1397

20The link between AMOC and SST variability on decadal time scales was also reported in early vintage climate models (Delworth and Great-

batch 2000; Delworth et al. 1993; Latif et al. 2004), but the AMOC-related SST and SLP patterns in these models did not show good agreement

with observations.
21Zhang (2008); Mahajan et al. (2011); Huang et al. (2012).
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the forced signals are removed from the data (see e.g., Booth et al. 2012a), and to the methodology1398

used to relate SST and atmospheric circulation.1399

Is the AMO described herein a coupled mode of variability (as defined in section 1)? On the one1400

hand, the atmospheric phenomenon (the NAO) that forces the AMOC anomalies is a phenomenon1401

that is intrinsic to the atmosphere, but the SST anomalies that results from the AMOC changes1402

are different from that expected from a simple slab ocean response to NAO forcing. On the other1403

hand, the collective modelling and observational evidence suggests the atmospheric response to1404

the AMOC-generated SST anomalies does not directly project back onto the AMOC (Hodson et al.1405

2010; Sun et al. 2015; Wills et al. 2019).1406

7. Seasonal to Interannual Predictability1407

The presence of slowly evolving variations at the surface the Earth (e.g., sea surface temperature,1408

soil moisture, snow cover and sea ice) is the scientific basis for predicting seasonal-to-interannual1409

climate variability (Shukla 1998). As an example, consider the case of El Niño conditions; i.e.,1410

warm SST anomalies in the tropical Pacific. These positive SST anomalies enhance the flux of1411

sensible heat and moisture from the ocean into the atmosphere. Locally, this enhanced flux mod-1412

ifies the atmospheric boundary layer leading to large scale shifts in tropical rainfall patterns and1413

an associated release of latent heat in the mid-troposphere (top panel of Fig. 7). The shift in1414

the mid-tropospheric latent heating is primarily balanced by changes in atmosphere circulation,1415

which ultimately results in remote teleconnections throughout the globe (see reviews by Trenberth1416

et al. 1998; Yeh et al. 2018). One well documented remote teleconnection, for instance, is the1417

enhanced winter rainfall over the southeast US during El Niño conditions in the tropical Pacific1418

(e.g., Lyon and Barnston 2005; Kirtman et al. 2017). Given the fact that the El Niño conditions1419

can persist for many months, this suggests that the remote teleconnections will also persist for1420
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several months. Moreover, as the discussion in Section 4 suggests, the El Niño conditions can be1421

predicted several months in advance, again, indicating that there is potential to predict the remote1422

teleconnections several months in advance. While ENSO is the dominant source of seasonal-to-1423

interannual climate predictability, similar processes can be detected in the tropical Atlantic and1424

Indian Oceans and there are ongoing efforts in the PREFACE project to mine this predictive skill1425

(see https://preface.w.uib.no). Although less well understood, extra-tropical SST can also1426

be a source of predictability (see Kirtman et al. (2013) for additional discussion).1427

In terms of the discussion of seasonal-to-interannual prediction here, much of our focus is on the1428

prediction of slowly evolving SST anomalies, particularly associated with ENSO. Nevertheless,1429

it is important to note that there are other important boundary conditions (e.g., soil moisture;1430

see Delworth and Manabe (1989); Koster et al. (2000); Koster and Suarez (2003); Koster et al.1431

(2004); Seneviratne et al. (2006)) and phenomena (e.g., meridional modes; see section 3) that1432

evolve slowly and are potentially sources of predictability. However, considerable progress has1433

been made in understanding and predicting ENSO, and this section seeks to summarize some of1434

this progress with two foci in mind: (i) predicting the onset and life cycle of individual ENSO1435

events and (ii) predicting the associated remote teleconnections.1436

a. Predicting the Onset and Life Cycle of ENSO1437

The theoretical and observational understanding of ENSO matured in 1980’s (see Section1438

4). This understanding clearly identified that equatorial western Pacific thermocline anoma-1439

lies were a potential source of equatorial eastern Pacific SSTA predictability (McCreary 1983;1440

Suarez and Schopf 1988; Battisti 1988; Battisti and Hirst 1989; Schopf and Suarez 1990). This1441

basic understanding motivated Cane et al. (1986) to use the celebrated “Cane-Zebiak” model1442

(Zebiak and Cane 1987) to make the first dynamical prediction of the onset of an El Niño1443
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event in 1986. At the time, the forecast was controversial, but ultimately it proved useful in1444

supporting the implementation of the TOGA Program on Prediction (TPOP). One of the out-1445

comes of TPOP was the establishment of the Experimental Long-Lead Forecast Bulletin (ELLFB;1446

cola.gmu.edu/ellfb/past.html) that was first published by NOAA in 1992, and was trans-1447

ferred to the Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies (COLA) in 1998 where it continued1448

through 2011. The ELLFB provided a forum for testing an evaluating predictions from a wide1449

range of models: empirical models (e.g., Penland and Magorian 1993; Drosdowsky 1994; Barn-1450

ston et al. 1994; Keppenne and Ghil 1992; Tangang et al. 1997; Knaff and Landsea 1997), sim-1451

plified dynamical models (e.g., Chen et al. 1995; Kleeman et al. 1995), combined dynamical and1452

empirical hybrid models (Balmaseda et al. 1994; Barnett et al. 1993), and complex coupled gen-1453

eral circulation models (GCMs) based (Leetmaa and Ji 1989; Kirtman et al. 1997). The ELLFB1454

also laid out some ground rules for facilitating the evaluation of prediction systems, including the1455

documentation of methods used, and the reproducibility and forecast quality assessments.1456

Early on, empirical-based forecasts were arguably more skillful predictions than forecasts made1457

with dynamical climate models. This was particularly true for broad-brush indices such as1458

Niño3.4. More recently the dyamical systems have become somewhat more skillful than em-1459

pirical prediction systems. Dynamical systems, of course, have the added advantage of predicting1460

the entire state of the climate system, whereas statistical prediction systems typically predict single1461

indices and select climate variables. Certainly, statistically predicted SST can be used to force an1462

atmospheric GCM in a so-called two-tiered system. This has the potential advantage removing the1463

systematic error before the SSTs are communicated to the atmosphere, but has the disadvantage1464

of inconsistent air-sea fluxes of heat and momentum.1465

Most of the growth in ENSO prediction has focused on the development of coupled GCMs.1466

Delecluse et al. (1998) provide a detailed summary of this development during the TOGA decade1467
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and Latif et al. (1998) summarize the ENSO forecast skill of these systems. During the 2000s,1468

a number of operational meteorological centers and research groups started producing real-time1469

ENSO predictions with coupled GCMs (E. Schneider et al. 1999a; DeWitt 2005; Zhang et al. 2007;1470

Merryfield et al. 2013; Kirtman 2003; Kirtman and Min 2009; Wang et al. 2002; Ji et al. 1994;1471

Ji 1996; Ji et al. 1998; Stockdale et al. 1998a; Rosati et al. 1997; Molteni et al. 2011; Jungclaus1472

et al. 2013; MacLachlan et al. 2015; Weisheimer et al. 2009; Takaya et al. 2017; Voldoire et al.1473

2013, among others). For example, the DEMETER project (Palmer et al. 2004; Hagedorn et al.1474

2005; Doblas-Reyes et al. 2005) systematically assessed the quality of forecasts made using the1475

coupled GCMs at several operational European centers with one particularly powerful result –1476

namely, that a multi-model ensemble probabilistic forecast is more skillful and more reliable than1477

any single model. The international CLIVAR Climate-System Historical Forecast Project (CHFP;1478

Kirtman and Pirani 2009) and the North American Multi-Model Ensemble (NMME; Kirtman et al.1479

2014) project capitalized on this multi-model result to emphasize that forecast ensemble spread,1480

essentially a forecast of the forecast error, should line up with the actual forecast error. This notion1481

is exemplified in Fig. 23 (taken from Tompkins et al. 2017) which shows the Niño3.4 root mean1482

squared errors and forecast ensemble spread from each of the nine CHFP models, and in the multi-1483

model ensemble. Clearly, the individual models struggle to capture the spread-error relationship,1484

whereas the spread and error line-up well in the multi-model ensemble.1485

One of the biggest challenges in seasonal-to-interannual prediction is over-confident forecasts.1486

Put simply, with our current generation of models, any single model can lock onto a particular1487

phase (e.g., forecasting ENSO warming too early). The multi-model approach, by including mod-1488

els that have complementary behavior, is a pragmatic way to increase model spread and effectively1489

reduce over-confidence. This is exactly what has led better consistency between forecast spread1490

and forecast error in Fig. 23. This reduced over-confidence is often quantified by assessing relia-1491
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bility, and, in fact the multi-model prediction system are generally more reliable than any single1492

model (see Figs. 10-11 in Kirtman et al. 2014). This improved reliability is due to the fact that1493

models have structural uncertainty (e.g., different parameterized physical processes) and multi-1494

model methodologies can, in part, quantify this uncertainty. And, with sufficiently long periods1495

of retrospective forecasts the models could ultimately be weighted based on past performance,1496

although this remains a challenge with current retrospective forecast samples. While multi-model1497

is a pragmatic strategy, other strategies are emerging that may prove more effective – in particular,1498

perturbed physics ensembles, which is being done at the UK Met Office, and stochastic physics1499

approaches (primarily advanced by ECMWF; e.g., Berner et al. 2008).1500

The multi-model (or model diversity) approach for quantifying forecast uncertainty is also the1501

basis for NMME project which began issuing monthly and seasonal forecasts in 2011 and was1502

officially declared a NOAA operational system in 2016.22 The NMME team examined the effect1503

of increased ensemble size vs. model diversity. To make this comparison they formulate a “mini-1504

NMME” that uses multiple models but with the exact same ensemble size (24) as NOAA’s nominal1505

operational Climate Forecast System version 2 (CFSv2; Saha et al. 2014). Table 2 shows the1506

Brier Skill Score (BSS) (provided by H. van den Dool) shows the Brier Skill Score (BSS)23 for1507

retrospective Nino-3.4 forecasts for 1982-2010 (all month starts) for the CFSv2, the mini-NMME1508

and (with over 100 members in the ensemble) the full NMME. For the Nino3.4 SST anomaly1509

(and tropical SST anomalies in general, not shown), model diversity counts for more skill than the1510

increased ensemble size. The improvement in forecasts of near-normal Nino3.4 conditions (i.e.,1511

the middle category of a three tercile probabilistic forecast) due to model diversity is particularly1512

22The reader is referred to Kirtman et al. (2014) for a full description of the NMME system.
23A BSS of 0.0 is equivalent to a climatological forecast, a BSS of 0.33 is considered ”good” skill.
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notable. In terms of the Northern Hemisphere extra-tropical SSTA, ensemble size and model1513

diversity contribute equally to the improvement in forecast skill (not shown).1514

The so-called spring prediction barrier begs some discussion. ENSO SSTAs tend to peak in1515

the boreal winter season and are either in transition or are near normal during the boreal spring.1516

Despite improvement in models, better observing systems and the implementation of multi-model1517

systems, the forecast quality of boreal spring tropical Pacific SSTA is notoriously low. One ex-1518

planation is simply that the SSTA are small in amplitude and not particularly large-scale. More1519

recent work by Larson and Kirtman (2017) argues that the coupled system is particularly sensitive1520

to unpredictable stochastic forcing in the boreal spring.1521

b. Predicting the Remote Teleconnection Associated with ENSO1522

While it is clear that ENSO is the main driver seasonal-to-interannual predictability, current1523

operational systems like NMME use state-of-the-art coupled GCMs that include the interactions1524

among all components of the climate system (i.e., atmosphere, ocean, land-surface, sea-ice) and1525

even changes in atmospheric composition (e.g., CO2). In principle, these predictions are capturing1526

all the potential sources of predictability. Here we show briefly some results from the NMME1527

project (additional details and a more comprehensive view is available at www.cpc.ncep.noaa.1528

gov/products/NMME/). First we show the deterministic global SSTA forecast quality (correlation1529

coefficient) for the individual models comprising the NMME and for the multi-model ensemble1530

in Fig. 24. The correlation coefficient is calculated for retrospective forecasts initialized each1531

July of 1982-2010 and verifying the following December-February for each year. Clearly, the1532

models have different levels of skill and it is possible to identify the model that has the best skill1533

(even comparable to the multi-model skill) with this particular metric, forecast initial month and1534
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verification time. However, the “best” model varies considerably with field, skill metric, initial1535

month and lead-time, whereas the multi-model is always comparable to the best model.1536

The probabilistic skill in the forecast of December - February (DJF) SST starting from July1537

conditions, is shown in Fig. 25; each ensemble member for each model has been equally weighted,1538

yielding about 100 members in the ensemble average forecast. The probabilistic skill is measured1539

using the Rank Probability Skill Score (RPSS)24 which effectively measures the root mean squared1540

difference between the predicted probability and the observations. RPSS has the advantage that1541

any increase can be directly related to economic value in a cost-loss decision model sense. Larger1542

values of RPSS indicate larger skill, and thus, more potential economic value.1543

Ultimately, the purpose of seasonal-to-interannual prediction is to produce forecast that are of1544

societal value. This implies, as a first step, forecasts of climate variables that are of societal1545

interest. Indeed, this is one of the advantages of using comprehensive coupled GCMs is that they1546

produce predictions for the state of the entire climate system. Here we show as an example (in a1547

similar format as Fig. 24 and Fig. 25) the multi-model deterministic and probabilistic forecast skill1548

for precipitation (Fig. 26). The rainfall forecast skill is notable in the tropical Pacific and in some1549

of the well-known regions of robust teleconnections (e.g., southeast US, tropical South America,1550

and South Africa).1551

The results presented here suggest considerable optimism for the utility of seasonal-to-1552

interannual climate predictions. There are, however, many outstanding questions, and notable1553

forecast failures pointing to areas that require improved understanding, modeling capability and1554

prediction systems. For example, the multi-model ENSO forecast for the winter of 2014-15 was1555

24RPSS is a probabilistic forecast skill metric [see Weigel et al. (2007) for details]. The RPSS evaluates the quality of the forecast probabilisti-

cally, using tercile-based categories and the equal-odds climatology forecasts as the reference forecast. A good rule of thumb is that an RPSS of

0.3 corresponds to a deterministic correlation of 0.7.
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far too confident in predicting El Nino conditions that failed to occur (Larson and Kirtman 2015),1556

suggesting the need to reassess the metrics used to measure forecast uncertainty, and the need for1557

a better understanding of ENSO predictable dynamics. The warm event of the winter of 2015-1558

16 was well predicted well in advance, but the rainfall teleconnections that were forecasted for1559

the west coast of the US failed to materialize – again, pointing to either a poor representation of1560

forecast uncertainty or biases that cut across all the models.1561

While there are successes to champion, quantifying the limits of predictability remains an open1562

question, and the processes that ultimately limit predictability are not particularly well understood.1563

For example, we don’t have a clear understanding whether predictability is fundamentally limited1564

by uncoupled weather noise or internal non-linear dynamics (i.e., chaos). At present, however,1565

the primary limitation on the seasonal-to-interannual (in particular, ENSO) forecasts skill in the1566

current coupled GCMs is likely systematic model error, rather than weather or the efficacy of its1567

representation in the GCMs (Stan and Kirtman 2008), and capturing the details of the SSTA evo-1568

lution beyond the classical Nino indices is also quite limited (Infanti and Kirtman 2016). Focused1569

research and development will be required if we are to address these issues and further extend the1570

capability for seasonal-to-interannual climate prediction to benefit society.1571

8. On the horizon, under the rug, and over the rainbow1572

We briefly summarize in this section advances in coupled atmosphere/ocean variability that are1573

likely to be realized in the near future (say in the next decade), thorny problems that we wish1574

would go away (but won’t), and barriers to progress that are likely to exist for decades.1575
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a. On the horizon1576

Increased understanding of the atmospheric response to midlatitude ocean variability: Recent1577

work has showed that at ocean frontal- and meso-scales, the atmosphere and ocean are tightly1578

coupled (e.g., Chelton et al. 2004; Chelton and Xie 2010; Li and Carbone 2012; Smirnov et al.1579

2015). Furthermore, there is growing evidence that the large-scale atmospheric circulation and1580

storm tracks may be affected by midlatitude SST anomalies that have sharp gradients (e.g., Minobe1581

et al. 2008; Sampe et al. 2010; Kwon et al. 2011; Frankignoul et al. 2011; Booth et al. 2012b;1582

O’Reilly and Czaja 2015; Ma et al. 2015, 2017; Kuwano-Yoshida and Minobe 2017; Putrasahan1583

et al. 2017; Foussard et al. 2019) – gradients that are on a scale that is too small to be resolved by1584

the current generation of atmosphere models used in climate modelling. Hence, modest increases1585

in resolution in both the atmosphere and ocean that are achievable in the near term will illuminate1586

whether the atmospheric response to PDO and AMO SST anomalies is such that it feedbacks on1587

to the relevant atmospheric structures (the PNA and NAO, respectively) that are the main drivers1588

of the low frequency midlatitude variability, and thus it should help inform on whether decadal1589

variability in the midlatitudes is due to dynamically coupled interactions between the atmosphere1590

and ocean in the midlatitudes.1591

Increased predictability on seasonal and interannual time scales: In general, skillful predic-1592

tions of ENSO are limited to 6-9 months in advance: considering all initial condition months and1593

a robust retrospective forecast period, the correlation between the observed and forecast Nino3.41594

is typically above 0.6 for lead-times of six to nine months in state-of-the-art prediction systems.1595

There are, however, several examples of “forecasts of opportunity,” where skillful forecasts extend1596

to 18-24 months in advance. Work needs to be done to identify a priori situations whereby fore-1597

casts will be skillful well in advance, but this is something that is on the near-term horizon. There1598
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are other sources of multi-year predictability that will likely be mined in the near-term. For exam-1599

ple, the persistence of the PDO is a source of predictability that may well extend out to ∼5 years1600

but has not been fully utilized to date – in part because models have notoriously underestimated1601

the persistence of the PDO. However, models are improving in this regard and we expect that the1602

considerable persistence of the PDO (and AMO) will be a useful source of predictability.1603

Improved model representation of processes central to ENSO: As described earlier, progress is1604

already being made in identifying possible causes of extreme ENSO events, especially the positive1605

skewness of SST in the eastern equatorial Pacific. Current research has found that this skewness1606

can be caused by nonlinearity (Section 4e) or multiplicative noise (Section 4e, f). We expect that1607

advances in understanding and modeling of tropical convection, as well as improved resolution of1608

ocean processes, will likely lead to more realistic representation of ENSO in models in the near1609

future. A caveat to this expectation, though, is that improved representation of these processes1610

may require more realistic simulation of the tropical Pacific mean state (see below), which could1611

preclude advances in our understanding in the short term.1612

Improved understanding of the regional response to aerosols: While our understanding of the1613

full response of the tropical Pacific – and ENSO – to anthropogenic forcing will likely elude us1614

until model mean states are better represented, it is likely that we will be able to assess the direct1615

(e.g., the partial derivative) response to regional aerosol forcing. This is especially important in1616

assessing the spatial structure and impacts of aerosol forcing in the Atlantic (Ting et al. 2009;1617

Chang et al. 2011; Chiang et al. 2013; Tandon and Kushner 2015), and in understanding heat1618

content variations in the Pacific and globally (Clement and DiNezio 2014). We emphasize that1619

while we expect increased understanding the regional footprint of external forcing and its pro-1620

jection onto known modes of ocean/atmosphere variability and their impacts, the role of external1621
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forcing in altering the characteristics of ocean/atmosphere variability will be elusive and require1622

improvements in model mean states and physical process representation.1623

b. Under the rug1624

Better historical data sets to evaluate seasonal-to-interannual predictability: One of the most1625

important aspects in developing seasonal-to-decadal prediction systems is to perform retrospective1626

forecasts. These retrospective forecasts serve many purposes including identification of systematic1627

model error and forecast quality assessments, and they are aided by better state estimates provided1628

by coupled and uncoupled reanalyses products. For seasonal-to-interannual prediction the retro-1629

spective forecast periods are on the order of 30-35 years. Given that warm ENSO events occur1630

approximately every 2-7 years, the number of degrees of freedom is on the order of, at best, 151631

and, at worst, five. Moreover, the climate is non-stationary during the retrospective forecast pe-1632

riod and there are sources of external forcing (e.g., volcanic and anthropogenic aerosols) that may1633

affect the forecasts. Indeed, we don’t have a clear sense of whether the 20th Century forecast skill1634

is fully indicative of the future skill, and whether very low frequency modes of climate variabil-1635

ity exist that can moderate seasonal-to-interannual forecast skill. All of these factors suggest that1636

our retrospective forecast skill may not be indicative of future skill. Indeed, some of the recent1637

experience with ENSO forecasts suggest that we have not adequately quantified forecast skill. All1638

together, there is need to develop longer historical records of observational data sets that are suit-1639

able for forecast initialization and evaluation. These issues are even more challenging on decadal1640

time-scales – if we seek to develop a forecast of the PDO and the AMO. Indeed, there are several1641

efforts at seeking to advance initialized decadal predictions (e.g., Smith et al. 2013), which at this1642

stage appear most promising in the North Atlantic.1643
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c. Over the rainbow1644

Reduction of climate model biases: Reduction of biases in the climatology simulated by the cli-1645

mate models and increased resolution for explicit simulation of critical processes are particularly1646

important issues for improving the simulation of coupled atmosphere/ocean variability (in partic-1647

ular, ENSO), for achieving the full potential for climate prediction on seasonal to multidecadal1648

time scales, and for assessing the impact of climate change on the patterns of internal variability1649

(e.g., on ENSO, the AMO, the PDO). The present generation of climate models exhibit certain1650

biases in their climatology that greatly limit progress in understanding the patterns of internal1651

variability associated with atmosphere/ocean interaction, as well as how these phenomena may1652

change due to forcing. For example, biases in the simulated climatological seasonal cycle of the1653

tropical atmosphere and ocean are certainly a major reason for the gross discrepancies between1654

the ENSOs simulated by the CMIP5 models and the observed ENSO. Model biases in the clima-1655

tological orientation of the Atlantic storm track cause biases in the climatological circulation of1656

the wind-driven ocean currents. Biases in the position of the Gulf Stream, in the location of deep1657

convection and in the strength of the climatological ocean overturning circulation in the North At-1658

lantic are sure to compromise the efficacy of the climate models for simulating the internal decadal1659

and multidecadal variability in the North Atlantic.1660

Many of the biases in climate models are long-standing: for example, the so-called “double1661

ITCZ” in the tropical Pacific has been a feature of most climate models for time immemorial. In-1662

creased resolution afforded by increased computational power has in some cases helped to reduce1663

biases in the climate models (e.g., in the southwest to northeast tilt of the Atlantic storm track).1664

In particular, it is very likely that increasing the resolution of atmosphere models will render a1665

more realistic response of the atmosphere to mid-latitude SST anomalies, and increased ocean1666
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model resolution may lead to more realistic simulations of the midlatitude SST anomalies associ-1667

ated with ocean fronts and mesoscale eddies. For example, Siqueira and Kirtman (2016) identify1668

multi-year variability that is only present with a well resolved Gulf Stream, and Putrasahan et al.1669

(2016) show that eddies and a resolved Agulhas current are essential for capturing ENSO oceanic1670

teleconnections in the Southern Ocean. In other cases, however, it will be quite some time before1671

sufficient computational power exists to explicitly resolve processes that are thought to be impor-1672

tant for some patterns of climate variability (e.g., eddies and convection in the ocean, and clouds1673

in the atmosphere).1674

Detection and attribution of changes in internal modes of variability: It is clear that character-1675

istics of various modes of ocean/atmosphere interaction are strongly influenced by processes that1676

operate through the mean state; as a result, future changes to the mean state are very likely to1677

impact variability associated with these modes. However, large biases in the mean state, and in1678

existing models’ representation of physical processes that we know are important, will preclude1679

advances in predicting specific changes to the characteristics (e.g., the intensity, frequency, spatial1680

structure, or teleconnections) of ocean/atmosphere variability in the near future. Further, the long1681

time scales and known event-to-event variability of ocean/atmosphere variations implies that pre-1682

dicted changes may not be detectable or attributable in the foreseeable future. Toward this end, we1683

see an important role for understanding past changes (in the paleo-record) in both mean climate1684

and variability.1685

9. Our reflections1686

The summary of progress over the last 100yr in understanding coupled ocean-atmosphere in-1687

teractions is, for all practical purposes, an entire history of the field. This opportunity to reflect1688
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back on the major advances in our understanding, then, provides an opportunity to consider some1689

lessons learned.1690

Perhaps the simplest lesson learned from the history of progress in understanding coupled ocean-1691

atmosphere variability is that remarkable phenomena can emerge when multiple systems interact1692

and constrain each other through even a small number of simple physical processes. While the1693

feedback loop described in Bjerknes (1969) is an excellent – although perhaps not the first – ex-1694

ample of such recognition for the ocean and atmosphere, we use the framework outlined in Hirst1695

(1986) as a more nuanced example. There, two dynamic systems (the ocean and atmosphere) are1696

coupled using a very simple set of physical processes (linearly parameterized heating and surface1697

drag). In the absence of those coupling parameters, each system contains its own set of modes that1698

describe the spatio-temporal variability that system can produce. However, when the two systems1699

are coupled, a new set of interactions emerge that permit growth of new structures that owe their1700

existence to the coupling itself. Importantly, the coupling constrains the spatial and temporal phas-1701

ing between the modes in each system, which, depending on the nature of the phasing, can lead1702

to enhanced growth or decay of specific structures of variability. The critical role of coupling in1703

providing phase relationships that constrain the joint evolution of the two systems is a transferable1704

lesson that must be considered as our field advances toward more complete representation of the1705

multiple systems that compose our climate.1706

A second lesson learned is that advances in understanding benefit from coordinated efforts to1707

improve observational networks, modeling frameworks, and theoretical understanding. Those1708

advances in understanding are valuable, even if the broader impacts of that understanding are not1709

known a prori. The TOGA program provides a clear example of progress in understanding ENSO1710

variability that included design and implementation of a novel observation system, development of1711

new numerical modeling frameworks, and evolution of our theoretical understanding. This work1712
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led to the first numerical model predictions of ENSO and seasonal forecasting. These advances1713

show that a well-coordinated effort at advancing understanding can lead to unanticipated benefits1714

beyond the original scope. Programs that enable that holistic approach, such as US CLIVAR,1715

are novel in our community and should be recognized for providing a voice for the scientific1716

community in advising research priorities in our field.1717

Finally, while immense progress has been made in the last 100yr, we recognize the excitement of1718

things to come. New advances in observational methods, modeling capabilities, and process-level1719

understanding holds promise for amazing new insights in the field of coupled ocean/atmosphere1720

variability from the next generation of scientists. And if the reader has managed to stay with us1721

this far, it is worth a moment to take a deep breath and reflect on the beauty and excitement that1722

this field of coupled ocean and atmosphere offers. Standing along the Pacific shore in Ecuador,1723

looking west, the grey of the sea and sky looks unassuming; but underneath the dull ocean surface,1724

beyond the seemingly endless stratus, and within the mind of the curious scientist, yet lies immense1725

potential.1726
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See table 1.1736
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TABLE 1. Abbreviations used in the text

AMM Atlantic Meridional Mode

AMO Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation

AMOC Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation

ASO August, September, October

CESG Cross Equatorial SST Gradient

CHFP CLIVAR Climate-System Historical Forecast Project

CLIVAR Climate Variability and Predictability Program

CMIP Coupled Model Intercomparison Project

CTI Cold Tongue Index

DEMETER Development of a European multimodel ensemble system for seasonal-to-interannual prediction

DJF December, January, February

ELLFB Experimental Long-Lead Forecast Bulletin

ENSO El Niño-Southern Oscillation

EOF Empirical Orthogonal Function

FMA February, March, April

GCM General Circulatiion (Climate) Model

GFDL Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laborary

ITCZ Intertropical Convergence Zone

KOE Kuroshio-Oyashio Extension

LFCA Low Frequency Component Analysis

LFC-PDO PDO as seen from a LFCA

LIM Linear Inverse Model

MAM March, April, May

MCA Maximum Covariance Analysis

MM Meridional Mode

NAO North American Oscillation

NMME North American Multi-Model Ensemble

NPO North Pacific Oscillation

ONI Oceanic Niño Index

PDO Pacific Decadal Oscillation

PMM Pacific Meridional Mode

PNA Pacific North American Pattern

PREFACE Enhancing Prediction of Tropical Atlantic Climate

RPSS Rank Probability Skill Score

SFM Seasonal Footprinting Mechanism

SLP Sea Level Pressure

SOI Southern Oscillation Index

SST Sea Surface Temperature

TNI Trans Nino Index

TOGA Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere

TPOP TOGA Program on Prediction

WES Wind Evaporation SST Feedback
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TABLE 2. Brier Skill Score for Nino3.4. All start months are included in the calculation.

A/N/B Lead 0 Lead 1 Lead 2 Lead 3 Lead 4 Lead 5

CFS (24 members) Above 0.54 0.45 0.39 0.33 0.28 0.25

Normal 0.10 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02

Below 0.49 0.43 0.40 0.38 0.36 0.35

Mini-NMME (24 members) Above 0.68 0.60 0.55 0.48 0.42 0.37

Normal 0.34 0.24 0.18 0.15 0.13 0.09

Below 0.66 0.59 0.56 0.53 0.49 0.45

Full NMME Above 0.68 0.61 0.55 0.49 0.43 0.38

Normal 0.35 0.25 0.19 0.16 0.14 0.11

Below 0.65 0.58 0.54 0.52 0.49 0.46
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the ENSO mode (dark solid line). The dashed lines represent the 80% confidence interval on2937

the ENSO mode, as estimated from subsampling a 10,000 year time series into same length2938
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Fig. 16. Stochastic forcing of ENSO via the seasonal footprinting mechansim (SFM, Vimont et al.2950

2003c). Shown are the leading patterns from a maximum covariance analysis (MCA) of2951
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interval 0.02 haP (std dev)−1 for SLP; 0.15◦C (std dev)−1 for SST. Positive contours are2960

solid, negative contours are dashed, and the zero line has been omitted. Color denotes2961

correlations at p=.05 statistical significance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1502962

Fig. 17. (a) Standard deviation of the monthly wind index associated with the Pacific Meridional2963

Mode (PMM) as a function of calendar month. (b) The time series of the FMAM-averaged2964

PMM wind index (blue) and the following NDJ-averaged Cold Tongue Index (red), which is2965
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events are preceded by PMM. Adapted from Chang et al. (2007). . . . . . . . . 1512970

Fig. 18. The NAO and its impact on the upper ocean, as measured by the regression of various2971

fields against the winter (ONDJFM) averaged (positive) normalized NAO index. (top)2972

Z500 (shaded, in gpm), SLP (contour interval 3 hPa) and near-surface wind. (bottom) SST2973
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prescribed from the fully coupled case. (top) tropospheric temperature and sea surface tem-2984

perature; (bottom) surface fluxes. Adapted from Barsugli and Battisti (1998). . . . . . 1542985
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from the LFCA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1552989

Fig. 22. Schematic evolution of an AMO warm event. Summary of the atmospheric and oceanic2990
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FIG. 1. Climatology of the warm (FMA) and cold (ASO) seasons in the deep tropics. Shown are precipitation

(contour interval 3 mm/day), sea surface temperature (SST, shading ◦C) and 10 m wind vector. Precipitation

data are from CMAP 1979-2017 (Xie and Arkin 1997a), SST data are from HADISST 1870-2017 (Rayner et al.

2003), and wind data are from ERA-Interim 1979-2017 (Dee et al. 2011) .
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FIG. 2. Seasonal cycle along the equator (2◦S to 2◦N) in (top) SST (contour interval 1◦C), (middle) zonal

wind stress, and (bottom) meridional wind stress (contour interval 0.02 Pa, starting at ±0.02 Pa with negative

contours dotted). Data sources are listed in the caption to Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3. Hovmöller diagram of the climatological SST and 10m wind (1979-2017), averaged across the (left)

Indian, (center) eastern half of the Pacific and (right) Atlantic basin. SST is shaded (in ◦C) and precipitation

is contoured (contour interval 2 mm/day). The wind vectors are relative to the maximum in each panel. Data

sources are listed in the caption to Fig. 1.
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FIG. 4. Schematic of essential processes in the Bjerknes feedback. The top panel shows an oblique aerial

view of the upper ocean along the equator in the eastern Pacific. The Bjerknes feedback is illustrated starting

from an arbitrary place in the bottom loop. For example, in response to an externally induced weakening of the

trade winds along the equator, upwelling decreases along the equator and the thermocline deepens in the eastern

Pacific; both which cause warming along the equator in the eastern Pacific. In turn, the east-west gradient in sea

level pressure is reduce, further weakening the trade winds and completing the positive feedback loop.
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FIG. 5. Spatial structure of the Pacific (left) and Atlantic (right) meridional modes (PMM and AMM, respec-

tively). Top: SST and 10m wind from the NCEP Reanalysis regressed onto the PMM and AMM time series

which have unit standard deviation (obtained from www.aos.wisc.edu/∼dvimont/MModes/Data.html) for 1950-

2017. Wind vectors are plotted where the geometric sum of the correlation coefficients exceeds 0.15. Bottom:

CMAP (Xie and Arkin 1997a) precipitation regressed onto the standardized AMM and PMM time series for

1979-2017.
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FIG. 6. Growth and propagation of a meridional mode-like structure using a Gill-Matsuno model coupled to a

slab ocean model, as in Vimont (2010). Panels show (a) an idealized initial SST structure at day 0, (b) day 60 of

the integration, and (c) day 120 of the integration. Shading depicts SST, vectors low level wind, and contours low

level geopotential. Solid contours denote positive geopotential anomalies, and dashed contours denote negative

geopotential anomalies. Units are arbitrary, but consistent throughout the panels. Note the equatorward and

westward propagation of SST anomalies, and the increased amplitude (growth) of SST anomalies throughout

the integration.
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14.6. THE MJO 509

Figure 11.2 

Figure 14.2: The signature of ENSO as represented by regressing various fields upon
the standardized CTI.: (a) 400 hPa vertical mass flux (colored shading) and 150 hPa
geopotential height (contour interval xx m). (b) rainfall from the NASA Tropical
Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) and 1000 hPa wind vectors from the ERA
Interim (longest arrows correspond to xx m s−1) ; (c) 1000 hPa wind vectors repeated
amd 1000 hPa height from the ERA Reanalysis, contour interval xx ◦C; (d) SST based
on ERSST v. 3, contour interval xx hPa, and (e) sea level based on . Courtesy of
Xianyao Chen.

FIG. 7. The signature of (the warm phase of) ENSO based on the regression of various fields on the normalized

Cold Tongue Index (CTI, SST averaged from 6◦S to 6◦N, 180◦W to 90◦W). Rainfall and 1000 hPa wind vectors

are shown in the top panel; extrema are ∼3.5 cm/d and 1.9m/s, respectively. Proceeding down the page are shown

1000 hPa wind vectors and SLP (contour interval 0.2 hPa), SST (contour interval 0.2◦C), and sea level height

(contour interval 2m). Data are from the following sources: wind and SLP from ERA-Interim, precipitation

from NASA’s Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM), and SST from ERSST v.3. Figure courtesy of

Xianyao Chen; adapted from Chen and Wallace (2015).
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508 CHAPTER 14. ENSO

Figure 11.1 

Figure 14.1: Time series of climate variables that exhibit a pronounced ENSO sig-
nature. Top to bottom: equatorial Pacific SST as represented by the ENSO SST
index defined as the SST anomalies averaged over the region 120◦-170◦W, 5◦N-5◦S;
the Southern Oscillation (SO) Index as represented by tropical (20◦S-20◦N) SLP av-
eraged from the Dateline to the South American coast minus SLP over the remainder
of the tropical oceans; the difference between sea level based on tide gauge records at
San Francisco and a station near Perth, Australia; and rainfall in the central equato-
rial Pacific 150◦E-150◦W, a composite of station records prior to 1979 and outgoing
longwave radiation from 1979 onward. All four time series have been standardized
by subtracting out their means and dividing each by its own standard deviation.
Courtesy of Xianyao Chen.

FIG. 8. Time series of selected climate variables that are strongly related to ENSO. Top to bottom: equatorial

SST averaged from 5◦S to 5◦N, 120◦W to 170◦W; the negative of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI), as

represented by the SLP averaged from the Dateline to the South American coast minus SLP averaged over the

remainder of the tropical oceans; the difference in sea level as measured from tide gauges at San Francisco and

a station near Perth Australia; and rainfall in the central Pacific 150◦E to 150◦W. The climatological seasonal

cycle is removed from and resulting anomalies are smoothed using a 5-month running average. Figure courtesy

of Xianyao Chen; adapted from Chen and Wallace (2015).
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Similar patterns have appeared in numerical simulations

of ENSO (e.g., Fig. 14 of Lau et al. 1992).

Figure 8 shows EOF1s of the three-dimensional fields

of OT*, performed separately on an upper layer ex-

tending from 75m upward to the ocean surface and a

lower layer at 75–700m. These modes account for 47%

and 33% of the variances in their respective layers and

their PC time series are correlated with one another at a

level of r 5 20.89. EOF1 of the upper layer closely re-

sembles EOF1 of SST*: its PC is correlated with the EI

at a level of r 5 0.95. EOF1 of the lower layer is domi-

nated by off-equatorial Rossby wave–like features in the

far western Pacific. Neither of these patterns, like the

full OT* signature in the previous figure or the SSL*

pattern shown in Fig. 6a, exhibits strong planetary-scale

signatures in the Atlantic basin or in the Southern

Ocean. The subsurface signature of ENSO-like vari-

ability is largely restricted to the Pacific sector and the

west coast of Australia.

f. Synthesis

Time series of the EI, the EEI, and the SOI* ex-

tending back in time to 1870 are shown in Fig. S1. Co-

herent ups and downs associated with interannual

ENSO-like variability first start to become clearly dis-

cernible in multiple indices during the 1880s.

Many of the key findings of this section are summa-

rized in Tables 2 and 3, which show correlation co-

efficients between all possible pairs of univariate indices

of ENSO-like variability during 1900–2012 and 1950–

2012, respectively. In addition to PC1 of SST* for the

domain P–TP (i.e., the EEI), it includes separate

Northern and Southern Hemisphere extratropical Pa-

cific PC1 time series: the former is equivalent to the

definition of the PDO and the latter in some sense its

mirror image. Correlations range as high as 0.90 for

some of the indices and most of them are stronger in the

data from 1950 onward, presumably because of the im-

proved data reliability. Monthly values of EI, EEI,

SOI*, SOI, and TG are presented in the supplemental

material.

4. Frequency dependence of ENSO-like variability

Using PC1 of unfiltered global SST* (i.e., EI)

as a reference time series, we now investigate

the frequency dependence of the ENSO-related

variability.

FIG. 7. (a) The EI (blue) and the PC1 of the three-dimensional ocean temperature (OT) field down to 700-m

depth based on data for 1950–2012 (red). (b) Longitude–depth section of EOF1 of global OT on the equator. Also

shown is zonally averagedOT inEOF1 of globalOT in the (c) western Pacific sector (1308E–1608W) and (d) eastern

Pacific sector (1608E–808W). EOFs are scaled as in Fig. 2.

15 DECEMBER 2015 CHEN AND WALLACE 9631

FIG. 9. The signature of (the warm phase of) ENSO based on the leading EOF of monthly ocean temperature

anomalies (0-700m, across the globe). The top panel shows a zonal cross section along the equator. The bottom

panels show meridional cross sections in the (left) western (130-160◦E) and (right) eastern (160-80◦W) Pacific.

EOFs are calculated on area weighted, monthly averaged data after removing the climatological seasonal cycle.

Adapted from Chen and Wallace (2015).
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FIG. 10. Hovmöller plots of (left) the depth of the thermocline, defined to be the depth of the 20◦C isotherm,

and (right) SST in the equatorial Pacific. Shown are monthly anomalies after removing the climatological

seasonal cycle. Thermocline data (in m, positive down) are from poama.bom.gov.au/ocean monitoring.shtml

(Yin et al. 2011) and SST data (in ◦C) are from Reynolds et al. (2002).
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d intensification and equatorward displacement of the

subtropical jet streams,
d poleward fluxes of westerly momentum by the equa-

torial stationary waves ;158N/S,
d intensification of the Hadley cells in the inner

tropics, and
d thermally indirect mean meridional circulation cells

centered at ;258N and 308S

during El Niño. We have proposed that several of these

features are a consequence of the narrowing and in-

tensification of the equatorial rain belt during El Niño,
which ventilates the entire tropical upper troposphere

with air with anomalously high angular momentum. It

follows from thermal wind balance and equatorial sym-

metry that anomalously high angular momentum implies

anomalous warmth. We have argued that the anomalous

FIG. 15. (a) Upper-troposphere (300–100 hPa) and (b) boundary layer (1000–850 hPa) ver-

tically averaged wind and divergence signatures The longest arrows correspond to 4m s21 in

(a) and 1m s21 in (b).

FIG. 14. Boundary layer (1000–850 hPa) winds and divergence: (a) total, (b) the zonal

component, and (c) the meridional component. The longest arrows correspond to 1m s21.

1934 JOURNAL OF THE ATMOSPHER IC SC IENCES VOLUME 74

FIG. 11. The boundary layer (1000-850 hPa) winds and divergence associated with the warm phase of ENSO

(i.e., a +1 σ Nino3.4 index), as seen in ERA-Interim reanalysis (1979-2013). (top) total divergence and total

wind; (middle) zonal wind and its contribution to divergence; and (bottom) meridional wind and its contribution

to divergence. The maximum wind vector is ∼1 m/s. From Adames and Wallace (2017).
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FIG. 12. Dynamical evolution of ENSO in the equatorial ocean in an intermediate coupled atmosphere/ocean

model of the tropical Pacific, traced by the grey and white swaths from the lower left to the upper right. Kelvin

(ηK) and Rossby (ηR) signals are highlighted by way of averaging sea level along latitude bands in which sea

level variations are predominantly due to the gravest (fastest) Rossby mode (between 5◦-7◦ north and south) and

Kelvin mode (the equator). Starting from an arbitrary phase, an easterly zonal wind anomaly U associated with

the cold phase of ENSO in the center panel in year 0-2.5 generates a positive Rossby wave packet ηR in the far

left panel that is seen to propagate slowly westward from the central Pacific to the western boundary, where it

issues a positive (downwelling) Kelvin wave packet ηK in the center-left panel that propagates eastward, causing

a El Niño conditions in year 4-5 and reversing the wind anomaly in the central Pacific (center panel). In turn,

the easterly wind anomaly generates a negative Rossby wave in the central Pacific that propagates westward

(center-right panel), and issues in year 6 a negative (upwelling) Kelvin wave packet in year that reaches the

central Pacific in year 6-7 that causes La Niña and easterly wind anomalies, completing the ENSO cycle. From

Schopf and Suarez (1988).
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FIG. 13. Structure of the the ENSO mode in a variant of the Zebiak and Cane (1987) coupled model as

revealed in the thermocline, zonal wind stress and SST anomalies. Hovmöller plots of (top row) the leading

(most unstable) eigenmode of the linearized model and (middle row) the same fields from the full Zebiak and

Cane model (time in days increasing upward). Maps of the SST at the peak of the warm phase are shown for

(left) the eigenmode and (right) the full model. Adapted from Battisti and Hirst (1989).
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1 AUGUST 2000 2821T H O M P S O N A N D B A T T I S T I

FIG. 1. Evolution of the Niño-3 index for the ENSO mode of the
nominal model where the exponential growth has been suppressed.
The circles indicate the location of 1 Jan for each year.

FIG. 2. The ENSO mode as represented by the real and imaginary parts of the principal eigenvector of the Jan–Dec linear propagator.
The interval on the SSTA contours are 0.58C, and the intervals on the thermocline contours are 5 m.

those of the January-to-December propagator. However,
the eigenvalues are the same for both systems. Hence,
the growth rate over one year is the same, no matter
the start month.
To illustrate, Fig. 1 shows the Niño-3 index for a pure

ENSO mode propagating freely, but with the exponen-
tial growth suppressed. In Fig. 1, the solid line indicates
Niño-3 as calculated by multiplying the current state by
the appropriate monthly linear propagators, and the cir-
cles show Niño-3 at yearly intervals (at the beginning

of January). Note that the system’s state at the yearly
intervals can be calculated either by multiplying it by
Ryear or by multiplying it by lj and taking the real part
of the resulting complex fields. As seen in Fig. 1, the
ENSO mode is more complicated with an annual cycle
than the simple sinusoidal ENSO mode from T98a (see
Fig. 3 from T98a); the Niño-3 signal contains several
frequencies and the states through which it passes can-
not be fully described by a single complex eigenvector.
However, it does have a dominant frequency that is
determined by (any one of ) the yearly propagators. The
period of this dominant frequency will be considered to
be the period of the ENSO mode.
Similar to the annually averaged case, the model now

produces a single unstable mode that looks like ENSO.
This ENSO mode has a period of 2.74 yr and grows by
a factor of 1.82 per year. Figure 2 shows the real and
imaginary parts of the sea surface temperature anom-
alies (SSTA) and thermocline fields of the leading ei-
genvector for the January-to-December linear propa-
gator of Eq. (4). In Fig. 2 the eigenvector has been
rotated so that the real part shows the ENSO at the peak
of a warm event, while the imaginary part represents
the transition phase. The eigenvectors for the other 11

15 FEBRUARY 2001 451T H O M P S O N A N D B A T T I S T I

FIG. 4. Power spectra of candidate models. The thick lines in (a)–
(d) show the spectrum of the Niño-3 index for the models N.97, T.97,
T.80, and T.60, respectively. The pair of dashed lines in each give
an estimate of the range that could be expected given a 42-yr sample
of each model. This range was determined by dividing a 10 000-yr
simulation into 42-yr samples—80% of the samples fall between the
dashed lines. For comparison, the COADS spectrum is included in
each (thin lines).

FIG. 5. Annual cycle of variance: the standard deviation of the
Niño-3 index by month for the 1000-yr model simulations and the
COADS data. The key is as follows: open circles are COADS data;
solid circles are N.97; unmarked line is T.97; squares are T.80; stars
are T.60.

TABLE 4. Power spectra peak values: SSTA forcing. The period of the peak frequency in the power spectrum (Fig. 4) for each model and
the COADS data. Also included for each of the model simulations are the periods of the second local maxima. There is no obvious secondary
peak in the COADS spectrum.

Model N.97 T.97 T.80 T.60 COADS

Spectrum peak period (yr)
Spectrum 2d local max period (yr)
ENSO mode period (yr)

2.7
1.5
2.9

3.3
1.4
3.4

3.6
1.3
3.9

3.3 to 6.4
1.3
4.3

3.5
—
—

Fig. 5, but for all models the range of standard deviation
for any month is less than 60.058C. The errors in the
model seasonal patterns of variance most likely cannot
be attributed to sampling error in the observations.
Therefore, while the models do produce a seasonal pat-
tern qualitatively similar to the observations, this pattern
is about 30% too weak, and has its minimum 3 months
late.

5) LAGGED AUTOCORRELATION

The autocorrelation of the Niño-3 index for each of
the four candidate models and the COADS data is shown
in Fig. 6. The autocorrelation for the COADS data
shows the well-known spring barrier—a precipitous
drop in persistence starting in the spring following the
forecast start time (Walker and Bliss 1937). The N.97
and T.97 autocorrelation graphs also show a clear drop
in persistence. However, for these models, the drop in
persistence is less severe than in the observations, and
occurs in the summer rather than the spring. The more
highly damped models, T.80 and T.60 also show this
‘‘summer barrier,’’ but it is even less intense than T.97
and N.97.

Period (years)
16            8            4             2            1

FIG. 14. (top) Nino3 index associated with the temporal evolution of the ENSO mode: the leading (least

damped) Floquet mode of the coupled atmosphere/ocean system, linearized about the observed climatological

seasonal cycle. January 1 is indicated by the open circles. (bottom) Spectrum of Nino3 from observations (light

solid line) and that due to stochastic forcing of the ENSO mode (dark solid line). The dashed lines represent the

80% confidence interval on the ENSO mode, as estimated from subsampling a 10,000 year time series into same

length segments as in the observed spectra. From Thompson and Battisti (2000, 2001).
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FIG. 15. Relationships between monthly Nino3.4 index, thermocline depth in the eastern Pacific (averaged

170◦W-120◦W, 5◦S-5◦N), and zonal wind stress anomalies in the central Pacific (160◦E-150◦W, 5◦S-5◦N) for

the period 1979-2017. (top) Histograms with skewness γ; (middle) scatter plots of Nino3.4, wind stress and

(leading by 3 months) thermocline depth; (bottom) QQ plots of the variables against one another. The red

line in the scatter plots represents the least squares fit (see text). A five month running mean is placed on

Nino3.4 and zonal wind stress; results are not sensitive to smoothing or the details in the region over which the

data are averaged. The SST, thermocline and zonal wind stress data were obtained from the Climate Explorer

climexp.knmi.nl/start.cgi and are from ERSST v.3, Yin et al. (2011), and ERA-interim, respectively.
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FIG. 3. Leading heterogeneous patterns for the three separate MCA sets described in Fig. 2: (a), (b) SLP and zonal
wind stress, respectively, from MCA1; (c), (d) SLP and SST from MCA2; (e), (f ) zonal wind stress and SST from
MCA3. Units are 0.20 hPa (std dev)21 for SLP; 0.02 dyn cm22 (std dev)21 for zonal wind stress; 0.158C (std dev)21

for SST. Positive contours are solid, negative contours are dashed, and the zero line has been omitted. The correlation
coefficient is shaded and is displayed only where it exceeds the 95% confidence level, based on a two-tailed Student’s
t test.

3. Results
a. MCA results
The statistical results from the MCA are summarized

in Fig. 2. The summary statistics in Fig. 2 indicate that
the fields included in the analysis are strongly coupled.
The leading pairs of heterogeneous regression maps re-
sulting from the MCA are presented in Fig. 3.4 Each of
the maps is presented with dimensional units, indicating
the typical amplitude of anomalies associated with the
respective MCA mode. The correlation is shaded and
is only displayed where it is statistically significant at
the 95% confidence level.
Figures 3a,b show the leading pair of coupled patterns

for MCA1 [winter (0) midlatitude SLP and summer
(11) Northern Hemisphere tropical zonal wind stress].
The SLP pattern in Fig. 3a bears a strong resemblance
to the SLP map in Fig. 1, showing a dipole SLP pattern
with centers of action on either side of about 458N. The
light shading in the SLP map highlights the importance
of the southern lobe of this dipole, indicative of weak-
ened trades throughout the subtropics. Vimont et al.
(2003) find that these reduced trades are essential for
forcing the subtropical portion of the SST footprint in
the CSIRO CGCM, via reduction of upward latent heat
flux, and reduced frictional convergence (and hence re-
duced cloudiness and an increase in downward solar
radiation) in the Tropics. We note that an analysis of

4 The MCAs were calculated using the domains noted in Fig. 2.
The maps in Fig. 3 are generated by regressing the respective het-
erogeneous field onto the time series from each MCA result.

intraseasonal (and hence temporally independent of in-
terannual ENSO) NPO variability in the observed record
(Vimont 2002, not shown) reproduces these character-
istics. During the following summer, the tropical zonal
wind stress in Fig. 3b is dominated by positive anom-
alies in the western and central tropical Pacific, extend-
ing from the equator to about 158–208N. Similar zonal
wind stress anomalies are found in the composites dur-
ing the onset stage of El Niño and La Niña events, by
Harrison and Larkin (1998) and Larkin and Harrison
(2001), respectively. The pair of patterns in Figs. 3a,b
bears a strong resemblance to the results from the CSI-
RO CGCMs (Vimont et al. 2001, 2003).
Results from MCA2 [winter (0) midlatitude SLP and

winter (11) tropical SST], plotted in Figs. 3c,d, closely
resemble the the composite maps in Fig. 1. Like the
results from MCA1, the SLP map in Fig. 3c bears a
strong resemblance to the NPO and underscores the im-
portance of weakened trades throughout the subtropics,
which are an integral part of that pattern.
The strongly coupled regression maps for MCA3

[summer (0) tropical zonal wind stress and winter (11)
tropical SST], shown in Figs. 3e,f, are dominated by the
development and mature stage of ENSO (cf. Harrison
and Larkin 1998). The strong correspondence between
the zonal wind stress time series fromMCA3 andMCA1
(r 5 0.94) indicate that much of the pattern seen in Fig.
3e is a consequence of previous winter’s NPO-like SLP
anomalies. Like the zonal wind stress map from MCA1
(Fig. 3b), the tropical zonal wind stress is dominated
by weakened trades in the western and central equatorial
Pacific, from the equator to 158–208N.
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FIG. 3. Leading heterogeneous patterns for the three separate MCA sets described in Fig. 2: (a), (b) SLP and zonal
wind stress, respectively, from MCA1; (c), (d) SLP and SST from MCA2; (e), (f ) zonal wind stress and SST from
MCA3. Units are 0.20 hPa (std dev)21 for SLP; 0.02 dyn cm22 (std dev)21 for zonal wind stress; 0.158C (std dev)21

for SST. Positive contours are solid, negative contours are dashed, and the zero line has been omitted. The correlation
coefficient is shaded and is displayed only where it exceeds the 95% confidence level, based on a two-tailed Student’s
t test.

3. Results
a. MCA results
The statistical results from the MCA are summarized

in Fig. 2. The summary statistics in Fig. 2 indicate that
the fields included in the analysis are strongly coupled.
The leading pairs of heterogeneous regression maps re-
sulting from the MCA are presented in Fig. 3.4 Each of
the maps is presented with dimensional units, indicating
the typical amplitude of anomalies associated with the
respective MCA mode. The correlation is shaded and
is only displayed where it is statistically significant at
the 95% confidence level.
Figures 3a,b show the leading pair of coupled patterns

for MCA1 [winter (0) midlatitude SLP and summer
(11) Northern Hemisphere tropical zonal wind stress].
The SLP pattern in Fig. 3a bears a strong resemblance
to the SLP map in Fig. 1, showing a dipole SLP pattern
with centers of action on either side of about 458N. The
light shading in the SLP map highlights the importance
of the southern lobe of this dipole, indicative of weak-
ened trades throughout the subtropics. Vimont et al.
(2003) find that these reduced trades are essential for
forcing the subtropical portion of the SST footprint in
the CSIRO CGCM, via reduction of upward latent heat
flux, and reduced frictional convergence (and hence re-
duced cloudiness and an increase in downward solar
radiation) in the Tropics. We note that an analysis of

4 The MCAs were calculated using the domains noted in Fig. 2.
The maps in Fig. 3 are generated by regressing the respective het-
erogeneous field onto the time series from each MCA result.

intraseasonal (and hence temporally independent of in-
terannual ENSO) NPO variability in the observed record
(Vimont 2002, not shown) reproduces these character-
istics. During the following summer, the tropical zonal
wind stress in Fig. 3b is dominated by positive anom-
alies in the western and central tropical Pacific, extend-
ing from the equator to about 158–208N. Similar zonal
wind stress anomalies are found in the composites dur-
ing the onset stage of El Niño and La Niña events, by
Harrison and Larkin (1998) and Larkin and Harrison
(2001), respectively. The pair of patterns in Figs. 3a,b
bears a strong resemblance to the results from the CSI-
RO CGCMs (Vimont et al. 2001, 2003).
Results from MCA2 [winter (0) midlatitude SLP and

winter (11) tropical SST], plotted in Figs. 3c,d, closely
resemble the the composite maps in Fig. 1. Like the
results from MCA1, the SLP map in Fig. 3c bears a
strong resemblance to the NPO and underscores the im-
portance of weakened trades throughout the subtropics,
which are an integral part of that pattern.
The strongly coupled regression maps for MCA3

[summer (0) tropical zonal wind stress and winter (11)
tropical SST], shown in Figs. 3e,f, are dominated by the
development and mature stage of ENSO (cf. Harrison
and Larkin 1998). The strong correspondence between
the zonal wind stress time series fromMCA3 andMCA1
(r 5 0.94) indicate that much of the pattern seen in Fig.
3e is a consequence of previous winter’s NPO-like SLP
anomalies. Like the zonal wind stress map from MCA1
(Fig. 3b), the tropical zonal wind stress is dominated
by weakened trades in the western and central equatorial
Pacific, from the equator to 158–208N.

FIG. 16. Stochastic forcing of ENSO via the seasonal footprinting mechansim (SFM, Vimont et al. 2003c).

Shown are the leading patterns from a maximum covariance analysis (MCA) of (top panel) SLP in boreal winter

of year 0 with (bottom panel) SST one year later. The SLP pattern in (a) is nearly identical to the North Pacific

Oscillation – a major pattern of variability intrinsic to the atmosphere (Walker and Bliss 1932). A random

negative excursion in NPO causes positive SST anomalies in the summertime subtropical north Pacific (not

shown) by way of weakened evaporation (weaker than normal trades; see Fig. 5). In turn, the positive off-

equatorial SST anomalies cause anomalous precipitation and weakened trade winds along the equator that last

for most of the boreal summer (not shown) and give rise to (bottom) El Niño conditions in the following winter

via Bjerknes feedback. Contour interval 0.02 haP (std dev)−1 for SLP; 0.15◦C (std dev)−1 for SST. Positive

contours are solid, negative contours are dashed, and the zero line has been omitted. Color denotes correlations

at p=.05 statistical significance.
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two time series is 0.68. Defining a MM event as episodes
where the JFMAM MM wind index exceeds 70% of its
standard deviation, more than 70% (12 out of 17) of the
ENSO events during the past four decades are preceded by
MM events. These statistical results of the MM-ENSO
relationship are more robust than those of the MJO-ENSO
relationship reported previously [Slingo et al., 1999;Hendon
et al., 1999].
[6] Interestingly, there is a marked similarity between the

SST pattern of the MM and the SST composite preceding
the westerly wind events (WWEs) that lead to rapid ENSO
development [Vecchi and Harrison, 2000], raising the
possibility that the MM and WWEs may be connected.
Further analysis of this linkage is, however, beyond the
scope of this study. Finally, we note that the SST pattern of
the MM reported here also bears a close resemblance to the
optimal initial condition that leads to rapid development of
ENSO [Penland and Sardeshmukh, 1995].
[7] A lag-correlation analysis between upper ocean heat

content (HC) derived from an ocean data assimilation
product [Carton et al., 2000] and the CTI supports the
finding that the MM variability leads the development of
ENSO. The HC anomaly in the central equatorial Pacific is
significantly correlated with the CTI when the former leads
the latter by one to two months. However, similar correla-
tion is found between the HC and the MM index when the
MM leads the HC by one season. If the MM’s influence on
HC is removed by a linear regression, the correlation
between HC and CTI is considerably weakened to a
statistically insignificant level (not shown), suggesting that
the role of subsurface ocean variability is to connect the
MM induced wind variability to cold tongue SST variability

via equatorially trapped wave propagation [Vimont et al.,
2003].

3. Coupled Model Experiments

[8] To further test these findings, we conducted a series
of coupled climate model experiments with the NCAR
Community Climate Model version 3 (CCM3) coupled to
an extended 1.5 layer reduced gravity ocean (RGO) model
that has been used extensively in the study of ENSO
[Zebiak and Cane, 1987]. Figure 2 illustrates the CCM3-
RGO model’s ability to simulate observed ENSO variability
based on a 400-year coupled simulation. Many salient
features of observed ENSO are reproduced, including its
temporal (Figures 2a and 2b) and spatial (Figures 2f and 2g)
structures, as well as its phase-locking to the seasonal cycle
(Figures 2c and 2d). The coupled model does, however,
underestimate ENSO variability strength by about 20% and
its period by about 6 months (Figure 2e).
[9] The CCM3-RGO model also captures the boreal

spring MM variability and its relation to ENSO. Figure 3a
shows the leading pattern of a similar analysis applied to the
simulated winds and SST. The resemblance between the
observed (Figure 1a) and simulated MM is evident, except
that the center of the model SST variability is shifted toward
the eastern equatorial region. As in the observations, there is
a robust relationship between the MM and ENSO in the
model. The correlation between the JFMAM MM wind
index and the NDJ CTI index in the model (not shown) is
higher than 0.5 for the 400-year record, which is significant
above the 99% level. Using the same ENSO and MM event
definition as in the observational analysis, we found that
about 66% of the simulated El Niño events are preceded by

Figure 1. Observed MM and its relationship to ENSO. (a) Leading MCA pattern of the MM in non-ENSO boreal
spring. Color shading indicates SST anomaly (red is positive) and the vector indicates wind anomaly. (b) Standard
deviation of the monthly MM wind index as a function of calendar month. (c) Lag-correlation between the monthly wind
and SST MM indices. (d) The FMAM MM wind index (blue) and the NDJ CTI (red). The horizontal dashed lines
indicate 70% of the standard deviation of the indices which is used to define ENSO and MM events. The vertical
shading indicates the springs that follow an ENSO event. The red dots indicate those ENSO events that are preceded by
a MM event.
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two time series is 0.68. Defining a MM event as episodes
where the JFMAM MM wind index exceeds 70% of its
standard deviation, more than 70% (12 out of 17) of the
ENSO events during the past four decades are preceded by
MM events. These statistical results of the MM-ENSO
relationship are more robust than those of the MJO-ENSO
relationship reported previously [Slingo et al., 1999;Hendon
et al., 1999].
[6] Interestingly, there is a marked similarity between the

SST pattern of the MM and the SST composite preceding
the westerly wind events (WWEs) that lead to rapid ENSO
development [Vecchi and Harrison, 2000], raising the
possibility that the MM and WWEs may be connected.
Further analysis of this linkage is, however, beyond the
scope of this study. Finally, we note that the SST pattern of
the MM reported here also bears a close resemblance to the
optimal initial condition that leads to rapid development of
ENSO [Penland and Sardeshmukh, 1995].
[7] A lag-correlation analysis between upper ocean heat

content (HC) derived from an ocean data assimilation
product [Carton et al., 2000] and the CTI supports the
finding that the MM variability leads the development of
ENSO. The HC anomaly in the central equatorial Pacific is
significantly correlated with the CTI when the former leads
the latter by one to two months. However, similar correla-
tion is found between the HC and the MM index when the
MM leads the HC by one season. If the MM’s influence on
HC is removed by a linear regression, the correlation
between HC and CTI is considerably weakened to a
statistically insignificant level (not shown), suggesting that
the role of subsurface ocean variability is to connect the
MM induced wind variability to cold tongue SST variability

via equatorially trapped wave propagation [Vimont et al.,
2003].

3. Coupled Model Experiments

[8] To further test these findings, we conducted a series
of coupled climate model experiments with the NCAR
Community Climate Model version 3 (CCM3) coupled to
an extended 1.5 layer reduced gravity ocean (RGO) model
that has been used extensively in the study of ENSO
[Zebiak and Cane, 1987]. Figure 2 illustrates the CCM3-
RGO model’s ability to simulate observed ENSO variability
based on a 400-year coupled simulation. Many salient
features of observed ENSO are reproduced, including its
temporal (Figures 2a and 2b) and spatial (Figures 2f and 2g)
structures, as well as its phase-locking to the seasonal cycle
(Figures 2c and 2d). The coupled model does, however,
underestimate ENSO variability strength by about 20% and
its period by about 6 months (Figure 2e).
[9] The CCM3-RGO model also captures the boreal

spring MM variability and its relation to ENSO. Figure 3a
shows the leading pattern of a similar analysis applied to the
simulated winds and SST. The resemblance between the
observed (Figure 1a) and simulated MM is evident, except
that the center of the model SST variability is shifted toward
the eastern equatorial region. As in the observations, there is
a robust relationship between the MM and ENSO in the
model. The correlation between the JFMAM MM wind
index and the NDJ CTI index in the model (not shown) is
higher than 0.5 for the 400-year record, which is significant
above the 99% level. Using the same ENSO and MM event
definition as in the observational analysis, we found that
about 66% of the simulated El Niño events are preceded by

Figure 1. Observed MM and its relationship to ENSO. (a) Leading MCA pattern of the MM in non-ENSO boreal
spring. Color shading indicates SST anomaly (red is positive) and the vector indicates wind anomaly. (b) Standard
deviation of the monthly MM wind index as a function of calendar month. (c) Lag-correlation between the monthly wind
and SST MM indices. (d) The FMAM MM wind index (blue) and the NDJ CTI (red). The horizontal dashed lines
indicate 70% of the standard deviation of the indices which is used to define ENSO and MM events. The vertical
shading indicates the springs that follow an ENSO event. The red dots indicate those ENSO events that are preceded by
a MM event.
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FIG. 17. (a) Standard deviation of the monthly wind index associated with the Pacific Meridional Mode

(PMM) as a function of calendar month. (b) The time series of the FMAM-averaged PMM wind index (blue)

and the following NDJ-averaged Cold Tongue Index (red), which is an excellent index of the state of ENSO.

The horizontal red dashed lines indicate 70% of the standard deviation of the indices, which is used to define

ENSO and PMM events (for this figure). The vertical shading indicates warm or cold ENSO events. The red

dots indicate those warm or cold ENSO events that are preceded by a PMM event. About 70% of ENSO events

are preceded by PMM. Adapted from Chang et al. (2007).
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FIG. 18. The NAO and its impact on the upper ocean, as measured by the regression of various fields against

the winter (ONDJFM) averaged (positive) normalized NAO index. (top) Z500 (shaded, in gpm), SLP (contour

interval 3 hPa) and near-surface wind. (bottom) SST (shaded; contour 1◦C) and net surface turbulent heat flux

(solid (dashed) contours are for heat flux in to (out of) the ocean; contour interval 3 Wm−2 with the zero contour

omitted). SLP and Z500 are from NCEP reanalysis (1948-2017) and surface heat flux and wind data are from

ERA-interim (1979-2017).
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FIG. 4. Power spectra of atmosphere and ocean temperature for the coupled, MOGA, and
uncoupled cases. The standard parameters (see Table 1) are used.

Plots of these quantities are shown in Fig. 4 for the
standard parameters, with N assumed to be white noise
with unit amplitude. Note that the uncoupled atmo-
sphere power is pure ‘‘red noise’’—the result of a first-
order Markov process with autocorrelation time of a21,
or in dimensional units, t a 5 ga(lsa 1 la)21. For the
standard parameters t a ¯ 4 days.
We are now in a position to draw some general con-

clusions about variance in coupled and uncoupled runs.
The MOGA power spectrum for either atmosphere or
ocean temperature can be expressed in terms of the re-
spective coupled and uncoupled power spectra as fol-
lows:

2|a|
M UP 5 P 1 1 (20)a,o a,o 21 2|s s 2 a|a o

2 2|s s 2 a| 1 |a|a oM CP 5 P . (21)a,o a,o 2|s s |a o

At this stage we have not assumed anything about the
shape of the spectrum of the forcing term N. We can
see that at all frequencies, both the coupled and MOGA
runs have more variance than the uncoupled run, at least
for reasonable values of a. The comparison of the
MOGA and coupled runs is more complicated. For low
frequencies, bs 2 , ad, the coupled variance exceeds
the MOGA variance. For higher frequencies, the direct
forcing by the SST anomalies exceeds the internal vari-
ance. However, due to the long timescales associated
with the ocean there is little power at these higher fre-
quencies.
It is instructive to consider the ratios of variance be-

tween different systems in the limit as s ® 0 (or equiv-
alently, v ® 0) as follows:

2z
C,Ud 5 (22)

2(z 2 1)
1

M,Ud 5 1 1 (23)
2(z 2 1)

2z
C,Md 5 , (24)

2(z 2 1) 1 1

where z 5 ad/a as before. We have defined the ratio
dC,U 5 PC(0)/PU(0), with the other ratios defined anal-
ogously, and have dropped the subscripts because these
ratios are the same for the atmosphere and ocean vari-
ables. (This equality of variance ratios does not nec-
essarily hold in more realistic models, as discussed in
section 4a.) The ratio of power at low frequencies de-
pends only on the stability parameter z. A plot of the
above power ratios as a function of z is shown in Fig.
5. The standard parameters correspond to z 5 2.42, and
this value is indicated by a vertical line in the plot.
As previously mentioned, z is a stability parameter

for the coupled system. For z . 1, the coupled system
is stable, and the power in the system is maintained by
the stochastic forcing. Large values of the stability pa-
rameter, zk 1, correspond to either large damping, large
negative atmospheric feedback, or inefficient coupling
between the free atmosphere and the surface. In this
case the MOGA variance approaches the uncoupled
variance, while the coupled variance approaches the un-
coupled variance, though much more slowly. In the limit
as z ® 1, which is off the scale of Fig. 5, the coupled
and MOGA variances become equal, and both approach
infinity. This limit corresponds to the unrealistic case
where positive atmospheric feedback completely coun-
teracts damping. Even in the case where we allow no
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FIG. 7. Power spectra of surface flux, defined as Q 5 Ts 2 To, for coupled, MOGA, and
uncoupled cases using the standard parameters. The fluxes into the atmosphere (), the fluxes
into the diagnostic ocean model (¯), and the coupled fluxes (]) are shown. The symbols are
defined in section 3c.

FIG. 8. Autocorrelation function for atmospheric temperature (thick
lines) and SST (thin lines) for the coupled (dash–dot), MOGA
(dashed), and uncoupled (solid) cases.

c. Surface flux spectra

We can compute the power spectra of surface fluxes
in a straightforward manner from the model equations
(8)–(13), so the formulas are not shown here. For the
coupled system, we define [ 2 5 2C C C CQ T T cT] s o a

to be scaled symmetric surface flux. For convenience,CT o

we are neglecting the terms in the surface fluxes, that
are not proportional to the air–sea temperature differ-
ence. If these terms were included, the fluxes that force
the ocean would strictly go to zero for v ® 0, but
otherwise the discrepancy is small. For the MOGA sys-
tem, there are two sets of fluxes, those that force the

atmosphere (with SSTs specified from the coupled mod-
el), 5 2 , and those that force the diagnosticM M CQ T Ts o
ocean, 5 2 . Likewise, for the uncoupledM M MQ T Ts o¯
system we have 5 and 5 2 . TheseU U U U UQ T Q T Ts s o ¯
power spectra are plotted in Fig. 7. At low frequencies
the fluxes that force the ocean satisfy . . ,C M UQ Q Q] ¯ ¯
as in B95. Given the simplicity of our ocean model, it
is therefore not surprising that the resulting SST vari-
ance follows the same ordering. Also, at low frequencies

. . This relation is a manifestation of the reducedU CQ Q]
thermal damping in the coupled system, and it agrees
with the numerical model results of B95 and Bhatt et
al. (1998). Finally, . at low frequencies. ThatM UQ Q 
is, there is a large excess of power in the low-frequency
fluxes that the MOGA atmosphere sees, compared to
those that the uncoupled and coupled atmospheres see.
This result was somewhat unexpected in the numerical
experiments of B95, particularly in light of the fact that
both the atmospheric and oceanic thermal variance of
the MOGA run were intermediate between the uncou-
pled and coupled runs. In the present model, this excess
is a direct result of assuming that a large fraction of the
‘‘natural variability’’ is independent of the prescribed
SST anomalies. The implications for one-way forced
experiments using numerical models are discussed in
section 4b.

d. Lag covariance

Figure 8 shows the autocorrelation functions for To
and Ta for the three systems with the standard param-
eters. The autocorrelation functions are simply the nor-
malized Fourier transforms of the power spectra shown
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FIG. 20. Power spectrum of midlatitude atmosphere and ocean variability. Uncoupled atmosphere refers to

the fixed SST case, while uncoupled ocean refers to the ocean driven by fluxes from the uncoupled atmosphere

case. The MOGA cases refer to the atmosphere response to SSTs prescribed from the fully coupled case, and

the uncoupled ocean response to fluxes prescribed from the fully coupled case. (top) tropospheric temperature
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Figure 4. First four low-frequency patterns (LFPs) and low-frequency components (LFCs) of Pacific sea surface
temperature anomalies, based on low-frequency component analysis (LFCA) with N = 30 Empirical Orthogonal
Functions (EOFs) retained and a T = 10 year lowpass cutoff. Solid black lines show the LFCs filtered with a 6 year
running average. Vertical dashed lines indicate years with major Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) transitions. Triangles
on the x axis of LFC 2 indicate anomalies of greater than 2𝜎 in the ENSO* index (defined in Figure 1) for three
consecutive months. LFC 1 shows the impact of global warming on Pacific sea surface temperatures. LFC 2 shows
La-Niña-like variability on multidecadal time scales and modulates the strength of El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO).
LFC 3 shows multidecadal variability of the central equatorial Pacific. LFC 4 is the most PDO-like mode, is concentrated
in the midlatitude North Pacific, and is compared side by side with the traditional definition of PDO in Figure S3.

It contributes to the variability of PDO* (correlation of 33%) but less than the North Pacific PDO-like mode
(LFC 4; correlation of 68%). ENSO is filtered out of the leading LFCs and is split across a few of the remain-
ing (higher frequency) LFCs. In this analysis, variability characterized by the traditional PDO is split across
multiple LFCs; however, the PDO itself is thought to be the superposition of several different physical mech-
anisms (Newman et al., 2016), and there is no physical motivation for it to be characterized by a single
statistical mode.

Across a range of LFCA parameters, the most PDO-like mode illustrates the properties that are essential to
the PDO: warm SST anomalies along the west coast of North America, cold anomalies extending from Japan
eastward within the Kuroshio-Oyashio extension, variability on 10–40 year time scales, and marked phase
transitions (Figures 4d and S4). The most tenuous feature of the PDO-like mode is its connection to tropical
Pacific SSTs, which is strongest when fewer EOFs are included in the analysis or when a shorter lowpass cutoff
time scale is used (6 years or less). Where there is a strong connection between the PDO and equatorial SSTs,
such as in the traditional PDO definition, this connection comes not from decadal variability but from averag-
ing in the effects of a few large El Niño years (Figure S5). Models that show a weaker connection between the
PDO and the tropics (Newman et al., 2016) are not necessarily wrong, as the apparent connection to the tropics

WILLS ET AL. MULTIDECADAL TEMPERATURE PATTERNS 6

FIG. 21. The warm phase of the PDO as identified from a low frequency component analysis (LFCA) of pan-

Pacific SST (see Wills et al. 2018b,a, for further information). Shown are the (top) SST pattern and (bottom)

time series of the PDO (with unit standard deviation), identified from the LFCA.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of LFC 1 and NASSTI in coupled climate models. (a and b) Spatial pattern of SST anomalies associated with a 1-
standard-deviation anomaly in (a) LFC 1 and (b) NASSTI, computed over the CMIP5 pre-industrial ensemble; the insets show the autocorrelation
of the associated indices. (c and d) Regression of net sea-surface heat-flux anomalies on (c) LFC 1 and (d) NASSTI. Positive values denote an
anomalous heat flux from the ocean into the atmosphere. Insets show the lead-lag regression of heat-flux anomalies (averaged over the box in the
corresponding figure) on each index. Lag 0 is the time where the temperature pattern is maximum; positive lags indicate heat-flux anomalies that
lag the index. Dashed grey lines give the 95% significance levels based on phase randomization. Averaging is done over all 26 CMIP5 models used
in this study; see Table 1.

cal Atlantic SSTs. Together, these results suggest that the
AMO is confined to the subpolar North Atlantic, while the
tropical Atlantic varies primarily on shorter (intradecadal)
timescales, adding noise to the traditional NASSTI/AMO
definition.

LFP/LFC 2 is similar to proposed SST-based indices
of AMOC (Rahmstorf et al. 2015; Caeser et al. 2018),
and similarly shows a negative trend over the 20th cen-
tury (�0.6 standard deviations per century). However, the
magnitude of negative trend in LFC 2 is sensitive to the
time period analyzed. Other aspects of the results in Fig.
1 are robust across different choices of time periods and
can be recovered by transferring trends between LFCs 1
and 2, as long as we include data back to 1960 [We also
obtain similar results from an analysis of the Hadley Cen-
tre Global Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature data set
version 1.1 (HadISSTv1.1, Rayner et al. 2003)]. Time pe-
riods shorter than about 60 years contain less than one full
cycle of AMO variability such that this statistical analy-
sis mixes the AMO with with the linear trend. Statisti-

cal analysis of SST anomalies cannot by itself distinguish
the relative influences of external forcing and internal vari-
ability on observed Atlantic SST variability. Distinguish-
ing forced from unforced components in observations re-
quires a better understanding of the physical mechanisms
of AMO variability, which we will develop (based on cou-
pled climate models) in the next section.

The observational record of ocean circulation (Cun-
ningham et al. 2007) and air-sea heat fluxes (Chou et al.
2003; Yu and Weller 2007; Berry and Kent 2009) is too
short to constrain mechanisms of variability on multi-
decadal timescales, particularly since lead-lag relation-
ships with the AMO are dominated by the two major AMO
transitions in the observational record, during 1966-68 and
1995-98. We thus turn our focus to numerical simula-
tions with fully-coupled atmosphere-ocean models. To
identify mechanisms of unforced variability, we analyze
CMIP5 pre-industrial control simulations, where green-
house gases and aerosols are kept fixed at pre-industrial
levels. We include 500 years from each of 26 different
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FIG. 1. Atlantic Low Frequency Components in ERSSTv3b. (a) The first and (b) second low-frequency patterns (LFPs) of Atlantic SST
anomalies over the historical period from the ERSSTv3b data set, using low-frequency component analysis (LFCA) with 25 EOFs retained and
a 10-year lowpass cutoff. (c) The first and second low-frequency components (LFCs) of Atlantic SST, which correspond to the spatial anomaly
patterns in (a) and (b). The North Atlantic SST Index (NASSTI), based on linearly detrended SSTs, is shown for comparison. Dashed vertical lines
show years with major AMO transitions. Black lines show each index filtered with a 10-year lowpass filter; r is the ratio of low-frequency (greater
than 10 years) to total variance. Note that using global-mean SST to remove the global warming signal from NASSTI further reduces its variance
ratio r to 0.51 without qualitatively changing its SST pattern. (d) Regression of Atlantic SST anomalies on NASSTI.

3. Multidecadal variability of the subpolar North At-
lantic

The two leading LFPs/LFCs of monthly Atlantic SST
anomalies (from the climatological seasonal cycle) be-
tween 40�S and 75�N in the observations (ERSST, Smith
et al. 2008), over the period 1900-2016, correspond to
basin-wide long-term warming and subpolar North At-
lantic multidecadal variability (Fig. 1). We retain 25 EOFS
in the LFCA to capture 85% of the total Atlantic SST vari-
ance. LFC 1 is highly correlated (0.94) with global-mean
SST and thus represents the impact of global warming on
Atlantic SSTs. LFP 2 shows large-scale warming of the
North Atlantic, concentrated in the North Atlantic sub-
polar gyre. Its timeseries (LFC 2, Fig. 1c) shows a pro-
nounced warm phase from 1924 to 1965 followed by a
pronounced cold phase from 1966 to 1997 and a weaker
warm phase since 1998. This agrees well with the mul-
tidecadal shifts in NASSTI (correlation of 0.74, coher-

ence greater than 0.85 for periods greater than 12 yr),
but LFC 2 has a much larger ratio of low-frequency to
total variance than does NASSTI (r = 0.76 versus 0.55).
While the temperature patterns associated with LFC 2 and
NASSTI are similar in the subpolar gyre (Figs. 1b and
1d), LFC 2 has a much weaker relationship with tropi-
cal Atlantic SSTs. Together, these results suggest that the
AMO is confined to the subpolar North Atlantic, while the
tropical Atlantic varies primarily on shorter (intradecadal)
timescales, adding noise to the traditional NASSTI/AMO
definition.

LFP/LFC 2 is similar to proposed SST-based indices
of AMOC (Rahmstorf et al. 2015; Caeser et al. 2018),
and similarly shows a negative trend over the 20th cen-
tury (�0.6 standard deviations per century). However, the
magnitude of negative trend in LFC 2 is sensitive to the
time period analyzed. Other aspects of the results in Fig.
1 are robust across different choices of time periods and
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FIG. 1. Atlantic Low Frequency Components in ERSSTv3b. (a) The first and (b) second low-frequency patterns (LFPs) of Atlantic SST
anomalies over the historical period from the ERSSTv3b data set, using low-frequency component analysis (LFCA) with 25 EOFs retained and
a 10-year lowpass cutoff. (c) The first and second low-frequency components (LFCs) of Atlantic SST, which correspond to the spatial anomaly
patterns in (a) and (b). The North Atlantic SST Index (NASSTI), based on linearly detrended SSTs, is shown for comparison. Dashed vertical lines
show years with major AMO transitions. Black lines show each index filtered with a 10-year lowpass filter; r is the ratio of low-frequency (greater
than 10 years) to total variance. Note that using global-mean SST to remove the global warming signal from NASSTI further reduces its variance
ratio r to 0.51 without qualitatively changing its SST pattern. (d) Regression of Atlantic SST anomalies on NASSTI.

3. Multidecadal variability of the subpolar North At-
lantic

The two leading LFPs/LFCs of monthly Atlantic SST
anomalies (from the climatological seasonal cycle) be-
tween 40�S and 75�N in the observations (ERSST, Smith
et al. 2008), over the period 1900-2016, correspond to
basin-wide long-term warming and subpolar North At-
lantic multidecadal variability (Fig. 1). We retain 25 EOFS
in the LFCA to capture 85% of the total Atlantic SST vari-
ance. LFC 1 is highly correlated (0.94) with global-mean
SST and thus represents the impact of global warming on
Atlantic SSTs. LFP 2 shows large-scale warming of the
North Atlantic, concentrated in the North Atlantic sub-
polar gyre. Its timeseries (LFC 2, Fig. 1c) shows a pro-
nounced warm phase from 1924 to 1965 followed by a
pronounced cold phase from 1966 to 1997 and a weaker
warm phase since 1998. This agrees well with the mul-
tidecadal shifts in NASSTI (correlation of 0.74, coher-

ence greater than 0.85 for periods greater than 12 yr),
but LFC 2 has a much larger ratio of low-frequency to
total variance than does NASSTI (r = 0.76 versus 0.55).
While the temperature patterns associated with LFC 2 and
NASSTI are similar in the subpolar gyre (Figs. 1b and
1d), LFC 2 has a much weaker relationship with tropi-
cal Atlantic SSTs. Together, these results suggest that the
AMO is confined to the subpolar North Atlantic, while the
tropical Atlantic varies primarily on shorter (intradecadal)
timescales, adding noise to the traditional NASSTI/AMO
definition.

LFP/LFC 2 is similar to proposed SST-based indices
of AMOC (Rahmstorf et al. 2015; Caeser et al. 2018),
and similarly shows a negative trend over the 20th cen-
tury (�0.6 standard deviations per century). However, the
magnitude of negative trend in LFC 2 is sensitive to the
time period analyzed. Other aspects of the results in Fig.
1 are robust across different choices of time periods and
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FIG. 2. Comparison of LFC 1 and NASSTI in coupled climate models. (a and b) Spatial pattern of SST anomalies associated with a 1-
standard-deviation anomaly in (a) LFC 1 and (b) NASSTI, computed over the CMIP5 pre-industrial ensemble; the insets show the autocorrelation
of the associated indices. (c and d) Regression of net sea-surface heat-flux anomalies on (c) LFC 1 and (d) NASSTI. Positive values denote an
anomalous heat flux from the ocean into the atmosphere. Insets show the lead-lag regression of heat-flux anomalies (averaged over the box in the
corresponding figure) on each index. Lag 0 is the time where the temperature pattern is maximum; positive lags indicate heat-flux anomalies that
lag the index. Dashed grey lines give the 95% significance levels based on phase randomization. Averaging is done over all 26 CMIP5 models used
in this study; see Table 1.

cal Atlantic SSTs. Together, these results suggest that the
AMO is confined to the subpolar North Atlantic, while the
tropical Atlantic varies primarily on shorter (intradecadal)
timescales, adding noise to the traditional NASSTI/AMO
definition.

LFP/LFC 2 is similar to proposed SST-based indices
of AMOC (Rahmstorf et al. 2015; Caeser et al. 2018),
and similarly shows a negative trend over the 20th cen-
tury (�0.6 standard deviations per century). However, the
magnitude of negative trend in LFC 2 is sensitive to the
time period analyzed. Other aspects of the results in Fig.
1 are robust across different choices of time periods and
can be recovered by transferring trends between LFCs 1
and 2, as long as we include data back to 1960 [We also
obtain similar results from an analysis of the Hadley Cen-
tre Global Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature data set
version 1.1 (HadISSTv1.1, Rayner et al. 2003)]. Time pe-
riods shorter than about 60 years contain less than one full
cycle of AMO variability such that this statistical analy-
sis mixes the AMO with with the linear trend. Statisti-

cal analysis of SST anomalies cannot by itself distinguish
the relative influences of external forcing and internal vari-
ability on observed Atlantic SST variability. Distinguish-
ing forced from unforced components in observations re-
quires a better understanding of the physical mechanisms
of AMO variability, which we will develop (based on cou-
pled climate models) in the next section.

The observational record of ocean circulation (Cun-
ningham et al. 2007) and air-sea heat fluxes (Chou et al.
2003; Yu and Weller 2007; Berry and Kent 2009) is too
short to constrain mechanisms of variability on multi-
decadal timescales, particularly since lead-lag relation-
ships with the AMO are dominated by the two major AMO
transitions in the observational record, during 1966-68 and
1995-98. We thus turn our focus to numerical simula-
tions with fully-coupled atmosphere-ocean models. To
identify mechanisms of unforced variability, we analyze
CMIP5 pre-industrial control simulations, where green-
house gases and aerosols are kept fixed at pre-industrial
levels. We include 500 years from each of 26 different
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FIG. 1. Atlantic Low Frequency Components in ERSSTv3b. (a) The first and (b) second low-frequency patterns (LFPs) of Atlantic SST
anomalies over the historical period from the ERSSTv3b data set, using low-frequency component analysis (LFCA) with 25 EOFs retained and
a 10-year lowpass cutoff. (c) The first and second low-frequency components (LFCs) of Atlantic SST, which correspond to the spatial anomaly
patterns in (a) and (b). The North Atlantic SST Index (NASSTI), based on linearly detrended SSTs, is shown for comparison. Dashed vertical lines
show years with major AMO transitions. Black lines show each index filtered with a 10-year lowpass filter; r is the ratio of low-frequency (greater
than 10 years) to total variance. Note that using global-mean SST to remove the global warming signal from NASSTI further reduces its variance
ratio r to 0.51 without qualitatively changing its SST pattern. (d) Regression of Atlantic SST anomalies on NASSTI.

3. Multidecadal variability of the subpolar North At-
lantic

The two leading LFPs/LFCs of monthly Atlantic SST
anomalies (from the climatological seasonal cycle) be-
tween 40�S and 75�N in the observations (ERSST, Smith
et al. 2008), over the period 1900-2016, correspond to
basin-wide long-term warming and subpolar North At-
lantic multidecadal variability (Fig. 1). We retain 25 EOFS
in the LFCA to capture 85% of the total Atlantic SST vari-
ance. LFC 1 is highly correlated (0.94) with global-mean
SST and thus represents the impact of global warming on
Atlantic SSTs. LFP 2 shows large-scale warming of the
North Atlantic, concentrated in the North Atlantic sub-
polar gyre. Its timeseries (LFC 2, Fig. 1c) shows a pro-
nounced warm phase from 1924 to 1965 followed by a
pronounced cold phase from 1966 to 1997 and a weaker
warm phase since 1998. This agrees well with the mul-
tidecadal shifts in NASSTI (correlation of 0.74, coher-

ence greater than 0.85 for periods greater than 12 yr),
but LFC 2 has a much larger ratio of low-frequency to
total variance than does NASSTI (r = 0.76 versus 0.55).
While the temperature patterns associated with LFC 2 and
NASSTI are similar in the subpolar gyre (Figs. 1b and
1d), LFC 2 has a much weaker relationship with tropi-
cal Atlantic SSTs. Together, these results suggest that the
AMO is confined to the subpolar North Atlantic, while the
tropical Atlantic varies primarily on shorter (intradecadal)
timescales, adding noise to the traditional NASSTI/AMO
definition.

LFP/LFC 2 is similar to proposed SST-based indices
of AMOC (Rahmstorf et al. 2015; Caeser et al. 2018),
and similarly shows a negative trend over the 20th cen-
tury (�0.6 standard deviations per century). However, the
magnitude of negative trend in LFC 2 is sensitive to the
time period analyzed. Other aspects of the results in Fig.
1 are robust across different choices of time periods and
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FIG. 1. Atlantic Low Frequency Components in ERSSTv3b. (a) The first and (b) second low-frequency patterns (LFPs) of Atlantic SST
anomalies over the historical period from the ERSSTv3b data set, using low-frequency component analysis (LFCA) with 25 EOFs retained and
a 10-year lowpass cutoff. (c) The first and second low-frequency components (LFCs) of Atlantic SST, which correspond to the spatial anomaly
patterns in (a) and (b). The North Atlantic SST Index (NASSTI), based on linearly detrended SSTs, is shown for comparison. Dashed vertical lines
show years with major AMO transitions. Black lines show each index filtered with a 10-year lowpass filter; r is the ratio of low-frequency (greater
than 10 years) to total variance. Note that using global-mean SST to remove the global warming signal from NASSTI further reduces its variance
ratio r to 0.51 without qualitatively changing its SST pattern. (d) Regression of Atlantic SST anomalies on NASSTI.

3. Multidecadal variability of the subpolar North At-
lantic

The two leading LFPs/LFCs of monthly Atlantic SST
anomalies (from the climatological seasonal cycle) be-
tween 40�S and 75�N in the observations (ERSST, Smith
et al. 2008), over the period 1900-2016, correspond to
basin-wide long-term warming and subpolar North At-
lantic multidecadal variability (Fig. 1). We retain 25 EOFS
in the LFCA to capture 85% of the total Atlantic SST vari-
ance. LFC 1 is highly correlated (0.94) with global-mean
SST and thus represents the impact of global warming on
Atlantic SSTs. LFP 2 shows large-scale warming of the
North Atlantic, concentrated in the North Atlantic sub-
polar gyre. Its timeseries (LFC 2, Fig. 1c) shows a pro-
nounced warm phase from 1924 to 1965 followed by a
pronounced cold phase from 1966 to 1997 and a weaker
warm phase since 1998. This agrees well with the mul-
tidecadal shifts in NASSTI (correlation of 0.74, coher-

ence greater than 0.85 for periods greater than 12 yr),
but LFC 2 has a much larger ratio of low-frequency to
total variance than does NASSTI (r = 0.76 versus 0.55).
While the temperature patterns associated with LFC 2 and
NASSTI are similar in the subpolar gyre (Figs. 1b and
1d), LFC 2 has a much weaker relationship with tropi-
cal Atlantic SSTs. Together, these results suggest that the
AMO is confined to the subpolar North Atlantic, while the
tropical Atlantic varies primarily on shorter (intradecadal)
timescales, adding noise to the traditional NASSTI/AMO
definition.

LFP/LFC 2 is similar to proposed SST-based indices
of AMOC (Rahmstorf et al. 2015; Caeser et al. 2018),
and similarly shows a negative trend over the 20th cen-
tury (�0.6 standard deviations per century). However, the
magnitude of negative trend in LFC 2 is sensitive to the
time period analyzed. Other aspects of the results in Fig.
1 are robust across different choices of time periods and
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FIG. 22. Schematic evolution of an AMO warm event. Summary of the atmospheric and oceanic anomalies

during the (a) growth, (b) peak, and (c) decay phases of an AMO warm event. Orange shading shows an SST

anomaly characteristic of each phase (taken from regressions of SST on the AMO index obtained from LFCA,

for lead times of -5, -1, and 3 years, respectively). Blue and red contours indicate low and high sea level pressure

anomalies, respectively. Black arrows in (a) indicate strong zonal winds during the growth stage. Upward squig-

gly arrows indicate anomalous heat fluxes (including radiation) from the ocean into the atmosphere; downward,

from the atmosphere into the ocean. The dark red arrow shows the path of the Gulf Stream and North Atlantic

Drift; its width corresponds to the magnitude of AMOC anomaly in each phase of the AMO. Note that the heat

flux anomalies in the eastern north Atlantic (near Iceland) and in the subtropical north Atlantic change signs

between the peak phase (b) and the decay phase (c) indicating that SST anomalies are driven by the atmosphere

in this region (while being driven by the ocean elsewhere). (d) Autolag correlation of the AMO index obtained

from LFCA of SST anomalies in the CMIP5 models. (e) Time series of the AMO index obtained from LFCA of

the observed SST. From Wills et al. (2019).
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FIG. 4. RMSE (black) and ensemble standard deviation (red) for Niño-3.4 prediction by nine CHFP models and 
the multimodel ensemble, as a function of lead time for predictions from August 1982–2009.

in international multiorganization projects. As ex-
amples of the open-access development, data from 
the most recent European Organisation for the Ex-
ploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) 
launches in the sentinel series of satellites are made 
available in near–real time, emulating access rights 
for remote sensing products that have long been 
the norm in the United States. Many journals and 
funding agencies now insist on open data policies 
as a condition for publication or financial support. 
Political pressure associated with the climate change 
debate has started to lead to national meteorological 
agencies releasing additional station records to the 
public, beyond those already available on the global 
telecommunications system (GTS). Climate mod-
eling undertakings that are assessed by the IPCC 
have been open access since inception and since the 
Fifth Assessment Report have included coordinated 
experiments regarding decadal prediction. Leading 
operational centers from around the world have 
submitted their short- to medium-range forecasts 
in near–real time to the open-access The Observ-
ing System Research and Predictability Experiment 
(THORPEX) Interactive Grand Global Ensemble 
(TIGGE; Bougeault et al. 2010) database for a num-
ber of years, which has recently been emulated from 
2015 by the subseasonal to seasonal (S2S; Vitart et 
al. 2016) database.

The CHFP database therefore represents another 
piece of the meteorological open-access puzzle, mak-
ing a vast set of seasonal forecasts freely available to 
the research community, facilitating the move toward 

of variables should not be too large to ensure that 
data volumes do not become too excessive and the 
submission process too onerous for contributing 
centers, which is particularly important for voluntary 
undertakings. On the other hand, many research 
questions or applications modeling undertakings 
require noncore model variables or data with daily 
frequency and must therefore make recourse to the 
subset of models for which such data are available. 
Additional noncore fields are submitted on an ad 
hoc, center-by-center basis, with the result that the 
available model set changes according to the scientific 
question posed. The database would be more robust 
for research purposes if it adhered to a more rigid 
protocol of a core set of variables, supplemented by 
additional dataset tiers for modeling centers willing to 
provide them. Ideally, these additional variables and 
their respective archiving frequency would evolve in 
time in response to requests from database users, and 
feedback from the user community is thus strongly 
desirable and encouraged.

OUTLOOK. We are presently experiencing an un-
deniable and inexorable evolution toward open data 
policies in support of research institutions and their 
undertakings. Open access ensures the scientific 
potential of data is maximized for the full benefit of 
society, increases scientific feedback concerning the 
strengths and drawbacks of the data, and allows fair 
and equal access to the scientific community, which 
is of particular importance to scientists in develop-
ing countries who face difficulties in participating 

Figure	X:	RMSE	(black)	and	ensemble	standard	deviation	(red)	for	Nino-3.4	predictions	by	
nine	CHFP	models	and	the	multi-model	ensemble	as	a	function	of	lead	time	for	prediction	
from	August	1982-2009.	Figure	taken	from	Tompkins	et	al.	(2017).

FIG. 23. Model skill in predicting NIno3.4 (1982-2009) as a function of lead time for prediction. For the

individual models the RMSE (black) is calculated based on the difference of the individual model ensemble

mean from the observational estimates. For the individual models, the ensemble standard deviation (or deviation

from the ensemble mean) is shown in red. The RMSE for the multi-model ensemble (MME) is based on the

average of the ensemble means from each model (i.e., the models are weighted equally). Figure taken from

Tompkins et al. (2017).
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FIG. 24. Correlation of (a-g) the observed SST and the ensemble mean forecast from each of the seven models,

and of (h) the observed SST and the multimodal ensemble mean forecast. Forecasts are initialized in July and

are verifying for the following DJF mean for the period 1982-2010.
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Figure	Z:	SSTA	RPSS	for	the	grand	multi-model	ensemble	for	forecasts	
initialized	in	July	1982-2010	and	verifying	in	following	December-
February.	FIG. 25. Rank Probability Skill Score (RPSS) for the grand multi-model ensemble for SST forecasts. Fore-

casts were initialized every July (1982-2010) and verified the following December- February.
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Figure	ZZ:	SSTA	correlation	and	RPSS	for	the	grand	multi-model	ensemble	for	precipitation	forecasts	
initialized	in	July	1982-2010	and	verifying	in	following	December-February.	

FIG. 26. (left) Precipitation anomaly correlation (X 100) and (right) RPSS for the grand multi-model ensemble

precipitation forecasts initialized each July 1982-2010 (i.e., 28-years of retrospective forecasts) and verifying in

the following December-February. The grand multi-model ensemble includes over 100 ensemble members for

seven different models. The verification data set is the CPC merge analysis of precipitation (CMAP, Xie and

Arkin (1997a)).
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